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Summary
A major drawback with switched-mode power supplies (SMPS) is the gen-
eration of unintended electromagnetic interference (EMI) noise. High di/dt loops
and high dv/dt nodes in the power converter are the sources of the EMI noise.
Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) regulating agencies have set limits on the
level of permissible EMI noise emissions. To meet these limits, there is a need
for a simple EMI analysis methodology and further investigations into ways of
mitigating the noise generated by SMPS.
To limit the scope of research, only conducted EMI issues are addressed
in this thesis. The main purpose of the research presented in this thesis is to
investigate and propose solutions related to conducted EMI analysis and filtering
issues related to SMPS. A boost power factor correction (PFC) converter has been
used as the application that generates the noise current.
The goals of the work reported in this thesis can be summarized as follows:
• To review and classify the reported literature on conducted EMI models and
mitigation techniques. Thus, in this process the areas for further research
and development are to be identified.
• To develop simple, yet accurate, EMI prediction models for SMPS.
• To develop a simple method to quantitatively characterize an EMI spectrum.
• To consolidate the passive EMI filter design procedure taking into consider-
ation various aspects of filter requirements.
• To investigate and propose alternative solutions to bulky passive EMI filters.
x
Summary
A comprehensive review and classification of reported literature on con-
ducted EMI models and mitigation techniques is presented. This literature review
concludes that there is a lack of: a) simple EMI prediction models for SMPS b) a
method to characterize an EMI spectrum c) a detailed passive EMI filter design
methodology and d) analysis on alternative methods to replace the bulky passive
EMI filter.
Simple EMI prediction models for Common Mode (CM) and Differential
Mode (DM) noise in a boost PFC have been presented as alternatives to the
existing complex and tedious to implement models. Two modeling techniques
are presented. The models based on analytical expressions predict the expected
asymptotical spectra while the simplified circuit models give the detailed expected
spectra. These models require the measurement of high frequency characteristics
of only the components involved in the noise paths, thereby simplifying the model-
ing process. The proposed models are verified by comparing the predicted DM and
CM noise spectra with the experimentally measured noise spectra. The proposed
models are also used in the passive filter design process.
The EMI noise is measured over a wide frequency spectrum (typically, be-
tween 150 kHz and 30 MHz). Hence, it is not a straightforward issue to compare
different EMI spectra. A simple metric, based on the order and cut-off frequency
of an external passive EMI filter required to meet the standards, has been pro-
posed. This metric allows the design engineer to evaluate and compare the EMI
spectra of switched mode power converters. Usage of the metric is illustrated by
evaluating EMI performance of two different mitigation techniques applied to the
same power converter.
A complete passive EMI filter design procedure considering various aspects,
such as filter topology selection, input power factor, earth leakage current, system
stability and the required noise attenuation, is proposed. The filter is designed
xi
Summary
based on the EMI spectra predicted with the analytical models. The experimental
results presented validate the EMI filter design procedure. Also, an analysis of
the filter characteristics based on detailed modeling of the components, including
their parasitics, is presented which would help to identify the right component to
change to improve the filter performance, if there is a need to do so.
Active EMI filters (AEFs) can possibly replace passive EMI filters in the fu-
ture due to their potential for smaller size. Both feedback and feedforward type of
CM AEFs are investigated. A complete stability analysis and design has been pre-
sented for a feedback type of AEF. For feedforward type of AEF, a design analysis
is presented along with analysis on the sensitivity of the filter performance due to
filter parameters’ variations. Both AEF filter designs have been supported with
experimental results. The analyses have shown that the performance of feedfor-
ward AEF scheme does not degrade by large due to the variations in components’
values. The parameters’ sensitivity in feedforward AEF is not as severe as the
stability issue in the feedback AEF. The overall noise attenuation performance of
the feedforward AEF is better than that of feedback AEF.
Neither the feedback nor the feedforward types of AEF, however, is able
to fully meet the CM attenuation requirements. Hence, three hybrid CM EMI
filter topologies, consisting of a cascade of any two CM EMI filters out of the
three types investigated, viz., feedback type, feedforward type and passive type,
were investigated. Analysis, design and experimental results for the three hybrid
EMI filter topologies are presented. Though all of the three approaches have
the potential to fully mitigate the conducted EMI, a hybrid EMI filter using a
feedforward AEF with an additional passive filter on the power supply (grid) side
yielded the best result overall, a high 60 dB attenuation upto a frequency of




Finally, the thesis concludes with an identification of avenues for further ad-
vancement in various conducted EMI related topics for SMPS.
Keywords: switched-mode power supplies, electromagnetic compatibility, elec-
tromagnetic interference, common mode noise, differential mode noise, power fac-
tor correction, passive EMI filter, active EMI filter, hybrid EMI filter.
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Electrical and electronic devices establish electric and magnetic fields in their
environment of operation. Thus, any electrical/electronic device is a potential
source of electromagnetic disturbance. Such an electromagnetic disturbance pro-
duced by a device may cause malfunction of other devices and circuits operating
in the common electromagnetic environment. In recent years, with the plethora of
high speed circuits, electronic communication devices and switched-mode power
supplies, electromagnetic disturbance has become more serious problem than be-
fore. Though it’s not possible to eliminate completely the electromagnetic pollu-
tion due to modern electrical and electronic equipment, the noise pollution can
be reduced by placing restrictions on its generation. Also, the adverse effects
of the electromagnetic pollution can be reduced by increasing the immunity of
electrical/electronic devices against it.
Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) [1]-[4] refers to the ability of an elec-
trical or an electronic system, or device to operate in its intended environment
without suffering unacceptable performance degradation or causing such degrada-
tion in other electrical systems operating in the same environment as a result of
electromagnetic interferences. In short, EMC is the ability of a device to operate




Achieving EMC requires us to consider two aspects: a) Electromagnetic
interference (EMI) and b) Electromagnetic susceptibility (EMS), as shown in
Fig. 1.1.
Fig. 1.1 Areas of electromagnetic compatibility
Electromagnetic interference (EMI) is the process by which disturbing/ inter-
fering electromagnetic energy is transmitted from a device to another via radiation
and/or conducting paths. EMI is a subset of EMC and is focused on the ability
of an electric device to operate in an environment without disturbing others.
Electromagnetic susceptibility (EMS), also referred to as electromagnetic
immunity, is the ability of a device to maintain its predefined performance level
in the presence of unplanned electromagnetic disturbances. EMS is also a sub-
set of EMC and is focused on the ability of an electric device to operate in an
environment without being influenced by others.
EMC is achieved primarily by addressing both emission and susceptibility
issues, i.e., quieting the sources of interference and hardening the potential victims.






Based on these two energy transfer mechanisms, EMI and EMS are also
further divided into conducted and radiated subgroups Fig. 1.1.
Conducted interferences are due to noise currents that flow through conduc-
tors and eventually affect other nearby operating devices. Thus, the noise current
flowing in the power lines of the device can find its way in to the entire power
distribution network and radiate more electromagnetic energy.
Radiated interferences are due to the transfer of electromagnetic energy
through radiation directly from the device. This transfer of electromagnetic energy
does not require a conducting media.
The research presented in this thesis focuses on the conducted
electromagnetic interference only. Hereinafter in this thesis, unless the
term radiated EMI is explicitly used, the term EMI refers to the con-
ducted EMI noise only.
1.0.1 EMI of a switched-mode power supply
In the early 1970s, there occurred a major change in power supply market
with the underlying power conversion technology making a rapid shift from linear
to switching power supply systems. The switched-mode power supplies (SMPS)
which were adopted to have higher efficiency and smaller size than the earlier linear
power supplies. However, SMPS units produce EMI as an operational by-product.
Typically, in an SMPS unit, a high switching frequency in the range of a few
tens to hundreds of kHz is employed to convert power from one voltage/current
level to another. With the switching of power switches, high rates of change of
currents (di/dt) and voltages (dv/dt) occur in the circuit. The high frequency
currents associated with high di/dt loops and dv/dt nodes travel along the con-
ducting paths and can eventually get coupled with other circuitry in the vicinity.
It is not unusual for an SMPS to have significant levels of emissions at frequencies
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many times its switching frequency value.
Such emissions of the SMPS can interfere with radio broadcasts and other
forms of electronic communication. Many times, additional filter components are
needed to filter off the noise generated by the SMPS. The required filter usually
occupies a significant space and can make the power supply bulkier and more
expensive.
To ensure the electromagnetic compatibility of a power converter, its behav-
ior at the switching frequency and harmonics has to be considered. Thus, the
scope power electronics is not confined to the design, modeling and construction
of power transfer stages; it extends to investigating the behavior of the power
processing stages at higher frequencies well above the switching frequency.
1.0.2 Conducted EMI components
The conducted EMI noise currents can be decomposed into two component
noise currents, viz., 1) Differential mode (DM) current, IDM and 2) Common mode
(CM) current, ICM . The commonly used convention for defining the DM and CM
currents are shown in Fig. 1.2.
Fig. 1.2 CM and DM noise currents
The DM noise current (IDM) is largely due to the normal switching operation
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of the power converter and flows between the phase and neutral lines. The CM
noise current (ICM) flows in the ground wire and returns, in phase, via both the
input lines (phase and neutral). The CM noise current is typically caused by
capacitive and inductive couplings occurring within the SMPS unit.
1.1 EMI standards
In order to ensure EMC of electrical appliances, several standards have been
evolved and published by different EMC regulating agencies. These standards
set permissible limits for the electromagnetic emissions from electrical equipment.
Some of the most widely accepted standards are Comite International Special
des Perturbations Radioelectrique (CISPR), Federal Communications Commission
(FCC), British Standards (BS), Verband Deutscher Elektrotechniker (VDE) and
Voluntary Control Council for Interference (VCCI). Besides the above commercial
EMC standards, there are military standards which are generally more stringent
than the commercial standards. MIL-STD-461/462 has been evolved by the US
Department of Defense and is used by the armed forces in several countries. These
standards are summarized in [1]-[7]. Most of the commercial standards have set
the conducted EMI frequency range to be from 150 kHz to 30 MHz whereas
FCC has adopted the frequency range from 450 kHz to 30 MHz. FCC standards
specify only limits based quasi-peak detection while CISPR provides limits based
on both the quasi-peak and average detection. Fig. 1.3 shows the widely accepted
CISPR 22 conducted noise limits. Here, Class A limits are for the devices used in
commercial, industrial or business environment while the more stringent class B
limits are for those used in residential environments [8].
The analysis and methods presented in this thesis are not dependent on
the standards considered. For the purpose of consistency of presentation and
5
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Fig. 1.3 CISPR 22 conducted emission limits
discussion, emission limits based on a single standard, CISPR 22, has been used
throughout this thesis. CISPR 22 has been chosen for use as the reference standard
since it is the most widely used EMC standard [9], [10].
The SMPS unit used in the experiments in this research work is a commercial
unit meant to be used in household equipment. Hence, in this thesis, the more
stringent class B limits of CISPR 22 standard have been used.
A note on EMI detectors:
Three types of detectors are common in EMC receivers/analyzers: a) peak
detector 2) average detector 3) Quasi-peak detector [11], [12].
The peak detector gives the peak value of the input signal. The peak de-
tecting circuits have very short charging time (typically 100 ns) and very long
discharging time (typically 100 s) constants. Military standards make use of peak
detectors while most commercial standards do not specify limits based on peak
detectors. The fast response of the peak detector makes it suitable for quick tests.
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The average detector measures the rectified average value of the input signal.
Average detectors have very long integration time constant in the order of seconds.
Quasi-peak detector neither measures the average nor the peak value. It
gives the weighted values of the frequency components of the input signal based
on their repetition rate. Typically, for a quasi-peak detector, the charging time
constant is of the order of 1 ms and the discharging time constant is of the order
of 160 ms, the charge rate being much faster than the discharge rate. Therefore,
higher the repetitions rate of a signal higher will be the output of the quasi-peak
detector corresponding to that signal.
Initial EMI measurements on equipment under test (EUT) are done using
peak detection mode. If the EUT passes the average limit with peak-detection,
it does not require average and quasi-peak measurements. On the other hand, a
EUT failing to meet the quasi-peak limits in the quasi-peak detection mode fails
to pass the EMI standard and requires further design [13].
1.2 Measurement of conducted EMI noise
Conducted EMI measurements involve the measurement of weak noise sig-
nals in the presence of large power components. The test procedures and instru-
mentation have been carefully defined and stated in the standards. For CISPR
standards, CISPR 16 recommends the specifications of the measurement appara-
tus and the measurement methods [13]. The layout of the measurement setup is
shown in Fig. 1.4.
In the setup shown in Fig. 1.4, in order to measure the conducted EMI noise,
a line impedance stabilization network (LISN) is used. The functions of the LISN
are: a) to provide a known, stable power line impedance to the SMPS so that the
tests can be reproduced at different locations, b) to separate the high frequency
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Fig. 1.4 Measurement setup as per CISPR 16 standards
noise signals from the input power lines while supplying power (50 Hz) to the
SMPS and c) to filter out the noise from the power lines so that they do not
interfere in the EMI measurement [3]. The characteristics of the LISN to be used
are also stated in the respective standards. The impedances of the LISN specified
in CISPR 16 is listed in Appendix A.
Fig. 1.5 Conducted EMI measurement (with functional equivalent circuit of the LISN)
The functional equivalent circuit of the LISN is shown in Fig. 1.5. At power
frequency the LISN is transparent. At high frequencies, the LISN blocks the noise
generated by SMPS from passing to the supply and diverts the noise currents
through two 50 Ω termination resistances connected to the LISN terminals, VL1
and VL2. The conducted EMI noise is measured as the voltage across the resistor
8
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R (= 50 Ω). One of the R’s in Fig. 1.5 is the input impedance (50 Ω ) of the
spectrum analyzer/RF receiver while the other one is a standard 50 Ω termination.
This arrangement provides a way to measure the noise generated by SMPS under
test. The noise voltages are measured in dBµV . The line noise voltages (VL1 and
VL2 in dBµV are compared with the specified limits in the EMC standards to
check the compliance of the SMPS under test.
The laboratory measurement setup used to measure conducted EMI is shown
in Fig. 1.6. The details of the instruments used in the setup are given in Table 1.1.
Fig. 1.6 Laboratory conducted EMI measurement setup
The layout of the laboratory setup used in the present work, though not
strictly in accordance with CISPR 16, was arranged carefully such that repeatable
and reliable results were obtained. In addition, the results obtained from this lab-
oratory measurement setup were also compared and verified with those obtained
using a commercial certified conducted EMI measurement setup.
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Table 1.1 Equipment specifications
S.No. Name Detail specifications
1 Power line filter Corcom 30K6 EMI filter, 30 A, 115/250 V AC,
50-400 Hz
2 Isolation transformer GS Transformers, 1.2 kV A primary:0-120 V -0-
120 V , 5 A secondary: 220-260 V , 5 A
3 LISN AFJ LS16, 9 kHz-30 MHz, 16 A, 250 V
4 EMC analyzer Agilent E7402A EMC analyzer, 9 kHz-3 GHz
5 Transient limiter Agilent 11947A Transient Limiter with High-
Pass Filter, 9 kHz to 200 MHz, insertion loss
10 dB
1.2.1 Separation of CM and DM EMI noise signals
The measured line noise voltages, VL1 and VL2, are the phasor sums of DM
and CM noise voltages as given below.
VL1 = 50(ICM + IDM) (1.1)
VL1 = 50(ICM − IDM) (1.2)
Although the EMC standards specify the limits on VL1 and VL2, it is often
useful to have the information about the individual DM and CM components.
Such knowledge would help in taking appropriate actions to reduce the individual
components. The DM and CM signals can be separated from VL1 and VL2 by










Different techniques to separate DM and CM components from the VL1 and
VL2 have been proposed in literature. Ref. [14] has proposed a resistive net-
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work while [15], [16], propose high frequency transformers to separate DM and
CM components. Radio frequency (RF) combiners [17]-[19] and software based
separation [20] are also available. In this research, 180o (ZSCJ-2-2B [18]) and 0o
(ZFSC-2-6B [19]) RF combiners from Minicircuits are used to separate the DM
and CM components. The characteristics of these RF signal combiners are pre-
sented in Appendix A. As shown in these characteristics the output of the signal
combiners are 3 dB more than the expected output. Thus, while measuring DM
and CM components a compensation of -3 dB has been included in the setting of
the analyzer.
To separate the DM and CM components, it is also necessary to have both
the VL1 and VL2 available simultaneously. Most of the commercially available
LISNs do not have this feature. The LISN used in the present work, LS16 LISN
manufactured by AFJ, Italy , also did not have this feature. With support from
the manufacturer, a modification has been made to the original AFJ LS16 LISN so
that both VL1 and VL2 signals are simultaneously available. In this modification,
a high pass filter, which is switched between the lines depending on which line
noise signal is being measured, has been removed to make the noise paths of both
the lines similar. After the modification, the LISN line impedances have been
measured in the laboratory. The measurement data is shown in Appendix A. The
measurement data show that the impedances of the LISNs are within the CISPR
16 specified limits.
1.3 Current developments and issues
The imposition of the stringent EMC standards has motivated both the
industry and researchers to seek ways to analyze and reduce the noise injected
into the power supply lines. Several techniques to analyze and reduce the EMI
11
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noise generated by power converters have been reported. The developments in
this area are classified and discussed in greater detail in Chapter 2.
Detailed circuit simulations or computations to predict the EMI generated
by SMPS have been reported in literature. These modeling techniques are found
to be complex and tedious to implement. Thus, there is a need for simple yet
useful models to predict the EMI spectra. Also, a technique to characterize and
compare the EMI spectra is not currently available.
External passive EMI filters are most widely used in present day power sup-
plies to reduce the generated EMI. Though, there is much literature available on
passive EMI filters, research publications addressing critical design issues, such as
filter topology selection, input power factor, earth leakage current, system stability
and required noise attenuation, are not available. A complete design methodol-
ogy of passive EMI filters taking into account the above issues is not currently
available.
Passive EMI filters tend to be bulky, often requiring significant space on
the power board. Recently, with a view to minimize the filter size, active EMI
filter (AEF) approach, using active noise cancelation/compensation techniques,
has received research attention as a possible alternative. The reported literature
lacks or has limited information on accurate modeling, design and stability analysis
of AEFs. Also, the noise attenuation performances of reported AEFs are typically
about 10 dB. There are no explanations for such a limited performance of the
AEFs. The attenuation achievable with AEFs is not sufficient for a typical power
electronic converter to meet the EMI standards. To realize the reduction in the




The main purpose of the research work reported in this thesis is to inves-
tigate and propose solutions for the conducted EMI noise filtering issues related
to SMPS. A boost power factor correction (PFC) converter has been taken as a
benchmark SMPS for this research. The concepts, analyses and designs developed
and presented in this thesis for the boost PFC converter are extendable for several
other kinds of SMPS as well.
The main objectives of the research work are as follows:
To review and analyze the present state of art in conducted EMI modeling
and mitigation techniques for SMPS.
To analyze and develop simple but useful models for predicting the EMI
noise generated by the boost PFC converter.
To investigate and propose a complete passive EMI filter design methodology
to meet the limits given by the standards.
To investigate alternative EMI mitigation methods based on active noise
cancellation techniques.
To investigate and develop hybrid EMI filtering techniques.
1.5 Thesis contributions
The major contributions of this thesis are summarized as follows.
1. Detailed literature survey on conducted EMI modeling and mitiga-
tion techniques:
A detailed literature survey on different EMI modeling and mitigation tech-
niques is presented. The literature survey includes the recent publications, till the
point of writing this thesis. The literature survey has classified the EMI model-
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ing techniques and identified the issues with them. This survey has motivated to
propose simple yet useful modeling techniques to predict EMI spectra of power
converters.
This thesis presents, for the first time, the classification of the different
EMI mitigation techniques reported in the literatures for the SMPS. The EMI
mitigation techniques are classified into different categories depending on where
and how the EMI noise is mitigated. A detailed survey and discussion on each
EMI mitigation category is presented. A discussion comparing and evaluating
different EMI mitigation techniques is also presented.
2. Simple noise prediction models:
Analytical models to predict the conducted EMI noise generated by a boost
power factor correction (PFC) converter are developed. Models for predicting
both CM noise and DM noise are presented. These simple models are based on
understanding the noise generation mechanisms and the paths through which the
noise travel. By comparing the predicted noise spectra with the experimentally
measured spectra, it is verified that the proposed analytical models can be used
to reasonably predict the noise generated by the PFC converter. The proposed
models can thus be used to carry out a preliminary design of the EMI filters needed
and hence determine their size and cost even before building and testing the power
converter.
3. A metric to quantify EMI spectra:
A simple metric to characterize the EMI spectrum of SMPS is proposed.
The proposed metric is based upon the size of an external passive EMI filter
required meeting the given EMI standards. The metric is very useful in evaluating
and comparing the EMI spectra generated by a power converter with different
EMI reduction techniques. Thus, it helps the designer to choose a better EMI
reduction technique. The use of the proposed metric is demonstrated through
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the comparison of the spectra of a PFC converter with two different switching
schemes.
4. A detailed passive EMI filter design procedure:
A complete EMI filter design methodology which has been lacking in litera-
ture has been presented. Issues related to the EMI filter design have been brought,
discussed and ways to address them are also presented.
5. CM EMI filter based on active feedback technique:
The design, analysis and implementation of an active filter for reducing the
CM EMI noise generated by an off-line power converter. A feedback type active fil-
ter structure based on current-sense voltage-feedback (CSVF) has been presented.
The main concern with the active feedback filter is the stability of the feedback
system. Though a high feedback loop gain and wide bandwidth are desirable to
achieve large attenuation over a wide spectrum of the EMI noise, the analysis
presented shows that the attenuation and bandwidth of the filter have to be sacri-
ficed in order to stabilize the feedback system, which is affected very much by the
component parasitic elements. Experimental results demonstrate that the CSVF
filter achieves significant improvement in the low frequency spectrum of the CM
noise. The analysis also brings out the design challenges and limitations of the
active EMI filter.
6. CM EMI filter based on active feedforward technique:
Feedforward active CM EMI filter scheme which has no stability issues has
been proposed. The challenge in the feedforward filter design lies in accurately
injecting in the lines an out of phase CM current with respect to the sensed
CM noise. A design analysis of the filter and its implementation are presented.
Sensitivity analysis has been done to identify the critical components in the design
of feedforward active filter
15
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7. Hybrid EMI filters:
EMI filtering schemes based on hybrid approaches are proposed. Three pro-
posed hybrid EMI filter schemes include combinations of a) active feedback b)
feedforward EMI filter and c) passive EMI filter. Design analyses are verified with
the experimental results. The presented analyses and experimental results show
that the hybrid EMI filters provide the complete EMI filtering solution. Also, the
hybrid EMI filters are likely to be smaller than the complete passive EMI filtering
approach.
1.6 Thesis organization
The reminder of this thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 presents a detailed literature survey on conducted EMI modeling
and different EMI mitigation techniques for SMPS. Classification of the mitigation
techniques are also presented in this chapter. A short discussion on different
mitigation techniques is done and areas for further research have been identified.
Chapter 3 analyzes and develops a simplified noise prediction models for a
boost PFC converter. The proposed models are verified experimentally by com-
paring the predicted spectra with the measured ones.
In Chapter 4, a metric to characterize the EMI spectra based on the size
of the passive EMI filter required is proposed. The usage of the metric has been
shown through an example.
Chapter 5 investigates the passive EMI filter design for SMPS. Various issues
related like filter component and topology selection, input current displacement
factor, stability and earth leakage current requirements are discussed. A detailed
procedure to design passive EMI filter is also outlined.
Chapter 6 is devoted to the analysis and design of a feedback type active
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CM EMI filter. The analytical modeling of feedback active CM EMI filter is
presented. The design of various components involved is also discussed. The
stability analysis of the feedback structure is also presented. The analyses are
verified with the experimental results.
In Chapter 7, active feedforward CM EMI filter is discussed. A detailed
analysis on its design and implementation has been presented. The experimental
results are presented and discussed to substantiate the theoretical design.
Chapter 8 proposes hybrid EMI filters as complete EMI filtering solution.
Design and analysis of three types of hybrid EMI filters (feedback active CM +
passive EMI filter, feedforward active CM + passive EMI filter, feedback active
CM + feedforward active CM filter) are presented.
Chapter 9 summarizes the work presented in the thesis and suggests future
work that may be carried out in this area.
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Chapter 2
Literature Survey on Conducted EMI
Modeling and Mitigation Techniques
2.0 Introduction
The reduction of conducted EMI noise to meet the standards often involves
trial and error and is often considered an ‘art’ [21]. Despite this commonly preva-
lent view, there are several EMI modeling, mitigation techniques and design pro-
cedures developed over the years. This survey chapter presents the review on
EMI modeling and mitigation techniques reported for SMPS. This chapter also
classifies the conducted EMI mitigation techniques into different categories and
presents a detailed survey of the work reported in each category. As the field of
EMC is quite diverse, this survey is limited only to the modeling and mitigation
of conducted EMI in dc-dc and single phase ac-dc power converters used in SMPS
in order to keep the study focussed.
The pros and cons of various reported modeling and mitigation techniques
are briefly discussed in this chapter. This sets the background for the research
work reported in this thesis from Chapter 3 onwards. A good understanding of the
available literature and existing problems is essential and beneficial in identifying
the key avenues for further research.
The survey is carried out in two parts. The first part in Sec. 2.1 presents a
brief review of the literature on the modeling of conducted EMI phenomenon in
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power converters. The second part in Sec. 2.2 presents a thorough review of the
conducted EMI mitigation techniques currently being investigated in literature.
Section 2.3 then provides a summary and evaluation of the various techniques
presented in Sec. 2.2.
The work reported in Sections 2.2∼2.3 of this chapter also resulted in the
following publication: [22].
2.1 Survey on Conducted EMI Modeling
Different EMI models have been proposed for power converters in the lit-
erature. Basically the reported conducted EMI models can be divided into two
categories, named in the following discussion as: a) detailed circuit simulation
model b) equivalent noise expression model.
The detailed circuit simulation model involves building the complete circuit
model of the converter, taking various circuit parasitics into account. The models
of the circuit components are determined either theoretically or through exper-
imental methods. Often tools like InCa, Maxwell3D are used for modeling the
circuit parasitics. The detailed circuit models are then simulated using circuit
simulation tools like PSPICE or SABER to estimate the generated EMI.
An EMI noise model based on such a circuit simulation approach has been
presented in [23], [24] for the flyback converter. The behavioral models of the
circuit components are built in PSPICE and the complete circuit is simulated for
predicting the noise. Refs. [25]-[27] propose circuit simulation models for the boost
PFC converter based on a similar approach. In refs. [25], [26], InCa has been used
to find the values of component and layout models while [27] uses Maxwell 3D.
In the equivalent noise expression modeling approach, the circuit loops of the
power converter are represented using circuit equations. These loop equations are
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then solved to find the currents through the LISN that represent the EMI noise.
Mathematical tools are used to solve resulting mesh equations. This technique
often involves solving large matrices representing the power converter.
Conducted EMI model, based on circuit equations, has been proposed in
[28], [29] for the full bridge dc-dc converter and boost PFC converter respectively.
The parasitics of the circuit components are considered while computing mesh
currents. This method has also been proposed in [30], where it is termed as mod-
ular approach, for predicting EMI emission of chopper circuits. Also, in [31] the
models, based on circuit equations, to predict the EMI spectra of a chopper circuit
have been presented. In this modeling the effects of ringing and interconnects have
been taken into account. In this modeling approach,the formulation of the loop
equations, taking the circuit parasitics into account, is complex and tedious.
The above modeling techniques have presented complete models to predict
the EMI spectra. In [32]-[34], the authors have presented experimental meth-
ods to model only the noise source. The power converter is represented by
Thevenin/Norton equivalents from the noise perspective. In [35], [36] methods
to identify and model the noise coupling paths have been presented.
Some modeling methods have attempted to model the complete EMI noise
generation while some have tried to model a part of it. Many of the above men-
tioned modeling techniques require the development of detailed models of the
components besides solving the detailed circuit analytically or through simula-
tions. This will be time consuming and difficult to carry out in a typical design
phase of the power converter.
There is a need for quick, robust and simple to use models with reasonably
good accuracy. Such a model would be helpful to the power supply designer to
estimate the EMI noise and the filtering requirements at the design phase itself.
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2.2 Survey on Conducted EMI Mitigation Tech-
niques
Several methods to limit the EMI from the SMPS have been reported in
literature. In year 2000, a review [37] of the then status of research on EMC in
power electronics has been published. Since then, considerable further advances
have taken place in this field. Also, a systematic classification of the mitigation
techniques is not yet available. The literature survey of mitigation techniques
presented in this section has taken into consideration all the recent publications
in this field and classified them systematically.
2.2.1 Classification of mitigation techniques for SMPS con-
ducted EMI noise
The phenomenon of EMI noise generation, propagation and measurement
can be modeled as shown in Fig. 2.1. Here, the LISN is represented by the equiv-
alent resistors. One way to reduce the level of conducted noise is by ensuring that
less noise is generated by the noise source itself. On the other hand, the noise can
also be mitigated along the noise propagation path by filtering and other means.
The suggested classification of EMI techniques based on these broad groups is
shown in Fig. 2.2.
Filters can be used to modify the characteristics of the noise propagation
path so as to reduce the noise at the receiver end. This filter can be a separate
unit kept on the front end, or, it can be integrated into the power converter itself.
This leads to a further subdivision into external EMI filters and internal filters.
The external EMI filters can be further divided into passive and active filter types.
In the case of internal filters, the noise currents are internally circulated within
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Fig. 2.1 Conducted EMI emission model
the converter itself by changes in layout or topology.
As mentioned earlier, EMI noise can also be mitigated at the source itself.
This can be achieved by a) selecting/designing appropriate components and/or
better physical layout of the circuit, b) better switch control schemes and c) soft
switch transition techniques (Fig. 2.2).
The divisions among the subgroups are not rigid and some techniques may be
considered to belong to more than one subgroup. Also, it is possible to combine
more than one approach to come up with a ‘hybrid’ mitigation approach. For
example, the active and passive filter techniques may be combined to develop a
‘hybrid’ filter technique.
2.2.2 Conducted EMI mitigation along the propagation path
level
As pointed out in Section 2.2.1, this category can be further subdivided into
’‘external EMI filters’ and ‘internal EMI filters’ based on where they are located
in the power converters.
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2.2.2.1 External EMI filters
Both passive and active EMI filters have been used along the input power
supply lines to mitigate the EMI noise.
a) Passive EMI filters
This is the most common approach for EMI noise mitigation used currently.
As the name suggests, these filters use only passive components. The design of such
filters for use in power electronics is particularly challenging since the filters are
terminated with varying noise source (SMPS) and load (power line) impedances
[14], [38], [39].
A commonly used filter topology is shown in Fig. 2.3(a) [38], [40]-[42]. The
equivalent CM and DM filter circuits of this filter are shown in Fig. 2.3(b) and
(c). In practice, often the leakage inductance of the CM inductor, LCM , leakage,
alone is used as the DM inductor.
Fig. 2.3 EMI filter (a) overall filter (b) CM equivalent filter (c) DM equivalent filter
Typically, an EMI filter acts as a low-pass filter. It has a negligible effect
at the power frequency while it offers large attenuation to the noise currents in
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the conducted EMI frequency range. The first step in the design of the filter is
to estimate the noise source impedances for both CM and DM noise. The noise
source impedance models for SMPS and their measurements have been discussed
in [14], [42]-[44]. Once the noise source impedances are known, based on impedance
mismatch criterion, the filter topology and component parameters can be designed.
Reference [14] has presented a table with appropriate filter topologies considering
the relative magnitude of the noise source and the load impedances.
Reference [45] has suggested designing the passive EMI filter based on the
maximum or the minimum possible magnitudes of the noise source impedances.
Such a design approach, though ensuring that impedance mismatch occurs at all
conditions, may result in an over designed filter.
Some filter design approaches have not considered the effect of noise source
impedances altogether. Reference [40], for example, has suggested that the EMI
filter design is possible without knowledge of the noise source impedances. This
assertion is valid under the assumption that the noise source behaves like an
ideal current source (very high source impedance) or an ideal voltage source (very
low source impedance). Reference [46] has suggested a design method to further
improve the one suggested in [40] by taking into account the various cost factors
of filter components to achieve the optimal, i.e. lowest cost, EMI filter. Reference
[15] suggests an experimental design approach, without the knowledge of noise
source impedance characteristics, by first identifying the component (CM or DM)
to be attenuated and then tuning the corresponding filter parameters.
In an EMI filter for a PFC application, a large DM capacitor cannot be
used as this would reduce the achievable displacement factor. Reference [47] has
presented the design of an EMI filter, including the proper selection of components,
for a 4 kW boost PFC converter. However, the filter has been designed without
considering the noise source impedance though a 10 kΩ noise source impedance
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value has been assumed for both CM and DM noise in the simulations. Reference
[48] has presented the design of a Cauer-Chebyshev filter for filtering the DM noise
generated by PFC circuits, again without considering the effect of noise source
impedance. With a high order Cauer-Chebyshev filter it is possible to obtain high
attenuation which is often required in the low frequency region of the conducted
EMI.
The performances of the passive filters at high frequency are usually dom-
inated by component parasitics. Reference [49] has introduced a technique to
improve the high frequency performance by cancelling out the effects of the para-
sitic capacitances of the filter inductors. The technique uses an additional inductor
or a small RF transformer and a capacitor. References [50], [51] have shown that
arranging capacitors in a lattice network with additional resistors and inductors,
whose values are same as the ESR and ESL of the capacitors, would give an equiv-
alent T-filter behaving as a capacitor without parasitic ESL and ESR and thus
result in superior filter performance. Reference [52] has also discussed a method
to cancel the ESL of the filter capacitor by the leakage inductance of coupled in-
ductors. In [53] different parasitic cancellation techniques have been combined to
suppress the effects of the components’ parasitics (filter capacitor’s ESL and ESR
and also filter inductor’s parasitic capacitor) on the EMI filter performance.
The filters discussed above are essentially non-dissipative and their perfor-
mances are dependent on the behaviors of source and load impedances, which,
however, can vary over a wide range [39]. Though the load impedance, which in
this case is the impedance of ac lines, is stabilized using LISN during conducted
EMI measurements, in actual application it can vary in the absence of the LISN.
Filters which dissipate the unwanted signal have been proposed in [38], [54], [55]
to address such a scenario. Such filters offer at least a minimum attenuation when
the power line impedance takes any arbitrary value. Unfortunately, these filters
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require more number of components and also have higher power losses at power
frequency compared to non-dissipative filters.
Another important issue is that the insertion of the filter should not affect the
stability of the SMPS. The EMI filter will not affect the power converter’s stability
and dynamics only if the output impedance of the DM-filter part is much less than
the input impedance of the converter from dc to the gain crossover frequency of
converter’s control loop [56]-[58]. This requires that the DM filter should be well
damped to avoid impedance peaking and consequent possible violation of this
criterion.
Yet another issue concerns the (power frequency) earth leakage current,
which is to be limited to a value that depends on the application. This places
a limit on the size of Y-capacitors in the design of the CM filter [11].
If the two power line paths have differing impedances, the CM current flows
mostly on the line with the lower impedance thus being converted to be a part
of the DM current, called ‘non-intrinsic mode current’ [35], [59]. In such cases,
the measured DM noise will be more than otherwise. Balancing the current paths
with an x-capacitor and dividing the DM filter inductor equally and placing them
symmetrically on both the lines of the power supply help to alleviate this issue.
Discrete passive EMI filters are normally bulky and their performance de-
grades at higher frequencies due to component parasitics. Integrated EMI filters,
using planar electromagnetic integration technology, with distributed inductance
and capacitance, have been proposed with the aim of realizing smaller size, better
performance and lower cost [60], [61].
Though the passive EMI filter technique is widely used, as mentioned also
in Chapter 1, research publications addressing critical design issues, such as noise
attenuation, earth leakage current, system stability, input power factor, compo-
nents selection, and complete design methodology of passive EMI filters are not
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available. Chapter 5 of this thesis focuses on these issues.
b) Active EMI filters
Active EMI filters (AEF) use active electronic circuits to cancel or suppress
the noise and are possible alternatives to bulky passive EMI filters. Based on the
method used, an AEF can be of feedforward or feedback type or a combination
of both types. In a feedforward AEF, the noise is reduced by injecting an equal
amount of noise of opposite polarity. A feedback AEF, on the other hand, uses a
high gain feedback control loop to reduce the noise level.
The AEFs can be configured based on how the noise is sensed and compen-
sated. Figure 2.4 shows four possible topologies for feedback AEF. Either the
current in the inductor or the voltage across it can be sensed and the compensa-
tion can be through injection of either a series voltage or a shunt current [62], [63].
Series voltage compensation (Fig. 2.4(a) & (b)) increases the effective impedance
of the series path while the shunt current compensation (Fig. 2.4 (c) & (d)) de-
creases the effective impedance of the shunt path. In general, all the feedback
configurations of AEF can be applied for reduction of both CM and DM noise.
Reference [64] presents an early work in AEF for canceling the DM current
ripple based on feedback configuration. The impedance of the shunt path in the
filter is controlled through active high gain feedback, thus providing a bypass path
for the noise current. The topology requires the active device to be rated for the
power level voltage and the ripple current.
A converter with a high switching frequency (say, 1 MHz) requires a large
attenuation at the fundamental switching frequency itself. Multistage EMI filters
are required in such cases to meet the standards. In such an arrangement, the
second stage has much smaller ripple currents and ripple voltages than the first,
which may allow the second stage passive filter to be replaced by an AEF to
reduce the overall filter volume. Reference [62] has discussed such a use of active
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Fig. 2.4 Four feedback AEFs a) voltage sense voltage compensation b) current sense
voltage compensation c) voltage sense current compensation d) current sense current
compensation
DM filters using bipolar transistor amplifiers in conjunction with minimal passive
filters for a high switching frequency converter. The voltage sense current driven
topology (Fig. 2.4(c)) has been suggested in [62] to be more suitable than the other
three topologies for DM filter application. If the noise source impedance is large
(small), the filter capacitor (inductor) must be placed nearer the ripple source to
minimize the influence of the source impedance.
Reference [65] has done further analysis on the AEF topologies to achieve
stable high gain noise compensation feedback loop for power circuits in which
power devices are switched at a high frequency, in the 1-10 MHz range. The
hardware implementation of AEF based on Fig. 2.4(c) has achieved an effective
path inductance of 26 mH with a total inductance of only 50 µH in the filter
circuit.
The rejection of components related to power line frequency and its harmon-
ics, feedback loop stability and realization of high feedback gain over a large noise
frequency bandwidth are the main issues related to AEF design for utility appli-
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cations. These have been discussed in [66]. The analysis has shown that there
must be sufficiently large difference between the converter switching frequency and
power frequency for good rejection of power frequency and its harmonics, large
attenuation of switching noise and good stability margins of AEF feedback loop.
The comparison of converters switching at 75 kHz and 450 kHz shows that the
filter’s power frequency rejection is much better with reasonable phase margin
with 450 kHz switching than compared to 75 kHz switching. The concept has
been extended to the design of an AEF that filters both the CM and DM noise.
Reference [67] has done an op-amp based implementation of the AEF shown
in Fig. 2.4(a) for CM noise in automotive applications. Planar printed circuit
board inductors have been used and are shown to result in better attenuation
than wire wound inductors. Experimental results presented in [68] for an AEF
based on Fig. 2.4(d) show that AEF helps to reduce CM noise but further filtering
is still required to meet the standards.
Reference [69] has proposed an AEF using both feedback and feedforward
parts to get good overall noise reduction. Designs of various sub-circuits, ripple
current sensor, op-amp based amplifier, MOSFET current driver and auxiliary
power supply, have been given. Combination of both the feedback and feedforward
AEF techniques has also been presented in [70], [71]. It has been suggested that
AEFs would reduce the size of the passive components required to achieve desired
noise attenuation.
Reference [72] has suggested replacing the inductor in DM filter with an
active power device like an FET and modulating the device resistance through
a high bandwidth noise feedback circuit. Though the filter provides good noise
reduction, significant power will be dissipated in the FET.
Often AEFs are combined with passive EMI filters to form hybrid EMI filters
[73]. The passive filter part helps to bring down the noise to the level that can be
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handled by the AEFs [62].
In addition to being used in dc-dc and ac-dc converters, AEFs have also
been widely reported for inverter applications. References [74]-[76] are cited here
as examples of publications which have discussed AEFs for such applications.
The papers have focused on introducing the AEF schemes with some basic
analyses and providing some experimental results to show that the schemes can
achieve some noise attenuation. Analysis based on accurate modeling, design,
prediction of performance and model verification has been missing.
2.2.2.2 Internal EMI filters
Internal EMI filter techniques provide noise current circulation paths within
the converter itself. This can be achieved by changing the board layout or topology
of the power converter circuit.
a) Layout
The noise currents can be circulated internally by proper design of the circuit
layout. Reference [77] has shown that the CM current can be limited to be within
the power converter by ensuring that the CM noise generated by the MOSFET
switching is absorbed by other parasitic capacitors in the circuit acting as Y-
capacitors. A proper design of PCB helps to adjust the values of the filter’s Y-
capacitors. The relevant circuit nodes have to be identified and the footprints sized
appropriately to ensure that the resulting parasitic capacitors have the requisite
values.
b) Topology
The converter topologies which circulate the noise currents internally are
discussed in this subsection.
Interleaved converters with phase displaced switching signals can be used
to reduce the EMI noise. References [78]-[80] investigate a scheme with inter-
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leaved flyback converters to reduce the net DM noise current. Reference [81] has
proposed an interleaved boost PFC converter to reduce the EMI generated. The
experimental results presented for a 2-channel interleaved boost PFC converter
show a reduction of 49% in the volume of the EMI filter required. The switching
signals of the two channels are shifted by 90o to achieve this filter volume reduc-
tion. This method is useful to reduce the size of the external EMI filters needed in
most of today’s PFCs running at 75-150 kHz. The downside of interleaving is the
additional cost due to the use of several smaller converters and increased control
circuitry.
References [77], [82] have presented a boost converter with an anti-phase
winding (Fig. 2.5) that produces a compensation voltage with the same amplitude
but opposite polarity as the original voltage change in the converter that gener-
ates the CM noise. Ideally, this results in zero CM current due to the MOSFET’s
parasitic capacitance. The advantage of this filtering technique is that the filter
uses the power converter’s magnetic element. The winding carrying the CM can-
cellation current is rated for noise current only and thus the inductor size will
not be altered much. The performance of the scheme is affected by the parasitic
capacitance between the two windings and also by the leakage inductance of the
coupled inductor.
Reference [83] has presented a somewhat similar idea for canceling the CM
noise. The authors have applied the concept on isolated dc-dc converters where
the compensating winding is wound on the converter’s transformer. The parasitic
capacitances between the windings have to be kept to the minimum for the scheme
to be effective. Experimental results with half-bridge and forward converter have
shown an attenuation of 10 dB in CM spectrum at low frequency range. The
concept has been generalized to other dc-dc converters and inverters. Another
integrated internal CM filter using an inversely coupled inductor and an extra small
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capacitor has been reported in [84]. This filter effectively generates a negative
capacitance to cancel the parasitic CM capacitance. The experimental results
show that this internal CM filter helps significantly to reduce the CM noise in the
low frequency range.
Fig. 2.5 Internal CM filter
‘Current ripple steering’ technique has been reported in [85]-[87] to reduce
DM noise. Figure 2.6(a) shows the scheme applied to the boost PFC converter.
The simplified equivalent circuit in Fig. 2.6(b) shows that the scheme effectively
adds an input side LC filter. The advantage of the scheme is that the filter uses the
magnetics of the converter itself. Since only the ripple current flows through L2,
the winding losses will be low and also the net magnetic element size required will
be smaller. The challenge in this scheme lies in the designing and manufacturing
of the coupled coil with Ll2 zero. A somewhat similar scheme based on a modified
boost converter together with a coupled inductor has been proposed in [88], [89]
to again reduce the DM ripple current.
Reference [90] has proposed a modified full-wave peak rectifier scheme shown
in Fig. 2.7 for reducing the size of the external EMI filter or avoiding it altogether
in a small power off-line power supply. During positive half cycle of ac supply, C2
is charged while the converter takes the energy stored in capacitor C1. During the
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Fig. 2.6 a) Internal DM filter b) Equivalent circuit of internal DM filter
negative half cycle the converter draws the energy stored in C2 while C1 is being
charged from the line. In both half cycles, the DM noise sees high impedances
of the diodes which are off, resulting in reduced DM noise current in the supply
mains. Reference [90] has also suggested a slight modification in the circuit using
additional two diodes to limit the CM noise also. While this approach is useful at
low power levels, at higher power levels, the low frequency harmonics requirements
will limit the usage of such peak charging diode rectifiers at the front end.
Fig. 2.7 Converter with reduced DM input noise
In [91], [92] balanced switching converters have been proposed in place of con-
ventional unbalanced circuit topologies to reduce the CM noise. Figure 2.8 shows
such a modification for the boost converter with the inductor divided equally be-
tween the lines. In conventional unbalanced boost converter, the drain voltage
changes rapidly at switching instants while the source voltage is fixed with respect
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to ground. With balanced inductors, the voltages at both drain and source change
complementarily, thus confining the CM current within the converter circuit. The
usage of balanced switching technique has been extended to interleaved multichan-
nel PFC converter [93] and bridgeless PFC converters [94]. Attenuations in the
range of 10-20 dB in the CM noise have been reported using balanced switching
technique. Often this balanced switching feature comes with a more complex gate
driver circuitry and an extra power device.
Fig. 2.8 a) Conventional unbalanced boost converter b) Balanced boost converter
In summary, the internal circulation techniques aim to eliminate the external
filter or at least reduce its size at the expense of an increase in circuit/control
complexity.
2.2.3 Conducted EMI mitigation at its source
This approach of reducing the EMI noise at the noise source itself (rather
than reducing it as it propagates following its generation) has the additional ad-
vantage of preventing interference with converter’s own auxiliary circuits. The
noise generation can be reduced by proper design of circuit layout and selection
of circuit components, better switch control scheme and soft switch transition
techniques.
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2.2.3.1 Circuit design, layout and component selection
Close attention has to be given to physical layout and component selection
during the initial SMPS design stage to minimize the EMI generation and these
techniques are reviewed in this subsection.
a) Circuit design and layout
The layout issues considered in this section are to prevent EMI noise gener-
ation while the one discussed in Section 2.2.2.2 is to filter off the noise that has
been generated.
The CM noise due to the heat-sink can be reduced by connecting the heat-
sink to a constant potential in the circuit as shown in Fig. 2.9(a). This type of
connection may give rise to safety issues as the heat-sink is not at ground potential.
This issue can be resolved by sandwiching a shield between two layers of heat-sink
insulators. The shield is tied to a fixed potential in the circuit and the heat-sink
is grounded as shown in Fig. 2.9(b) [95]. While this approach can mitigate the
CM noise, the effectiveness of the heat-sink will be somewhat diminished due to
the additional layers of insulation between the device and the heat-sink.
In some cases, rearranging the circuit can eliminate the dv/dt across the
parasitic heat-sink capacitor. Figure 2.10 shows such a modified arrangement for
the forward converter [95]. Moving the output filter inductor to the negative rail
makes dv/dt across the cathode of the diode zero. Similarly relocating MOSFET
as shown in the figure puts the drain of MOSFET at constant potential. With the
MOSFET in this position, a high side driver would be needed for the MOSFET.
In [96], it has been suggested that the heat-sink be grounded through a resistor,
which will reduce the charging/discharging current of the parasitic capacitance
leading to reduction in CM noise.
The charging and discharging of the interwinding capacitance of the trans-
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former used in converters with isolation can also be a source of CM noise. The
interwinding capacitance can be reduced by placing a shield between the windings.
Multiple shields can also be placed between the windings, with the center shield
being tied to the ground. Tying a shield to a constant potential point on the
primary (or the secondary) side enables the noise currents to circulate within the
respective side of the transformer [41], [95]. The usage of such shields can result
in increases in the leakage inductance, size and the cost of the transformer.
Fig. 2.9 a) Forward converter with heat-sink tied to negative rail of the input supply b)
Forward converter with shield tied to negative rail of the input supply
Fig. 2.10 a) Conventional Forward converter b) Forward converter with modified layout
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Reduction of the radiated noise from a converter helps to reduce the radiation
coupling into the conductive elements of the circuit. Reference [97] has evaluated
different circuit designs and layouts for a single phase PFC and their effects on
conducted EMI. In this reference, the critical tracks on the printed circuit board
(PCB) are twisted and inductors are designed with toroidal cores wound in a
special way to keep the radiated noise as low as possible.
References [5], [21] and [98] have discussed the circuit design and layout
techniques to address the issues related to EMI generation. It has been suggested
to keep components’ leads as short as possible on the PCB to reduce the para-
sitic inductances. The minimization of the parasitic inductances helps to reduce
the voltage ringing when the power devices switch and this in turn reduces the
generation of high frequency EMI noise. Component layout in PCB also plays a
role in operation of the converter and its EMI noise. Reference [21] has suggested
keeping the sensitive circuits such as control circuits to be placed far apart from
the noise source such as power switches. Such a practice of partitioning the noise
generating modules and noise susceptive modules prevents the malfunctioning of
the converter. References [5], [21] and [98] have also discussed the grounding is-
sues. The noise voltage generated across the common ground impedance by one
circuit may cause interference in another circuit sharing the same common ground
connection. It has been suggested to use single point grounding as far possible to
avoid interaction among the circuit modules.
A properly designed PCB can help to achieve the desired noise level with
fewer additional filter components. Reference [37] summarizes different PCB lay-
out design/simulation tools which help in circuit layout design so as to have min-
imum EMI generation.
b) Circuit components selection/design
The parasitic capacitors between the switching devices and the heat-sinks
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are the major contributors of the CM noise. In [95] different heat-sink insulators
are compared. Silicon rubber insulators which are commonly used have a dielectric
constant six times that of aluminum oxide insulators. Experimentally an improve-
ment of approximately 10 dBµV upto 20 MHz in conducted EMI noise has been
achieved when aluminum oxide insulator was used in place of silicon rubber.
Device characteristics also influence the EMI noise spectrum. Devices with
larger packaging size will result in larger heat-sink parasitic capacitance. Since
diode reverse recovery current has a high frequency current content, using a diode
with reduced recovery current can help in reducing conducted noise [98]. Reference
[99] has evaluated the performance of boost PFC converters using silicon carbide
(SiC) diodes, which has low reverse recovery current, and two other fast (and soft)
recovery Si diodes. The results indicate that, in cases where high frequency noise
is the problem, SiC diode can be of help. Reference [100] has claimed that the
introduction of the soft recovery hyperfast “Stealth" diode into the boost PFC
converter has reduced its EMI noise.
The effect of the core material of the inductor used in the power converter
on the DM noise is analyzed in [101]. At high frequencies, it is noted that a
typical inductor has several impedance valleys, which result in much reduced noise
attenuation at these frequencies. A redesigned inductor with a lossy core has
damped these impedance valleys with resulting impedance magnitudes at high
frequencies being 5 - 10 times higher than the original inductor. This has resulted
in lower DM noise. In [96] use of thicker insulation in the winding of the inductor
has been suggested so to increase the self resonant frequency of the inductor. The
resulting increase in the physical size of the inductor has to be looked into. Though
the inductor is placed in the noise path, it effectively reduces the magnitude of the
DM noise currents and is thus considered as a part of noise reduction at source
category.
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2.2.3.2 Switch control scheme
Though the primary function of switch control is to regulate the power flow,
the control scheme can also be changed to influence the noise generated by the
power converter.
a) Switching frequency selection
The selection of switching frequency plays an important role in minimizing
the EMI filter requirements with a reduced switching frequency resulting in lower
EMI noise at the expense of larger sized passive circuit components. A common
compromise adopted is to set the switch frequency to be around 70 kHz [97], so
that the first and second harmonic components of the switching current would be
below the lower frequency limit (150 kHz) of CISPR conducted EMI standards.
This will reduce the size of the passive EMI filter required.
In [102], a very low 100Hz switching frequency, corresponding to one switch-
ing per half of ac cycle, has been used in boost PFC converter to help in meeting
the EMC standards. Conducted EMI requirements have been met with just a
simple first order filter. However, we may expect the passive elements used in the
converter to be larger as a result of the very low switching frequency.
Some researchers have also explored the used of high switching frequencies
(around 1 MHz or more) in front-end PFC converters [103]-[106]. Such high
switching frequencies will shift the EMI spectrum to higher frequency ranges,
which, in turn, can result in smaller sized EMI filters.
b) PWM techniques
Pulse width modulation (PWM) techniques known as ‘spread spectrum tech-
niques’, which are widely used in communication systems, have also been explored
to spread the EMI noise spectrum of SMPS. Most of the spread spectrum tech-
niques applied in SMPS use variable switching frequency where the PWM fre-
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quency is changed continuously over a range of frequencies.
In [107], the switching frequency is varied (30 166 kHz) over the AC cycle
using frequency modulation and the resulting spectrum is compared with that
obtained with a constant 30 kHz switching frequency. The frequency modula-
tion approach reduces the conducted EMI spectrum by approximately 18 dBµV .
Analysis of the frequency modulation spread spectrum approach has been done
in [108], [109] linking the modulation parameters with the resulting spread in the
spectrum. It has been suggested in [109] that the modulation frequency must be
close to or greater than the measurement resolution bandwidth (RBW) set by the
standards. This would ensure that besides spreading the spectrum, the achieved
spreading will be clearly reflected by the measurement process. However, the mod-
ulation frequency should not be so large as to affect the output voltage regulation
of the converter. Reference [109] also discusses a simple practical implementation
of the technique and has shown a reduction of more than 10 dBµV in the EMI
spectrum.
Frequency modulation technique has also been applied to a quasi-resonant
dc-dc converter [110] resulting an improvement of approximately 10 dBµV in the
EMI spectrum. Since, in this converter, the switching frequency is normally used
as the control variable, the switching frequency was modulated around an average
value decided by the control loop.
Reference [97] has modulated the switching frequency of a 600W boost PFC
converter at 100 Hz in synchronism with the rectified ac voltage waveform. The
switching frequency is modulated such that it is at its minimum value when the
ac current is at its maximum. Besides spreading the EMI noise, this would also
reduce the switching losses.
A comparison of EMI performances of sinusoidal, triangular and exponen-
tial modulation techniques, both at a low switching frequency and high switching
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frequency, has been presented in [111]. It was found that with the lower switching
frequency, a large frequency deviation is required to achieve appreciable spread
of EMI spectrum. When compared to random or chaotic modulations, such pe-
riodic modulation techniques are also said to provide better control over how the
EMI energy is spread within the overall EMI spectrum bandwidth. Targeting
selected bands within the overall EMI spectrum and even selective elimination
(theoretically) of EMI at certain frequencies are also possible.
A detailed analysis on the conducted EMI spectral characteristics in of-
fline converters with random carrier-frequency (RCF) modulation technique is
presented in [112]. In this technique, the switching frequency is changed ran-
domly while maintaining the duty cycle at the desired value. The ability of the
RCF modulation technique in spreading the spectrum when compared to the stan-
dard PWM technique is demonstrated both analytically and experimentally. Also,
for the same range of switching frequency variation it has been shown experimen-
tally that the RCF modulation gives better spread of the EMI spectrum than the
standard frequency modulation technique reported in [109].
Reference [113] adopts a random pulse width modulation scheme (RPWM)
to spread the line noise spectrum. In RPWM the pulse width is varied randomly
at a constant switching frequency while the average pulse width value is kept
corresponding to the required duty cycle. Reference [114] has shown that the
envelope of emissions at the lower end of the spectrum remains constant if duty
cycle is varied at a constant switching frequency. This perhaps accounts for the
improvement in EMI performance in [113] being limited to the high frequency part
of the spectrum only.
Using simulations, [115]has compared the EMI performance of different con-
trol schemes viz., a)asynchronous PWM, b)synchronous PWM, c)hysteresis with
varying band, d)hysteresis with fixed band and e)constant on-time methods and
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concluded that hysteresis control with fixed band performs better than the other
methods. The selection of the parameters for these control schemes for effective
noise reduction has not been addressed.
SMPS are known to be capable of chaotic behavior. Recently chaotic op-
eration of the power converters has been exploited to spread its EMI emission.
Either the power converter is designed so as to operate in chaotic mode [116]-
[119] or chaos is introduced into the PWM through a separate chaos generator
[120], [121]. A design of a power converter PWM control IC based on chaos has
been reported in [122].
Other frequency modulation techniques, Sigma-Delta modulation [123], Multi-
Step Optimal Converter (MSOC) [124], frequency hopping technique [125] and bi-
frequency technique [126], have also been suggested to reduce the conducted EMI.
Experimental results with these techniques show typically a 5-10 dBµV reduction
in the conducted EMI. A technique using pre-programmed turn on and turn-off
times stored in a memory for the PWM waveform to control dc-dc converter has
been proposed in [127]. The switching sequence is programmed without disturb-
ing its average duty cycle. The programming of the PWM switching sequence
is carried out such that the resulting harmonic spectra fit the desired spectral
envelope.
2.2.3.3 Soft switch transition techniques
Less EMI noise is generated by improving the current and voltage wave-
forms associated with the switching of the power devices. Snubbers, gate drive
modifications and soft switching techniques all fall under this category.
a) Snubbers
Snubber circuits are placed across switching power devices to soften the
switch transitions and to also aid in damping the high frequency waveform os-
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cillations during switching. Thus, snubbers may be viewed as low pass filters
suppressing/reducing the high frequency components which occur during switch-
ing [21], [98]. Use of snubbers will reduce EMI with a slight increase in overall
power loss.
Magnetic snubbers, using linear and saturable inductors, have been reported
in [128] to reduce the switching noise in boost converter. Magnetic snubbers have
smaller power loss than the normal dissipative snubbers.
b) Gate drive modification
A way to reduce EMI generation is to slow down the switching transitions
and thereby reduce di/dt’s and dv/dt’s of the switching device. Such an approach
would reduce only the high frequency spectrum and is unlikely to bring down the
envelope of the low frequency conducted EMI [114]. However, with the slowed
down switching transitions the radiated EMI would be reduced resulting in less
radiation coupling.
A simple way to slow down the switching transitions would be by increasing
the resistance in series with the gate [97], [129], which, however, would tend to
increase the switching losses. In [130], a method has been suggested to reduce the
EMI noise by adjusting the drain voltage and current slopes of the switch indepen-
dently. With this method, the current slope can be set to the desired low value.
In order to keep the switching losses unchanged, the switch voltage slope value
has been correspondingly increased. The measured line noise voltage has shown
improvement in high frequency region and a small improvement in low frequency
region. The reduction of current slopes may help in reducing high frequency DM
currents drawn by converters with chopped input current waveforms, such as a
flyback converter. However, increasing the switch voltage slope may result in in-
creased the high frequency part of the CM noise. Also, the resulting gate circuit
is more complex than normal gate drives.
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c) Soft switching techniques
Another method of reducing di/dt and dv/dt in order to reduce EMI gener-
ation is to use soft switching techniques, which are reviewed in this subsection.
Experimental comparisons of soft-switched and hard-switched buck, boost
and flyback converters of similar design and power rating have been presented
in [131]. As expected, the soft switched converters have significantly reduced
conducted EMI. Reference [132] has proposed a family of soft switching PFC
converters and has shown experimentally that the soft switched PFC converters
have 5-10 dBµV improvement over the hard-switched counterparts.
In certain cases, a soft-switched converter may not achieve better conducted
EMI noise performance than a hard-switched converter of similar design. Refer-
ence [133] has experimentally determined that the EMI spectra of the zero-voltage
transition (ZVT) PFC is not significantly better than a hard switched PFC with
a similar design and rating. This has been attributed to the significant EMI noise
generated by the auxiliary switch of the ZVT circuit, which is hard-switched. In
addition, ZVT circuit can have worse EMI spectra compared to hard switched
circuit depending on the layout of the auxiliary components added to achieve the
ZVT. In [134] a comparison of EMI spectra of various PWM and resonant power
converters has been done. It has been pointed out that a hard switched converter
with properly designed snubbers can have EMI spectra as good as the resonant
converters. A design process to optimize the values of resonant components for
zero-voltage-switched (ZVS) and zero-current-switched (ZCS) quasi-resonant con-
verters has been presented in [135]. The optimized design reduces the current
and voltage peaks and thus improves the EMI performance of the quasi-resonant
converters.
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2.3 Discussion on EMI Mitigation Techniques
An external front end passive filter is the most established method to meet
the EMI standards and is extensively used at present. The main drawback of a
passive filter is its large volume. The layout of the passive filter has to be done
carefully to minimize the effect of radiation coupling. Often the front end EMI
filter requires shielding to further reduce the radiation noise picked up by its bulky
components [136]. A publication that consolidates all the issues with the design
of passive EMI filter is still lacking. From our interactions with the local power
supply design engineers, it has been observed that either an off the shelf passive
EMI filter is generally used or a cut and try approach is followed.
Active EMI filter appears to be a promising alternative to the passive ap-
proach to achieve large attenuation in a small volume. Achieving stability of the
active noise compensation circuit can become difficult due to the influence of the
parasitics of the components. The ability of the AEF schemes to achieve sufficient
attenuation over a large frequency range is yet to be established. Furthermore, the
requirement of clean bias voltages for the amplifier is to be addressed. The active
circuit should also be protected from the strong low frequency (power frequency
and its harmonics) voltages and currents. Reliability of the active amplifier circuit
is another issue of concern. Also, detailed stability analysis of feedback type of
AEFs of taking the influence of the parasitics of the components involved in the
feedback loop are yet to be done. Typical attenuation reported in the literature
with AEF is 10 dB. The schemes to further increase the attenuation has to be
explored. With these above mentioned issues still to be resolved, more study of
the AEF schemes is needed.
As discussed in the appropriate sections, mitigation techniques based on
layout modifications, component selections and design, use of bigger snubbers and
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through gate drive modifications can all result in improvement in the conducted
EMI spectrum. However, these techniques will normally have to be combined with
other mitigation techniques, such as external active or passive filtering, to reduce
the SMPS noise below that specified by standards. Also, among these techniques,
bigger snubbers and gate drive modification are likely to help in reducing noise in
the higher frequency range of the EMI spectrum and at the expense of increased
power loss.
Among the PWM techniques reviewed, lowering the switching frequency will
help to reduce the EMI filtering requirements. However, this will increase the size
of the passive components in the converter, particularly if the switching frequency
is selected very low. Switching frequency modulation techniques help to spread
the spectrum with the typical attenuation being about 10 dB. In implementing a
frequency modulation technique, it must be ensured that the resulting side bands
do not fall into the audible range. Also, overlapping of the side bands of different
switching harmonics should be avoided to achieve appreciable spread in spectrum
[109]. It must also be ensured that the perturbation in the switching frequency
does not degrade the performance of the converter. Such variable switching fre-
quency techniques are attractive since they can be realized easily without changes
in the topology or power components and with little additional cost, particularly
when digital control is used. Many PWM control ICs now have frequency modu-
lation options.
The above methods aim to improve the EMI performance of a given power
conversion topology. Other methods reviewed in this chapter have considered
different topologies for reducing the noise. Several topologies for filtering the gen-
erated noise within the power converter itself are being investigated. Converters
using anti-phase windings or balanced switching are promising topologies for inter-
nally filtering the generated CM noise. Likewise, interleaved converters can reduce
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generated DM noise substantially. Topologies using soft switching techniques, on
the other hand, have lower di/dt’s and dv/dt’s and thus can result in less EMI
noise generation within the converter itself. Though such topological approaches
to EMI mitigation can tend to increase the complexity of the power converter, they
can reduce front-end filter requirements substantially. Studies comparing conven-
tional converters with the modified topologies based on various aspects, including
overall EMI performance, size and system complexity, will be useful.
EMI mitigation is a complex issue and different mitigation techniques will
normally have to be used simultaneously to reduce the noise below the level re-
quired. For example, in the boost PFC system presented in [97], the layout and
the inductor have been designed to reduce the radiation, the gate drive circuit
has been modified to limit very fast switching, a shield has been introduced be-
tween the switching device and its heat-sink to reduce parasitic capacitance, the
switching frequency has been chosen appropriately and finally switching frequency
modulation has been adopted, in order to meet the EMI standards.
In general, the reduction of EMI noise at its source is more desirable than
reduction along the conduction path as the former would tend to reduce radiated
noise coupling also. Even with the adoption of different EMI mitigation techniques,
such as improved layout or changes in topology, an external front end EMI filter
will often be required to meet the standards. However, such techniques help to
reduce the size of the additional external filter.
2.4 Conclusions
This chapter has given a detailed review of the current literature in EMI
modeling and mitigation in dc-dc and ac-dc SMPS. The choice of a particular
mitigation technique is not a straight forward issue and depends on various factors
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like application, topology to be used, cost and volume. From this detailed survey
on conducted EMI modeling and mitigation in ac-dc and dc-dc converters following
points can be concluded:
1. There is a need for quick, robust and simple to use models with good accu-
racy for EMI analysis of power converter
2. A detailed design procedure for the currently popular passive EMI filter is
required.
3. A metric to characterize and evaluate EMI spectra.
4. Further study and analysis of active and hybrid EMI filters.
The remaining chapters in this thesis focus on these above mentioned key areas.
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Chapter 3
Analytical Models for the
Conducted EMI Spectra of a Boost
PFC Converter
3.0 Introduction
Often the task of meeting the EMI standards is left out till the end phase in
the design of a power converter. Moreover, EMI design typically involves several
cycles of trial and error, which can be very time consuming. In order to limit the
development time required for meeting the EMI standards, it would be advanta-
geous if the EMI characteristics of the power supplies can be predicted in a simple
manner at the early design stage itself. It is to be noted that in the case of power
electronic converters, the noise attenuation required in the lower EMI frequency
range (150 kHz to 5 MHz) is more dominant, thus effectively determining the
filter size [15], [40] and [101]. Hence, a method to predict the conducted EMI noise
level in this frequency range would be useful in estimating the filter required.
In this chapter, simple analytical models are presented for quick and approx-
imate prediction of the conducted EMI noise generated by the PFC converter.
These models are based on the dominant noise generation mechanism and the
main noise coupling paths in the converter. The models require the measurement
of high frequency characteristics of the components involved in the noise paths.
The proposed analytical models are verified by comparing the predicted DM and
CM noise spectra with the experimentally measured noise spectra. The proposed
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models can thus be used to carry out a preliminary design of the EMI filters
needed, which enables their size and cost to be estimated even before the building
and testing of the power converter. Such an estimation of the conducted EMI
level would also allow EMI mitigation actions to be initiated during the converter
design phase itself. In the analysis and models presented, the additional noise, if
any, created by downstream converters is not taken into consideration.
3.1 Noise generation in a boost PFC converter
Boost PFC converters are commonly used as the first stage in low power AC
input power converters. In this section, the main mechanism of noise generation
in a boost PFC converter is presented. An understanding of how the EMI noise
is generated would help in analyzing the converter and thus in its modeling.
Fig. 3.1 shows the circuit diagram of a boost PFC converter. The figure also
shows the equivalent circuit of the LISN used for the measurement of conducted
EMI. The voltages, VL1 and VL2, measured across the 50 Ω LISN resistors are the
conducted EMI line noise voltages.
Fig. 3.1 Boost PFC circuit with conducted EMI paths
Let a pair of diodes in the rectifier bridge be conducting. The controller
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modulates the duty cycle of transistor Q to shape the input AC current drawn
by the power converter to a sinusoid in phase with the supply voltage and also to
fairly regulate the output voltage. When the switch Q is “ON”, the current in the
inductor LB starts building up. When Q is “OFF”, the inductor current collapses
linearly forcing the current through the diode DB. The ramping up and down of
the current is repeated in the subsequent switching cycles. The high switching
frequency ripple current flowing through the inductor LB due to the switching of
Q is the primary cause of the DM noise. Thus, the DM mode noise is caused by
the normal operation of the converter.
Generally the heat-sinks used for mounting the semiconductor devices in a
power converter are connected to the earth of the AC supply for safety reasons
[21]. There would then exist a small stray capacitance between the case of a
semiconductor device and its heatsink, with the insulating material used for elec-
trically isolating the case and the earth acting as the dielectric. The value of this
stray capacitance will typically be of the order of a few tens of picofarads. Al-
though this value may appear small, the high dv/dt changes which occur during
switch transitions will result in significant amounts of current through some of
these capacitances. In Fig. 3.1, the parasitic capacitance formed by the drain of
MOSFET Q and its heatsink is shown as Ch. The parasitic capacitance between
the cathode of the diode DB and the heatsink is not considered as the voltage at
diode’s cathode does not have high dv/dt’s as the voltage at A (see Fig. 3.1). High
dv/dt transitions at the switching frequency does not occur at other points in the
converter circuit.
When switch Q makes a transition from “OFF” to “ON” condition, the po-
tential at A changes from Vo-Vi/2 to −Vi/2 within a very small time, with a
discharging current flowing out of the capacitor Ch. Similarly, during the tran-
sition from “ON” to “OFF” state, potential at A changes from −Vi/2 to Vo-Vi/2,
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resulting in a charging current through the capacitor Ch. These charging and dis-
charging currents of the parasitic capacitor flow via the ground to the LISN and
return along the supply lines and are the primary cause for the CM noise.
3.2 EMI noise models for a boost PFC converter
The CM and DM noise sources and their coupling paths are identified in this
section in order to build noise models for the boost PFC converter. It is assumed
that the converter is operating in continuous condition mode, since this is the
mode in which the boost PFC is commonly operated.
3.2.1 EMI noise source voltage
As mentioned in Section 3.1, the source of both the DM and CM EMI noise
is the switching of the power switch Q. Hence, it is essential to know the charac-
teristics of the switch voltages, VAB and VAE, to predict the EMI spectra.
In this subsection, the spectral characteristics of the typical switch voltage
are analyzed. This information is used to realize the DM and CM noise source
voltages.
3.2.1.1 Ideal switch voltage and its spectrum
Fig. 3.2 shows the typical gate pulse voltage, VGB, and the voltage across the
switch, VAB. These idealized waveforms have infinite slew rates and no parasitic
ringing. The amplitude of the switch voltage is Vo, its period is Ts and the duty
cycle is D. The frequency spectrum of the VAB waveform is given by the following.
(Refer to Appendix B, Section B.0 for the derivation.)
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φn = ±pi(nD + 2n+ 1) (3.3)
Here, Cn and φn are the amplitude and phase angle of the nth harmonic. Also, ω0
is the fundamental angular frequency, ω0= 2pi/Ts.
Based on (3.1)-(3.2), the magnitude spectrum of the pulse waveform VAB
for a duty cycle of 0.1 is illustrated in Fig. 3.3. The amplitudes of the spectrum
components lie on two asymptotes of slopes 0 dB/dec and -20 dB/decade as shown.
These asymptotes meet at the corner frequency 1/(piDTs) [3]. This indicates that
with an increase in duty cycle, the corner frequency moves to a lower value.
3.2.1.2 Switch voltage with finite slew rates
In reality, the semiconductor switches cannot be turned “ON” or “OFF”
instantly as shown in Fig. 3.2. Instead, the switch voltage VAB will be closer to
trapezoidal shape with finite rise and fall times as shown in Fig. 3.4. The values
of the rise and fall times are in the same range, though not exactly same [137].
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Fig. 3.3 Magnitude spectrum of VAB (Pulse waveform with D=10 % and Fs= 90 kHz)
Furthermore, the rise and fall times will also vary over an AC cycle as the input
AC voltage varies. However, in order to simplify the analysis, it is assumed the
voltage rise time tr and voltage fall time tf are equal. With this assumption, the
spectrum of the trapezoidal switch voltage VAB can be shown to be as follows,






φn = ±pi {n(D + tr/Ts) + 2n+ 1} (3.5)
The magnitude spectrum of the trapezoidal wave VAB is illustrated in Fig. 3.5.
Now, the spectrum has three asymptotes of slopes 0 dB/dec, -20 dB/dec and -40
dB/dec. The 0 dB/dec and -20 dB/dec asymptotes meet at the corner frequency
fc1 = 1/(piDTs) as in the earlier spectrum while the -20 dB/dec and -40 dB/dec
asymptotes meet at the corner frequency fc2 = 1/(pitr). Thus, the newly intro-
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duced corner frequency fc2 is dependent on the switching slopes. By introducing
the switching slopes (softer switch transitions), the high frequency noise content
can be expected to be reduced. With increase in switch transition times, the cor-
ner frequency fc2 moves to lower frequencies, thus resulting in low magnitudes of
higher order harmonics.
Fig. 3.4 Switch voltage VAB with rise and fall times
3.2.1.3 Switch voltage with ringing
The stray inductances and capacitances of the circuit components and the
PCB will cause the switch voltage to ring, as shown in Fig. 3.6. As the switch
voltage changes from one level to another, there is a tendency for the voltage
to oscillate about the new level. The oscillation is damped due to losses in the
circuit. The oscillation part of the waveform can be described mathematically as
Ae−α(t−DTs) sin(ωrt−DTs)u(t−DTs) , where α is a damping coefficient and ωr is the
frequency of ringing. The effect of the ringing on the spectrum of VAB can be found
by adding the effect of damped sinusoids Ae−α(t−DTs) sin(ωrt−DTs)u(t−DTs) and
Ae−α(t−Ts) sin(ωrt− Ts)u(t− Ts) on the spectrum obtained earlier in Fig. 3.5. An
example spectrum of the VAB with the ringing is shown in Fig. 3.7. Here, the
ringing in switch voltage has increased the spectrum around the ringing frequency
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Fig. 3.5 Magnitude spectrum of VAB (Trapezoidal waveform of D=10%, Fs= 90 kHz,
tr=50 ns)
fr .The ringings in the switch voltage may decrease the spectrum around the
ringing frequency fr [3].
Fig. 3.6 Switch voltage VAB with ringing
Thus, the ringing in the switch voltage affects only the high frequency part
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of the spectrum. Since the aim here is to build a model to predict the low and
medium frequency spectrum, the effects of such ringing are ignored.
Fig. 3.7 An example magnitude spectrum of VAB with the ringing
3.2.1.4 Switch voltage with pulse width variations
In the previous sections, it has been assumed that the switch “ON” time
remains the same from one switching cycle to the other. However, in the case of at
PFC converter, even in steady state, the duty cycle D changes from one switching
cycle to the other. The value of D is modulated by the controller in such a way
that the PFC input current follows the input sinusoidal voltage. Assuming that
the boost PFC is operating in continuous conduction mode, the typical variation
of D over one period of input voltage is shown in Fig. 3.8 [138].
The switching frequency Fs is of the order of a few hundred to a few thousand
times the line frequency FL. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that within one
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Fig. 3.8 PFC duty cycle variation over an AC line cycle
switching interval the variation in the value of D is negligible. The D value in
each switching interval is given by






where ma = Vm/Vd, Vs = Vm sin(2piFLt) and Fs = 2mFL.
Fig. 3.9 Switch voltage VAB with duty cycle modulation
The kth switching interval is shown in Fig. 3.9. There are m such switching
intervals in half the input AC period. The Fourier analysis of these m modulated
pulses over the half the AC period is done to find the spectrum of VAB. The
magnitude spectrum of the VAB , with the modulated duty cycle, is given by the
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From (3.7) the magnitude spectrum of VAB is as illustrated in Fig. 3.10.
Fig. 3.10 Magnitude spectrum of VAB with duty cycle D modulation, D modulated as
shown in Fig. 3.8
The VAB spectrum still has three asymptotes of slopes 0 dB/dec, -20 dB/dec
and -40 dB/dec. The 0 dB/dec is not clearly visible as the expected corner fre-
quency fc1 is 67 kHz, below which there are no switching harmonics.
With the modulation of the D at 100 Hz, i.e. twice the line frequency, there
are sidebands corresponding to 100 Hz centered around the switching frequency.
Since the Fourier coefficients are computed over half the AC input period, the
effect of the D variations in the spectrum is averaged out. The VAB spectrum in
Fig. 3.10 is compared with the spectrum of VAB with averaged duty cycle, shown
in Fig. 3.11. The average value of D, for the variation shown in Fig. 3.8, is 0.427.
This value of D is used in (3.4) to compute the spectrum of VAB. The spectrum
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asymptotes shown in Fig. 3.11 are very close to the one shown in Fig. 3.10, with a
difference less than 5 dB. Thus, it can be concluded that an average value of the
D can used for the spectrum envelop prediction without much loss in accuracy.
Fig. 3.11 Switch voltage VAB with average duty cycle Davg=0.427
3.2.1.5 Switch voltage with switching transition variations
In a boost PFC converter, the voltage and current of the switching device
Q changes at every switching instant. The switching characteristics of the switch
Q depends on the voltage across and the current through it. Thus, the switch
transition period varies from switching instant to switching instant. In steady
state, the variation in the transition period repeats at twice the line frequency.
Since, the switch transition times affect the noise spectra only at high frequencies,
assuming an average switch transition time would not sacrifice much the prediction
accuracy in low and medium frequencies.
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3.2.2 EMI noise loops
The DM and CM noise currents travel via different paths in the circuit.
The measured noise voltages depend on the characteristics of these paths. In this
section, the noise loops for the propagation of DM and CM noise are presented.
3.2.2.1 DM noise loop
As indicated before, mainly, the ripple current in the inductor due to the
switch operation gives rise to the DM noise. Assuming that two of the diodes in
the rectifier bridge are conducting (Fig. 3.1), the DM noise current will flow from
its source (i.e. voltage transitions across the switch Q) through the inductor LB
and through the 50 Ω resistors (series connected) of the LISN. The DM noise loop
is shown in Fig. 3.12.
Fig. 3.12 DM noise loop for boost PFC
In arriving at Fig. 3.12, the reactance of the 0.1 µF in the LISN is neglected
in the frequency range from 150 kHz to 30 MHz and likewise the reactance of
the 50 µH is treated as being relatively very high. The wiring and other parasitic
elements have also been neglected.
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3.2.2.2 CM noise loop
The line and neutral are at the same potential for the CM noise, and thus
they can be considered to be two parallel symmetrical current paths. With the
switching of transistor Q, the potential of point A changes with respect to the
ground E. As explained before, this would cause the current to flow in the par-
asitic capacitor Ch. Again assuming that the two of the diodes in the rectifier
bridge are conducting, the CM noise current will flow from its source (i.e. voltage
transitions across point A and ground E) through the capacitor Ch and through
the 50 Ω resistors (parallel connected) of the LISN. Once again, the wiring and
other parasitic elements have also been neglected. The CM noise loop is shown in
Fig. 3.13.
Fig. 3.13 CM noise loop for boost PFC
3.2.3 Determination of noise loop component parameters
The models are derived for the boost PFC converter with the specifications:
Vin(rms) = 230 V , 50 Hz AC, Vo = 380 V , rated output power = 240 W . The
components involved in the noise paths are required to be measured and modeled
over the frequency range of interest. The high frequency models of the components
are measured upto 30 MHz using the impedance analyzer HP4194A [139].
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3.2.3.1 DM noise loop component parameters
DM noise source voltage:
As discussed in earlier sections, the typical switch voltage waveform has a
trapezoidal shape ignoring the parasitic ringing. The VNdm voltage waveform is
shown in Fig. 3.14(a). The VNdm switches between 0 V to 380 V . The small 100
Hz ripple in the output voltage has been neglected. The rise and fall times of
the voltage waveform are assumed to be the same. The average value for the rise
and fall time is found through simulation when Q switches between 0 V to 380 V ,
with average input current flowing through it. This simulated rise and fall times
are verified through measurements. The VNdm estimated average transition times
are of 50 ns. In continuous conduction mode, ignoring the losses the average D
is 0.455 for converting average input of 207 V to output of 380 V . As discussed
earlier in Sec. 3.2.1.4, the envelop of the spectrum of the switch voltage is as shown
in Fig. 3.14(b). This can be further approximated by its asymptotical envelop as
shown in Fig. 3.14(c).
DM noise path components:
As shown in Fig. 3.12, the DM noise path involves the boost inductor and
the input capacitor. The high frequency models of these components are shown
in Fig. 3.15 and Fig. 3.16. The frequency response of the boost inductor and the
input capacitor were measured using the HP4194A equipment. The boost inductor
resonates at 1.5 MHz while the input capacitor has a resonance frequency of 737
kHz. Equivalent lumped circuit models shown in Figs. 3.15(c) and 3.16(c) were
then used for the boost inductor and the input capacitor, respectively, to match
the measured frequency response characteristics. The determination of component
parameters to result in accurate matching was conveniently carried out by using
the curve fitting algorithm in the HP4194A equipment.
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Fig. 3.14 a) DM noise source voltage. (b) Envelop of spectrum of DM noise voltage
source (c) Asymptotical envelop of spectrum
3.2.3.2 CM noise loop component parameters
CM noise source voltage:
The CM voltage source VNcm is the voltage across nodes A and E in Fig. 3.1.
The CM noise voltage source also has a trapezoidal shape ignoring the parasitic
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Fig. 3.15 Boost inductor impedance (a) magnitude (b) phase (c) lumped circuit model
ringing that occurs during switching. The idealized VNcm voltage waveform is
shown in Fig. 3.17. The voltage Vi is the average of input voltage over half of the
AC cycle. Its value only affects DC part of noise voltage spectrum and has no
effect on spectrum at the EMI frequency range. The frequency response (other
than DC value) of the CM noise voltage waveform in Fig. 3.17 is identical to that
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Fig. 3.16 Input capacitor impedance (a) magnitude (b) phase (c) lumped circuit model
of the DM noise voltage waveform in Fig. 3.14.
The CM noise voltage source has a voltage switching between -103.5 V and
276.5 V . The D value and transition times assumed are the same as for the DM
noise voltage.
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Fig. 3.17 CM noise source voltage
CM noise path components:
The CM noise path involves only the heatsink parasitic capacitor Ch, Fig. 3.13.
The high frequency model of the Ch is measured using the impedance analyzer
HP4194A and the results are shown in Fig. 3.18 (a) and (b). An equivalent lumped
circuit model shown in Fig. 3.18(c) is obtained using the HP4194A through curve
fitting. This shows that the parasitic capacitance behaves almost as an ideal
component in the frequency range of interest.
3.3 Prediction of EMI spectra
3.3.1 DM noise spectrum
Based on Fig. 3.12, the DM noise voltage (voltage measured across the 50 Ω





{(100//ZCi) + ZL}VNdm (3.8)
In the conducted EMI frequency range (150 kHz to 30MHz), the impedance
of the boost inductor ZL is usually much more than 100//ZCi and also ZCi is much
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Fig. 3.18 Heatsink parasitic capacitor impedance (a) magnitude (b) phase (c) lumped
circuit model






= 20 log VNdm− 20 log (|ZL|) + 20 log (|ZCi|) + 113.9 dBµV (3.9)
The boost DM noise spectrum is composed of four components as shown in
(3.9). The first component is the spectrum of the equivalent noise voltage source
VNdm. The second part is due to the impedance of the boost inductor. The third
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component is due to the input capacitor and the fourth part is a constant. In the
low frequency range, the impedance of the boost inductor will be dominated by
the inductance value (and not by other parasitic effects) of the inductor, and so the
impedance ZL has a 20 dB/dec slope characteristics. From equation (3.9), in the
EMI frequency range of interest, there exists a -20 dB/dec slope in the first part
due to the characteristics of the noise voltage source. The second part is the boost
inductor impedance and its impedance characteristic has a +20 dB/dec slope in
the low EMI frequency range. The input capacitor’s impedance has -20 dB/dec
slope characteristics at low frequencies. Thus in the low EMI frequency range, the
DM spectrum can be expected to have a -60 dB/dec slope characteristics. The
boost impedance typically has a peak value (Fig. 3.15) at its resonance frequency
fL. At frequencies greater than fL, the boost inductor’s parasitic capacitance
dominates. The boost inductor impedance will then have a -20 dB/dec slope
characteristics. After the self resonance frequency fC (Fig. 3.16) of the input
capacitor its impedance has 20 dB/dec characteristics. Let f1 and f2 be the
lower and higher frequencies, respectively among the frequencies fL and fC . The
DM spectrum will have a -20 dB/dec slope characteristics after the frequency f1
followed by +20 dB/dec slope behavior after the frequency f2. Thus in low and
mid EMI frequency range, the DM spectrum is characterized by -60 dB/dec, -20
dB/dec and 20 dB/dec slopes respectively as shown in Fig. 3.19. At high EMI
frequency range, the spectrum will be determined by the values of the switch
voltage rise and fall times (tr and tf ) during switching as well as by other circuit
parasitics.
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Fig. 3.19 DM noise voltage spectrum characteristics
3.3.2 CM noise spectrum characteristics





The parasitic capacitor’s impedance Zch is generally much larger than 25 Ω in







= 20 log VNcm − 20 log (|ZCh|) + 147.96 dBµV (3.11)
The CM spectrum consists of three parts as shown in (3.11). The noise
voltage source VNcm has a -20 dB/dec slope and the parasitic capacitance also has
a -20 dB/dec slope in the frequency range of conducted EMI. Thus, as shown in
Fig. 3.20, the CM spectrum has 0 dB/dec slope at lower frequencies, till other
circuit parasitics start influencing the spectrum. Thus, in low and mid EMI fre-
quency range, the CM spectrum can be expected to be characterized by a 0 dB/dec
slope noise spectrum pattern.
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Fig. 3.20 CM noise voltage spectrum characteristics
3.4 Comparison with measured EMI noise spectra
With the dominant noise coupling paths and sources modeled for the EMI
frequency range, the DM and CM models shown in Fig. 3.12 and Fig. 3.13 were
simulated in Pspice circuit simulator. The models used in the simulations are
shown in Fig. 3.21. It may be noted that only the simple circuit models are being
simulated and not the complete boost PFC converter. The boost inductor, input
capacitor and parasitic capacitor were replaced by their high frequency models
shown in the previous Sec. 3.2.3. Beside the circuit simulations, expressions (3.9)
and (3.11) were also used to predict the envelopes of the DM and CM EMI spectra,
respectively.
The predicted DM noise spectrum from the PFC is shown in Fig. 3.22 along
with the conducted EMI limits specified by CISPR standards. The predicted
spectrum shows the expected -60 dB/dec slope characteristics till around 1MHz.
The input capacitor has a resonance frequency fC at 737 kHz (Fig. 3.16). Thus
the DM spectrum after this frequency shows roughly the expected -20 dB/dec
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Fig. 3.21 Circuit models to predict the EMI
characteristics. The boost inductor used in the PFC has a resonance peak at 1.5
MHz (Fig. 3.15). As expected, the spectrum has 20 dB/dec slope characteristics
beyond this frequency. The DM noise envelope as predicted by the expression (3.9)
is also shown in the Fig. 3.22. The DM noise spectrum predicted by the circuit
simulation is close to the envelope predicted by (3.9). Some frequency components
predicted by the circuit simulations are lower than that given by (3.9). This is
due to the fact that while using (3.9) the DM noise voltage source spectrum is
assumed as in Fig. 3.14(c) and not in Fig. 3.14(b). Thus, some of the frequency
components of the DM noise voltage source will be less than the spectrum envelop
shown in Fig. 3.14(c). The experimentally measured DM noise spectrum along
with the spectrum envelop predicted by (3.9) are shown in Fig. 3.23. The measured
spectrum also shows similar behavior, -60 dB/dec slope followed -20 dB/dec and
20 dB/dec slopes characteristics which are marked on the figures. The magnitudes
of the predicted and measured DM spectra are also fairly close, with less than 10
dBµV difference in the low and mid frequency range.
Fig. 3.24 shows the comparison of the two predicted DM noise voltage spectra
resulting from DM voltage sources having 50 ns and 10 ns transition times. It can
be noticed that, as expected, the spectra match well in the low frequency range.
The effects of the transition times are only seen at high frequencies. Longer
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Fig. 3.22 Predicted DM noise spectrum for boost PFC: (1) from expression (3.9) (2)
from circuit simulation shown in Fig. 3.21(a)
Fig. 3.23 DM noise spectrum for boost PFC (1) from expression (3.9) (2) from
measurement
transition times result in lower high frequency components compared to shorter
transition times.
The CM noise spectrum predicted using circuit simulation is shown in Fig. 3.25.
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Fig. 3.24 Comparison DM noise spectrum for boost PFC with two different voltage
transition times)
The figure also shows the predicted CM noise envelop using (3.11). The predicted
spectrum using circuit simulation shows the expected 0 dB/dec slope character-
istics till around 7 MHz. At low frequencies, the CM noise spectrum predicted
by circuit simulation is lower than the CM noise envelope predicted by expression
(3.10) for the same reasons mentioned above for DM noise. The experimentally
measured CM noise spectrum along with the predicted spectrum envelop by (3.10)
are shown in Fig. 3.26. The measured spectrum also shows similar 0 dB/dec slope
characteristics till 5 MHz. At higher frequencies, other parasitics and the effects
due to the device switching intervals come into picture.
From Figs. 3.23 and 3.26, it can be noted that the measured DM noise is
more than the predicted level while the measured CM noise is less than the one
predicted. This is most likely due to impedance imbalance in the CM current
paths. It has been assumed that the CM currents will return equally in both
the input power lines. For this assumption to be valid the input capacitor Ci is
required to be very big [59]. With a small input capacitor Ci, this assumption
will be not fully valid and thus the ground current will not split equally to the
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Fig. 3.25 Predicted CM noise spectrum for boost PFC (1) from expression (3.11) (2)
from circuit simulation shown in Fig. 3.21(b)
Fig. 3.26 CM noise spectrum for boost PFC (1) from expression (3.11) (2) from
measurement
input power lines. More current will flow in the neutral line than the phase, thus
effectively converting a part of the CM current into DM noise current. Thus, the
measured DM noise is more than the predicted values while the CM is less than
the predicted values.
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3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, simple analytical models for the prediction of DM and CM
noise spectra of a boost PFC converter have been proposed. The method requires
simple measurements of the parameters of the boost inductor, and the device-
heatsink capacitance and the device switching characteristics. The EMI spectra
are predicted by analytical expressions and time domain simulations of the pro-
posed models. The analytical expressions give the asymptotic envelops of the EMI
spectra while the simplified circuit simulation models give more detailed spectra.
It has been verified that in the low frequency conducted EMI range, the predicted
EMI spectra are close to the measured EMI spectra of the converter. This in-
formation would be helpful in determining the amount of EMI filtering required.
The next chapter explores the use of the CM and DM noise prediction models in
the design of CM and DM filters.
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Chapter 4
Metric for Evaluating EMI Spectra
4.0 Introduction
In Chapter 2, different EMI mitigation techniques have been discussed. Ex-
cept the front end passive EMI filter, generally the most of the EMI mitigation
techniques do not provide complete EMI solutions. These techniques would only
help to reduce the noise by some factor. Thus, the non-passive mitigation tech-
niques still require passive EMI filter to meet the standards. These mitigation
techniques are often used to reduce the size of the external passive filter required.
One may try different EMI mitigation methods, such as topology change, compo-
nent and layout improvements (see Chapter 2), to reduce the noise and select one
or more of them. The EMI noise is measured over a wide frequency spectrum.
Due to this, in evaluating EMI mitigation techniques for SMPS, often, it is not
obvious which particular technique causes greater reduction in EMI noise than
another.
Until now, a method for evaluating and comparing the EMI spectra obtained
from using the different mitigation techniques is not available. In this section, a
simple metric to evaluate and compare the EMI spectra of switched mode power
converters is proposed. The proposed metric leverages upon the key parameters
of filter design, namely, the filter order and its cut-off frequency. In other words,
the proposed metric is based on the specification and, thereby, the potential size,
of this external passive EMI filter. Such a metric is useful in comparing the EMI
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spectra of a power converter when used together with different EMI mitigation
techniques and it is not very obvious which is the best spectrum. Thus, the metric
helps a designer to select the optimum EMI mitigation approach.
The proposed metric becomes useful in the evaluation of typical power con-
verter’s spectrum, which has wide frequency spectrum. If a power converter’s
spectrum has a clear dominant single frequency component then the spectrum
will be evaluated based on this particular frequency component. For such spec-
trum, the metric is not required as the comparisons of the EMI spectra would be
very straight forward.
The passive EMI filter consists of CM and DM filter parts. The metric
proposed in here is dependent upon the CM or DM filtering requirement. Hence
for each EMI spectrum, we have CM and DM metrices. The usage of the metric is
shown by evaluating EMI performance of two different switching schemes applied
to the same converter. This experimental example shows how the EMI metric can
be helpful in selecting the scheme that is more effective in mitigating the EMI
problem.
The work reported in this chapter has been published in [140].
4.1 Motivation for the metric
Let us consider two possible EMI spectra as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. Such
spectra may be obtained from the same power converter with different EMI miti-
gation approaches. The figure also shows the allowable EMI limit based on a given
standard. At a frequency f2, the first spectrum (Fig. 4.1(a)) meets the standards
while the second spectrum (Fig. 4.1(b)) violates it. On the other hand, at the fre-
quency f1, the first spectrum violates the limit by a greater margin than the second
spectrum. It is not clear from these spectra which EMI mitigation approach is
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preferable. This example illustrates the difficulty in choosing an appropriate EMI
mitigationt technique for a power converter. To overcome this ambiguity, a metric
which can be used to characterize such spectra is needed.
Fig. 4.1 Illustrative EMI spectra of two converters
The proposed metric is based on a simple idea that the quality of the EMI
spectrum can be related to the external filtering required to meet the standards.
For a given input voltage and power specifications of the converter, the filter size
will depend on the order of the filter and its cut-off frequency. Thus, the proposed
metric is defined in terms of the order and cut-off frequency of the filter required
to meet the given standards.
4.2 EMI filter and the proposed metric
The knowledge of the line noise voltages (VL1and VL2) alone is insufficient
to design the EMI filter, which required the knowledge of actual CM and DM
components. These components can be obtained as discussed in Sec. 1.2.1 of
Chapter 1. The EMI standards, such as CISPR standards [8], specify the overall
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limits on the net line EMI; individual limits on the CM and DM spectra are usually
not specified. Using the net line EMI limits given in the standards as the limits
for the individual CM and DM noise may lead to a filter that may not meet the
net EMI standards. Thus, in this section, a short discussion on the CM and DM
noise limits are presented followed by detailed discussion on the proposed metric.
Note on CM and DM noise limits:
The EMI standards, such as CISPR standards [8], specify the overall limits
on the net line EMI; individual limits on the CM and DM spectra are usually
not specified. As illustrated below, using the net line EMI limits given in the
standards as the limits for the individual CM and DM noise may lead to a filter
that may not meet the net EMI standards.
Consider a case where the CM and DM filters have been designed based on
the net EMI limits. At a frequency fx, let both the CM and DM components be
equal in magnitude and also just meet the net EMI standards. An extreme case
would be when CM and DM components at fx are also in phase with each other.
In such a scenario, the net EMI measured on L1 ,VL1, at fx will be 6 dBµV above
the net limit line provided by the standards. Similarly, if CM and DM components
at fx are 180o out of phase with each other, then, the net EMI measured on L2,
VL2, at fx will be 6 dBµV above the net limit line. Thus, to address the need
for taking care of such extreme cases, the limit lines for individual CM and DM
spectra are obtained by subtracting 6 dBµV uniformly from the net EMI limit
lines specified in the standards.
CM/DM limits = net line limits− 6 dBµV (4.1)
With the CM and DM noise separated and the required attenuation deter-
mined based on the CM and DM limit lines, the filter components can be cal-
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culated. These filters are characterized by their order and cutoff frequency. The
simplest filter that can be realized is the first-order filter using a single reactive
component. First order filters are not generally preferred unless very small atten-
uation is required. For larger attenuation, an inductor-based first order filter will
usually be bulky, while a capacitor-based filter generally will be unable to meet the
earth leakage current standards. Hence, normally, second or higher order filters
are used with power converters.
Typical SMPS EMI spectra [15], [40], [45], [47] and [101] have high attenua-
tion requirements at the lower end of the EMI frequency band. It has been shown
in [141] that a high attenuation and small filter size would be possible if all the
filter poles are placed at the same location. Thus, for the purpose of the metric
it is assumed that all the EMI filter poles are located at the same point. The
resultant value of the maximum allowable cut-off frequency of the required filter is
proposed to be used as the metric to measure the quality of EMI noise. This value
will vary depending on the order of the filter. Thus, the same spectrum can be
characterized by different metrics based on the order of the filter being considered.
For each order of the filter, two metric values, one corresponding to the CM noise
and the other to the DM noise, can be defined.
Although first order filters are not commonly used, yet a metric based on
the use of a first order filter can still be defined. In general, an N th order metric
may be represented as F < N >< CM/DM >. Thus, a second order metric for
CM noise will have the symbol F2CM and a first order metric for DM noise will
be F1DM .
The actual size of the filter depends on the design approach taken and the
materials and components used. However, in general, the size of the filter can
be expected to decrease with increasing cut-off frequency and vice versa. To
demonstrate the relation between the cut-off frequency of a filter and its physical
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size, let us consider a second order CM filter as shown in Fig. 4.2(a). The equivalent
circuit of this CM filter is shown in Fig. 4.2(b). The resistors shown in the figure
belong to the LISN used in the noise measurement setup. The relationship between
the inductance and capacitance of the filter with filter cut-off frequency is given
by (4.2).











The inductor’s and capacitor’s values and thus their physical sizes are de-
pendent on the filter cut-off frequency. For comparing the physical sizes of the
filters, it is assumed that filters with different cut-off frequencies are using the
same value of the capacitor. This ensures that the different CM filters have the
same power frequency leakage current to the ground. Thus using the same valued
capacitors, the inductor values and their sizes would be dependent on the square
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Fig. 4.3 Structure of a CM inductor
From (4.4), a filter with a lower cut-off frequency will require a higher valued
inductor compared to a filter with a higher cut-off frequency. Generally a larger
core will be required to realize a higher valued inductor. To illustrate this point,
let us consider the design of two CM filters with cut-off frequencies of fA=100 kHz
and fB=80 kHz. It is assumed that both the CM filters have two Y-capacitors,
each of value 10 nF . With these capacitors, the inductance values calculated using
(4.2) for the 80 kHz and 100 kHz filters are LA= 126.7 µH and LB=197.9 µH,
respectively. Often EMI filter inductors are wound on ferrite toroids using single
stranded wire as shown in Fig. 4.3. Assuming the maximum input RMS current
to be 4 A and considering the design current density for copper to be 400 A/cm2,
a 0.01 cm2 copper conductor will be required for the winding. The ferrite cores
needed to make the inductors can be selected from the core selector chart [142].
Toroid 0J41406TC of J type material from Magnetics has been selected for LA. It
requires 6 turns with this core to make LA. Using the same toroid 0J41406TC to
make LB it requires 8 turns. The toroid 0J41406TC is not big enough to house 8
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turns of single layer of winding. Thus a bigger toroid 0J41809TC of same J type
material from Magnetics has been selected for LB. The number of turns required
for LB using toroid 0J41809TC is 6. Based on the design (Fig. 4.3), the volumes
of LA and LB can be estimated to be approximately 1.6 cm3 and 4.8 cm3. The
volumes occupied by the Y-capacitors will, of course, be the same for both the
filters. Thus, it can be clearly seen from the example given that the CM filter
with the lower cut-off frequency would be bigger in size than that with the higher
cut-off frequency. This is true in the case of the DM filter also. Thus, comparing
the cut-off frequencies of EMI filters would be a good way to find out which filter
would occupy greater space and which one less.
For a given order of the filter, the required cut-off frequency to filter the
noise below the allowable limit, gives an indication of the physical size of the filter.
Hence, the cut-off frequency parameter is used as the metric for characterizing the
quality of the EMI spectrum from a power converter.
4.3 Comparison of EMI spectra using the metric
The determination of the proposed metric value is explained by comparing
the EMI spectra resulting from two different switching schemes applied to the
PFC converter, with the specifications (Vin = 85 - 265 V , 50 Hz, Vo = 380 V ,
and Po = 240 W ) as stated in Chapter 1. Here, the first order and second order
metrics are made use of. Higher order metrics can also be used for evaluating the
spectra, if required.
Two different switching frequency modulation patterns were applied to a
boost PFC converter prototype. The EMI performances of the converter with the
two different switching schemes were compared using the proposed metric. This
enables the selection of the appropriate switching frequency modulation scheme
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from EMI mitigation point of view. The employed switching patterns are
Pattern 1: Quad-frequency Switching: sequence of 142 kHz (10 cycles), 136
kHz (10 cycles), 126 kHz (10 cycles), and 118 kHz (5 cycles) appearing in the
mentioned order.
Pattern 2: Random Sequence Switching: random sequence of 142 kHz (10 cy-
cles), 136 kHz (10 cycles), and 126 kHz (10 cycles).
The measurements were carried out with an input voltage of 230 V , 50 Hz,
and a rated load of 240 W . Fig. 4.4 shows the EMI spectrum measured on line L1
with Pattern 1 switching. It may be noticed that the spectral peaks are spread
over the switching frequencies, as would be expected with a variable frequency
switching scheme. Despite this spreading, the standards are not met and an input
filter would still be required. To determine the EMI filtering needed, the total
EMI spectrum (at line L1 and line L2) were separated into the corresponding CM
and DM components by using a 0o signal combiner (ZFSC-2-6B) [19] and a 180o
signal combiner (ZSCJ-2-2B) [18], respectively. The separated CM and DM noise
spectra are shown in Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6, respectively. As discussed previously,
the allowable CM and DM limits are kept at 6 dBµV below the net EMI limits
specified by the standards. The CM and DM attenuations to be provided by the
EMI filter (see Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8, please note that the x-axis scales are different
as compared to Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6) were then computed by subtracting the CM
and DM noise from the CM and DM limits. The cut-off frequencies of the required
first and second order filters are then found by drawing 20 dB/dec and 40 dB/dec
slope lines such that the CM and DM noise attenuation requirements are met fully
(refer to see Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8). The intercepts of these lines on the frequency
axis corresponding to 0 dB attenuation give the cut-off frequencies of the filters.
In Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8, F1CM/DM and F2CM/DM are the cut-off frequencies
of the first order and second order filters, respectively. Their values are tabulated
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in Table 4.1.
Figures 4.9 to 4.13 show the EMI noise spectra and the attenuation required
to meet the CISPR standards when using Pattern 2 switching. The required filter
cut-off frequencies are also tabulated in Table 4.1. The metric values listed in
Table 4.1 show that the CM cut-off frequencies, F1CM and F2CM , corresponding
to Pattern 2 are higher than those corresponding to Pattern 1. Thus, the converter
employing Pattern 2 switching scheme requires a smaller CM filter (both first
order and second order) than that employing Pattern 1 scheme. Similarly, the
comparison of DM cut-off frequencies also shows that Pattern 2 is preferable over
Pattern 1. The overall (both CM and DM) filter requirements of the converter
using Pattern 2 modulation scheme are less than those when using Pattern 1. This
illustrates how the proposed metric can be used to select the appropriate switching
scheme for the power converter under investigation.
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Fig. 4.4 Total EMI measured on line (L1) of converter with quad-frequency
switching (Pattern 1)
Fig. 4.5 CM EMI with quad-frequency switching (Pattern 1)
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Fig. 4.6 DM EMI with quad-frequency switching (Pattern 1)
Fig. 4.7 Attenuation required in CM spectrum with quad-frequency switching
(Pattern 1)
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Fig. 4.8 Attenuation required in DM spectrum with quad-frequency switching
(Pattern 1)
Fig. 4.9 Total EMI measured on line (L1) of converter with random frequency
switching (Pattern 2)
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Fig. 4.10 CM EMI with random frequency switching (Pattern 2)
Fig. 4.11 DM EMI with random frequency switching (Pattern 2)
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Fig. 4.12 Attenuation required in CM spectrum with random frequency switching
(Pattern 2)
Fig. 4.13 Attenuation required in DM spectrum with random frequency switching
(Pattern 2)
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Table 4.1 Filter cut-off frequencies for the two switching schemes
Pattern 1 Pattern 2
CM
F1CM 33.75 kHz 49.30 kHz
F2CM 71.28 kHz 86.14 kHz
DM
F1DM 1.01 kHz 3.49 kHz
F2DM 12.33 kHz 23.54 kHz
4.4 Discussion of other possible scenarios
Unlike the example case discussed in the previous section, in some cases, it is
possible that the first order metric and second order metric contradict each other
in evaluating a spectrum and predicting the filter size requirements. Consider the
different scenarios shown in Fig. 4.14. In the following discussion, the attenuation
spectra S2, S3, S4, S5 and S6 are compared in turn with the first attenuation
spectrum, S1.
There is no ambiguity in the comparison of the spectra S2 and S3 with S1.
It is clear from both first and second order metrics that S2 spectrum is better
than S1 while S3 is worse than S1. Comparing S4 with S1, we notice that S4
requires a first order filter with smaller cut-off frequency (larger filter) than S1.
However, the cut-off frequencies for the second order filter are the same for both
S1 and S4. Spectra S5 and S1 require first order filters with the same cut-off
frequency. However, the second-order filter required to mitigate S5 has a higher
cut-off frequency (smaller filter) than that required to take care of S1. Spectrum
S6 requires a first order filter with a lower cut-off frequency (larger filter) and a
second order filter with a higher cut-off frequency (smaller filter) when compared
with those required to mitigate spectrum S1.
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The above discussion shows that the proposed metric used to compare EMI
profiles gives a meaningful insight into the filter size only if one decides first the
order of the filter to be used at the supply end.
Fig. 4.14 Different noise attenuation requirements and the filter cut-off frequencies
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, a simple metric for characterizing the EMI spectrum of a
power converter has been proposed. The metric is to be applied separately to the
CM and DM noise and is based on the maximum allowable cut-off frequency of
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the filter needed to meet a given EMI standards. The proposed metric provides
insight into the size requirement of such an external filter. Experimental EMI
spectra of two different switching schemes applied to the same power converter
were compared and evaluated using the proposed metric. The examples illustrated
how the metric can be helpful in deciding between alternative EMI mitigation
approaches. The proposed metric would be useful for power converter designers
if a feature to indicate the metric can be incorporated in the spectrum analyzer
itself.
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Chapter 5
Passive EMI Filter: Analysis and
Design
5.0 Introduction
Several methods to mitigate the EMI noise have been summarized in Chap-
ter 2. Among the different EMI mitigation methods, the external passive EMI
filters are most widely used in present day power supplies. Though there is much
literature available on passive EMI filters, research publications addressing criti-
cal design issues and complete design methodology of passive EMI filters are not
available, particularly for the use of a power electronics engineer. This chapter
aims to fill this gap by presenting a systematic passive EMI filter modeling and
design procedure together with discussions on related issues.
An EMI filter should only attenuate the high frequency switching compo-
nents and it should not affect low frequency performance of the power converter.
Thus, the basic building block of an EMI filter is a low pass filter. A simple low
pass filter would consist of a large series impedance and a small shunt impedance in
the paths of noise currents for those frequencies at which attenuation is required.
Thus, a series inductor L and a shunt capacitor C form the ideal components of
an EMI filter. An important point to note about the simple low pass filter is that
it has 0 dB attenuation well below the cut-off frequency. At the high frequencies,
it will attenuate the noise by a factor determined by the filter topology and LC
values.
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First order filters (a single series inductor or a single shunt capacitor) are not
commonly used for power converter EMI noise filtering, as the inductor/capacitor
required will be impractically large. Thus, second or high order filters are com-
monly used. The filter often consists of one or two stages of low pass LC or pi-filter
sections [11], [51].
The following issues are covered in this chapter: passive filter components,
requirements of the power line EMI filters, filter topology selection criteria, com-
ponent modeling, filter design procedure and filter characteristics. Information
on different EMI filter components and requirements is collated and a systematic
EMI filter design procedure for power converters is developed and presented. A
procedure to measure the filter CM and DM characteristics is also outlined. These
characteristics would help to understand the filter performance better and identify
the right component to change to improve the filter performance, if there is a need
to do so.
5.1 Passive EMI filter components
The inductors and capacitors are the basic components of the passive EMI
filters. As compared to the filter components used in communications, power line
EMI filter components tend to be fairly large due to both the larger values needed
and the requirements to withstand high voltage/current levels. An understanding
of these components and their requirements would be useful in designing effective
EMI filters.
5.1.1 Filter capacitors
There are two types of EMI filter capacitors, X and Y . The X class capac-
itors are connected line to line (phase to neutral) and help filter the DM noise
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currents. Ceramic, polyester, polypropylene and paper are common dielectrics
used in X-capacitors. Y -capacitors are connected between the lines (phase and
neutral) to the ground and help filter CM noise currents. They are typically made
up of ceramic and paper dielectrics [143]. The Y -capacitors are designed never to
fail shorted under any condition as this would pose a serious safety hazard [144].
The requirements of the EMI filter capacitors are: 1) very low ESL and ESR,
2) ability to withstand surge voltages (power lines have high surge voltages due
to transients on them [145]), 3) ability to withstand continuous high voltage bias
from the mains, and 4) safe ending of their life (to prevent short circuit on the
power lines or potential electric shock hazards) [146]. Besides these requirements,
the use of capacitors on the power lines has been regulated by the safety standards,
such as IEC 60384-14 [147] which prescribes the capacitors that can be connected
directly on the supply mains. The standards-approved capacitors have safety
marks printed on them. IEC 60384-14 classifies theX-capacitors further into three
categories X1, X2 and X3 based on their peak voltage withstanding capabilities,
as shown in Table 5.1 [146]-[148]. A general rule of thumb is that the capacitor
must be rated at least 4.2 times the rated RMS system supply voltage [38]. X2
capacitors are the most commonly used for single phase power line EMI filters.
The typical values of the Y -capacitors are much smaller than X-capacitors.
There are four different classes (Y 1, Y 2, Y 3 and Y 4) of Y -capacitors, as shown
in Table 5.2 [146]-[148]. Very large values of capacitors, though it is desirable,
are not permissible to be used in the power line EMI filters. With large values of
X-capacitors there will be a large phase difference between the input voltage and
current reducing the input power factor. The earth leakage current will increase
with the increase in value of Y -capacitors. These issues are further discussed in
the Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.4.
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Table 5.1 X-capacitors classification
Subclass Peak rated voltage Peak test voltage
X1 > 2.5 kV and ≤ 4 kV 4 kV for C≤1 µF
4/
√
C kV for C>1 µF
X2 ≤2.5 kV 2.5 kV for C≤1 µF
2.5/
√
C kV for C>1 µF
X3 ≤1.2 kV None
Table 5.2 Y -capacitors classification
Subclass Peak rated voltage Peak test voltage
Y 1 < 500 V 8 kV
Y 2 ≥150 V and < 300 V 5 kV
Y 3 ≤250 V None
Y 4 ≤150 V 2.5 kV
5.1.2 Filter inductors
The filter inductors, to design effective EMI filters, should have: 1) stable
inductance over a wide range of frequencies, 2) high self resonance frequency (i.e.
low equivalent parallel capacitance), and 3) no or little EMI radiation [149].
Ferrite is the material of choice for EMI filter inductors [3], [14], [142], [144].
Among the different shapes of the magnetic core, the toroidal cores are more
popular and appropriate for filter inductor as they are more compact and have
robust construction.
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The permeability of the magnetic material is dependent on frequency. The
permeability of the magnetic material is constant up to a certain frequency after
which it starts to reduce. For example, Fig. 5.1 shows the permeability charac-
teristics of the ferrite core 3E5 made by Ferroxcube [150]. In this figure, µ′ and
µ′′ represents the two components of the relative permeability of the magnetic
material represented in the following form
µ = µ′ − j µ′′ (5.1)
Fig. 5.1 Frequency variation of permeability of Ferroxcube core 3E5 [150]
The real component µ′ and the imaginary component µ′′ of permeability rep-
resent the inductance and the resistance, i.e.losses, of the wound core respectively.
At low frequencies, µ′′ is negligible; thus, the relative permeability is mainly deter-
mined by the real component µ′. At medium frequencies, µ′′ becomes dominant
and determines the relative permeability. At high frequencies, µ is small as both
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the µ′ and µ′′ are small. The frequency at which the real component of the com-
plex permeability begins to roll off is known as ferromagnetic resonant frequency
[151].The value of the ferromagnetic resonant frequency depends on the ferrite
material.
There are basically two ferrite materials for filter inductors: manganese-
zinc (Mn-Zn) and nickel-zinc (Ni-Zn) alloys. The Mn-Zn based ferrite cores have
relatively high permeability and in general can be used up to 30MHz. The Ni-Zn
based ferrite cores have permeability smaller than that of Mn-Zn based ferrite
cores, but they can be used up to a higher frequency, approximately 100 MHz.
Mn-Zn based ferrite cores have high permeabilities at low frequencies and are very
well suited for EMI suppression in the 150 kHz through 30 MHz range [3], [11],
[14]. For this reason, Mn-Zn based ferrite cores will be considered for filter design
in this thesis.
EMI filters consist of CM and DM inductors to filter off the respective com-
ponents of the EMI noise. The structure of a CM inductor is shown in Fig. 5.2(a).
The CM inductor is wound in such a way that flux in the core is only due to
the CM currents. The flux due to the DM currents gets cancelled. Thus, the
CM inductor does not get biased by the high magnitude low frequency normal
current that the converter draws. The CM current has only a small magnitude
and therefore the CM energy stored in the CM inductor is also small. Thus, to
minimize the size of the CM inductor, it can be made from a magnetic material
with high permeability. Though, it is possible to make the DM inductor just with
a single winding, which is placed on either the phase or the neutral line, it is
not a preferred design as it will create the imbalances on the noise current paths
[14], [152]. A preferred DM inductor design is as shown in Fig. 5.2(b), where it
has two windings each placed in phase and neutral lines of the power supply. In
the case of DM inductor, the flux in the core is only due to the DM current; the
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flux due to the CM currents gets cancelled. Since the power frequency current
drawn by the power converter is by nature DM, the DM core will be biased by
the power frequency currents. As the DM inductor handles the high magnitude
low frequency current, a magnetic material of low permeability has to be used to
prevent the core from saturation.
As compared to the Y -capacitor, a fairly largeX-capacitor in the range of few
microfarads, which is limited by the resulting displacement factor, are permissible.
Thus, for DM filter a very large DM inductor may not be required. The leakage
inductances of the CM inductor can be utilized as the DM inductor. It must be
ensured that the CM core is not saturated by the high magnitude low frequency
DM currents. Also, the wires used in the windings have to be able to withstand
the normal current drawn by the power converter.
Fig. 5.2 Filter inductors a) CM inductor b) DM inductor
The noise suppression inductor coils are usually wound on a single layer.
In such case, the parasitic capacitance consists only of turn capacitances, which
are lower than the layer capacitance. These turn to turn capacitances in parallel
with the core capacitance, which models the fall in the permeability at higher
frequencies, give the equivalent parallel capacitance of the filter inductor. This
capacitance should be as small as possible to push the self resonance frequency of
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the inductor to a high value.
5.2 EMI filter requirements
The basic function of the EMI filter is to reduce the magnitude of the noise
generated by the switching converter. There are few other requirements also con-
cerning the design of the EMI filter for off line power supplies like PFC converter.
5.2.1 Noise attenuation
The fundamental requirement of the EMI filter is to provide the required
attenuation to the noise so that the power converter complies with the EMI stan-
dards. The filter has to be designed so as to meet this requirement.
5.2.2 Displacement factor
The second requirement of the EMI filter is that it should not introduce
significant additional phase change between converter’s input voltage and cur-
rent. This requirement is particularly important for the PFC power converter
[48]. Fig. 5.3(a) shows the PFC power converter with a DM filter at its input.
The primary function of the PFC converter is to make the average input current
ig in phase with the converter input voltage vg. At the line frequency the volt-
age drop across the filter inductor L is negligible. Thus, it can be assumed that
vi ≈ vg. A reactive current ic flows through the filter capacitor C which causes the
total current drawn from the line ii to be phase shifted by an angle φ with respect
to the input voltage vi. Thus, a DM filter at the input of the PFC converter gives
rise to displacement factor reducing the input power factor. The vg and ig at the
input of the PFC converter can be expressed as
vg = Vm sinωt (5.2)
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ig = Im sinωt (5.3)
where Vm and Im are the PFC’s input voltage and current amplitudes, respectively.
Fig. 5.3 Power converter with input DM filter a) schematic b) current and voltage
phasor diagram
The voltage and current at the input of the filter are
vi ≈ vg = Vm sinωt (5.4)
ii = ig + ic = Im sinωt+ ωCVm cosωt (5.5)







From (5.6), a larger capacitor will introduce a larger phase shift. The maximum
value of the input filter capacitor is determined by the acceptable displacement









In the case of multistage filters, since the line frequency voltage drops in the filter
inductors are small, the Cmax presents the limit for the sum of all the filter capac-
itors between the phase and neutral. As a consequence of this limitation on the
capacitors, very small DM inductor may not meet the required DM attenuation.
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5.2.3 System stability
The third requirement is related to the overall stability of the power converter
system. With the addition of the input EMI filter, instabilities can arise in the
system due to the interaction between the filter and the power converter. This issue
has been analyzed by several researchers [58]-[58], [153], [154] and it can be briefly
explained through the Thevenin equivalent circuit of the power converter system
as shown in the Fig. 5.4. Here, Hf and Zof represent the transfers function and
output impedance of the, filter respectively. Impedance Zic represents the input










1 + Tf (s)
(5.8)
Fig. 5.4 Thevenin equivalent of the circuit shown in Fig. 5.3(a)
This expression is similar to that of the closed loop system with plant transfer
function Hf (s) and loop gain of Tf (s). The Nyquist stability analysis commonly
used in control system closed loop stability can be applied here. For the system to
be stable, the transfer function Tf (s) must satisfy the Nyquist criterion for stabil-
ity. The interaction between the EMI filter and the power converter is minimized
and no instability issues will arise if |Tf (s)| < 1. This implies that the magnitude
of the EMI filter’s output impedance must be much lower than the magnitude of
the power converter’s input impedance, i.e. |Zof (s)|  |Zic(s)|, till the loop gain
crossover of the converter system. The loop gain |Tf (s)| can be more than unity in
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a design leading to system instability if the filter is not designed properly. Thus,
the knowledge of the converter input impedance is a prerequisite for EMI filter
design.
5.2.4 Earth leakage current
The currents flowing from any electrical equipment/device along the pro-
tective earth conductor pose a potential safety risk to its user and are therefore
limited by product safety standards [11], [14], [155]. EMI filter has capacitors from
the phase and neutral lines to the protective earth. The power frequency leakage
currents flowing through these capacitors contribute to the overall leakage current
from the power converter. The requirement on the earth leakage current imposes
the limitation on the maximum allowable capacitor that can be connected from
lines to the earth. This is the most inhibiting requirement in the CM filter design.
IEC60950 safety standards are used in most countries around the world
[155]. For non-medical and non-hand held equipments, this standard specifies the
maximum safe leakage current to be 3.5 mA [156]. This maximum safe leakage
current Ileakagemax places a limit on the maximum value of the Y -capacitor that
can be used in the EMI filter. Fig. 5.5 shows the typical arrangement of capacitors
in a single phase EMI filter. For normal operation, at power frequency there is
a small or no voltage difference between the neutral and earth. The line voltage
appears between the phase and the earth. Thus, the maximum leakage current is
determined by the CY capacitor connected between the phase and the earth, as
shown in (5.9).
Ileakage = 2piFLCY Vm (5.9)
The worst earth leakage current scenario occurs when the neutral line gets inter-






















Fig. 5.5 Typical capacitor configuration in single phase EMI filter
The capacitor values vary and the range of variations are specified by their
tolerances. This tolerance has to be taken into consideration while estimating
the permissible values of Y -capacitors. The maximum permissible value of Y -
capacitors for a stated leakage current is given by (5.12), where Tol represents the


















In case of multistage filters, the CY max presents the limit for the sum of all the
filter capacitors between the lines (phase and neutral) to the earth.
5.2.5 Filter size and cost
The filter size and its cost are important issues in design of switched-mode
power supply. The EMI filter has to be very compact and it should not increase
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the cost, weight and volume of the SMPS significantly. Minimum number of filter
elements should be used to reduce the cost, weight and volume.
The requirements on EMI filter are quite diverse and often conflicting with
each other. Therefore, it is very challenging to meet all the requirements at the
same time. In the filter design presented in Sec. 5.5, preferences are given to more
stringent requirements like noise attenuation, safety and system stability rather
than the filter size and cost.
5.3 Filter topology selection
The objective of EMI filter design is to create/increase impedance mismatch
between the noise source and load. The performance of a particular filter topology
depends on the terminating impedances on either side of the filter. The knowledge
of noise source and load impedances is important in selecting the appropriate fil-
ter topology. Fig. 5.6 shows the filter configurations for extreme source and load
impedance combinations [11], [14], [51]. The concept is to connect a series (par-
allel) inductor (capacitor) to a low (high) impedance source or load thus creating
an impedance mismatch. If the impedance mismatch rules are not followed, some
filter components would not be used efficiently in filtering the noise.
The power converter can be represented by their Thevenin/Norton equivalent
noise models as explained in Chapter 3. The equivalent Thevenin/Norton noise
source impedance characteristics determine the order of the filter components. In
order to take the advantage of the noise source impedance and create an impedance
mismatch, low source impedance should be followed by high series impedance and
high source impedance should be followed by low shunt impedance.
As discussed in Chapter 3, the CM noise impedance is mostly due to the small
parasitic capacitor existing between the grounded heatsink and the MOSFET in
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Fig. 5.6 Filter topology selection matrix
many cases. Thus, the CM noise source impedance is much larger as compared
to the LISN’s CM impedance, which is 25 Ω. To create impedance mismatch
Y - capacitors are needed at the output of the CM filter. The LISN’s for CM
impedance is only 25 Ω, thus a series CM inductor is needed at the input of the
CM filter to create mismatch with LISN. Thus, a low pass LC filter, with C towards
the power converter and L on LISN side, forms the basic CM filter structure (top
right topology in Fig. 5.6). For large attenuation requirements multiple LC stages
are needed.
As for the DM noise, a typical PFC converter has an input capacitor Ci (refer
Fig. 3.1 of Chapter 3). This input capacitor presents a low input impedance. An
inductor is needed at the output of the filter to create the required mismatch with
the converter’s input capacitor. A shunt X-capacitor at the input of the filter is
required to mismatch the DM impedance of LISN, which is 100 Ω. Thus in this
case, a low pass LC filter, with L towards the power converter and C on LISN side
(bottom left topology in Fig. 5.6), forms the basic DM filter structure. If large
attenuations are required multiple LC stages may have to be used.
If the input capacitor Ci not present in the PFC, an X-capacitor is needed at
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the output of the DM filter to create the impedance mismatch with the inductor
LB. Also, another shunt X-capacitor at the input of the filter would be preferred
to mismatch the DM impedance of LISN, which is 100 Ω. In such cases, a Pi-
filter (top left topology in Fig. 5.6) forms the basic structure of the DM filter.
Additional LC stages can be added to the pi structure when large attenuations
are required.
5.4 Input impedance of the power converter
As explained in Section 5.2.3, the knowledge of the converter’s input impedance
is essential in the design of the DM EMI filter. The introduction of the EMI filter
may cause instability of the system. The EMI filter will not influence the stability
of the power converter if its output impedance is smaller than the input impedance
of the power converter till the loop gain crossover of the converter system.
The input admittance of a PFC with average current control is presented in
[154] and is given by























Here, Gri(s) is the current error amplifier transfer function, Rs is the current
sense resistor, Vosc is the amplitude of the PWM oscillator, Vi and Ii are the RMS
input voltage and current respectively and Po is the rated output power. Fig. 5.7
shows the input impedance of the PFC converter under investigation. The pa-
rameters of this PFC are: LB=187.7 µH, Vi=230 V , Po=240 W , Vosc=3.4 V and
Rs=0.068 Ω and Vo=380 V . The current controller Gri(s) is
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Fig. 5.7 Input impedance (between phase and neutral) of the PFC converter
From Fig. 5.7, it can be noticed that the input impedance of the PFC starts
to drop at around 400 Hz and reaches a minimum at 12.5 kHz. Above 12.5 kHz,
the input impedance is determined by the boost inductor LB. This drop in the
impedance is very crucial in the EMI filter design and stability of the system. The
current loop crossover frequency of the PFC converter is around 13.5 kHz. At
least till 13.5 kHz the output impedance of the EMI filter has to be smaller than
the input impedance of the PFC to ensure the stability of the overall system after
the introduction of the EMI filter at the input of the PFC.
It has to be noted that the above analysis has not taken into consideration
the capacitor Ci at the input of the power converter. For stability analysis, this
capacitor can be considered either at the output of the EMI filter or it can be
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combined with the Zic itself.
5.5 EMI Filter design and verification
In this section, the complete EMI filter design process and experiment results
are discussed. First, the filter design process is illustrated. Then, the characteris-
tics of the EMI filters are discussed followed by a discussion on the measured EMI
noise voltages.
5.5.1 Filter design
The EMI filter design is discussed in this section. The filter design process
can be a repetitive process till all the filter requirements are met.
a) Design parameters:
Apart from the required noise attenuation, information on the allowable
maximum leakage current and ADF has to be specified. In this design example,
a reasonable ADF of 0.95 and a maximum leakage current of 3.5 mA have been
assumed. From (5.7), the net allowable X-capacitor is calculated to be 4.75 µF .
Also, from (5.12), assuming 20% tolerance, the permissible value of the net Y -
capacitor is 13.7 nF .
b) Filter topology selection:
Based on the knowledge of the noise source and load impedances, a filter
topology that creates the impedance mismatch has to be selected. The CM noise
source impedance has a relatively large magnitude (refer to Sec. 3.2.3, Chapter 3)
compared to the CM load impedance of 25 Ω. Thus, the CM filter topology
must have a capacitor at its output (towards power converter) and an inductor
(towards LISN) at its input. As shown in Fig. 3.1, the PFC converter has an input
capacitor Ci, which provides a low DM noise source impedance. Thus, the DM
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filter topology must have an inductor at its output and a capacitor at its input.
A second order, or a single stage, LC filter is selected as a starting structure
for the EMI filter. Higher order or multiple LC stages may be required if the filter
components required for single stage turns out to be too big or unacceptable.
c) Attenuation requirements:
The required attenuation of the CM and DM noise can be obtained either
from the predicted or from the measured noise spectra. The predicted CM and
DM noise spectra presented in Chapter 3 are used here. The CM/DM limits from
equation (4.1) (Chapter 4) are used for finding the CM and DM attenuations,
shown in Fig. 5.8 and Fig. 5.9. Here, the average limit for the line noise voltages
is considered as it is more stringent than the quasi-peak limits.
Fig. 5.8 Expected CM noise attenuation
d) Filter components:
From the attenuation required, the values of the L and C components can
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Fig. 5.9 Expected DM noise attenuation
be computed based on the order of the filter selected. For a second order filter,
its L and C components can be computed using (5.15), where fc2 is the required







For multiple LC stages, the L and C and components are given by (5.16), where
fcn is the required cut-off frequency of the n stage (2 x n order) LC filter. In this
derivation, it is assumed that the cut-off frequency of each LC stage is placed at
the same frequency, i.e. each LC stage has the same values for L and C. Ref. [141]







From Fig. 5.8 and Fig. 5.9, by drawing the filter characteristic asymptotes against
noise attenuations, the cut-off frequencies of the required filters are calculated.
For second order LC filter, 40 dB/dec asymptotes are drawn against the noise
attenuation. The point where the asymptote crosses the frequency axis gives the
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filter cut-off frequency. For the second order filters, the CM and DM cut-off
frequencies are F2CM =10.12 kHz and F2DM =12.7 kHz respectively.
CM Filter components:
A CY value of 10 nF is selected, which is smaller than the permissible value
of 13.7 nF . For the second order CM filter with cut-off frequency F2CM =10.12















where N is number of turns, µ is the permeability, Ae is the effective area and le is
the effective length of the magnetic core. Most of the magnetic core manufacturers
provide AL, the inductance factor, which makes the inductor design easier. As
indicated in Sec. 5.1.2, a toroid core is preferred due to its robust and compact
structure. The core has to be selected such that the required inductance can
be achieved and its dimension is such that it can house the required number of
winding turns. Also, the wire size has to be thick enough to withstand the normal
current drawn by the power converter. under normal operating condition of 230 V
input and 240W load, the PFC converter draws an RMS current of 1.04 A. A wire
thick enough to stand this current has to be selected. Assuming the acceptable
current density for copper to be 300 A/cm2, a wire of diameter 0.665 mm would
be required. Thus, a standard wire size (SWG22) of diameter 0.711mm is selected
to wind the CM inductor. Ferroxcube made ferrite toroid TX36-23-15-3E5, using
ferrite material 3E5, has been selected for the core. This core has AL=11400
nH/N2, and it would require 33 turns to implement 12.4 mH. To house a pair of
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33 turns of single layer CM windings with wire of thickness 0.711 mm, the core
has to have at least 15 mm internal diameter. The selected core has an internal
diameter of 23 mm and thus it would be able house the CM windings with some
space enough for providing isolation between the windings.
DM Filter components:
The leakage inductances of the CM inductor are utilized as the DM inductor.
The leakage inductance of the constructed CM inductor is measured using the
Agilent impedance analyzer 4395A. The measured leakage inductance is 62 µH.
For the second order DM filter with cut-off frequency F2DM =12.7 kHz, the









Capacitors come in standard values and a singleX-capacitor of value 2.53 µF
is not available. Thus, a parallel combination of 2.2 µF and 1 µF is used. This
value of X-capacitor is less than the maximum allowable value of X-capacitor,
which is 4.75 µF in this design. A slightly higher X-capacitor is selected as CM
leakage inductance is used as DM filter inductor.
A check has to be done to verify that the DM current does not saturate the
core. This is done by finding the net flux in the core, due to both CM and DM
currents. Assuming the amplitude of the CM noise source to be 500 mA, for the
above calculated values of LCM and CY the maximum CM current through LCM
is estimated to be 6.3 mA. Equation (5.20) shows the maximum DM current that
the core can stand without saturating. Here, Bsat is the saturation flux density,





0.2× 33× 1.95× 10−4 − 12.4××10−3 × 6.3× 10−3
62× 10−6 = 29.8A (5.20)
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As the peak normal DM current drawn by the converter is 1.5 A, the DM
current would not saturate the core. A bigger core has to be selected in case the
DM current saturates the core.
e) System stability:
The stability of overall system is verified by comparing the DM output
impedance of the filter with the input impedance of the power converter. The
input capacitor Ci is considered to be at the output of the EMI filter.
Fig. 5.10 shows the circuit used for determining the DM filter’s output
impedance. Parameters of each circuit component were measured using the Ag-
ilent Impedance Analyzer 4395A. In the frequency range of concern, the power
supply’s impedance is very small and thus it can be treated as zero [56]. Also,
the parasitics (resistance and capacitance) associated with the DM inductor LDM
were found to be not significant in the frequency range of interest.
Fig. 5.10 Measurement of the DM filter output impedance
Fig. 5.11 shows the comparison between the PFC converter’s input impedance
Zic and filter output impedance ZDM . Both the simulated and measured fil-
ter’s output impedance show that the filter’s output impedance exceeds the input
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impedance of the PFC converter in the frequency range of 11.3 kHz to 23.4 kHz.
This region has been circled in the figure. Since the PFC’s current loop crossover
is at around 13.5 kHz, this filter may introduce instability in the system. Thus,
additional damping is needed to bring down the impedance peak.
Fig. 5.11 Undamped DM filter output impedance and PFC converter’s input
impedance: 1) PFC’s input impedance 2) Measured DM output impedance of the filter
3) Calculated DM output impedance of the filter
The damping techniques presented [11], [14], [56] require very large passive
components to provide effective damping. Thus, to reduce the impedance peak, a
series resonance circuit, Ld1 and Cd1, is used (Fig. 5.12), which resonates at 11.7
kHz, reducing the peak in filter output impedance. Ld1 is a very small inductor
as it does not carry a large current. Additional damping circuit consisting of Cd2
and Rd2 is also required to reduce the impedance peaking that occurs at 19.4
kHz. The capacitors Cd1 and Cd2 have been placed on AC side. However, by
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placing them after the rectifier of the boost PFC converter the need for using
X rated capacitors can be avoided. Fig. 5.13 shows the comparison between the
PFC converter’s input impedance Zic and damped filter’s DM output impedance.
Both the calculated and measured filter output impedances show that they do
not exceed the input impedance of the PFC converter and thus there will not be
stability issues due to insertion of this EMI filter at the input of the converter.
In Fig. 5.12 and Fig. 5.13, there is a difference between the measured (curve
2) and calculated (curve 3) impedances at low frequencies. This is attributed
to the poor accuracy of the impedance analyzer while measuring small value of
impedances.
Fig. 5.12 Measurement of the damped DM filter output impedance
5.5.2 Filter design verification
The above calculated values of the components are used in building the EMI
filter. The Fig. 5.14 shows the complete filter schematics. The built filter hardware
is shown in Fig. 5.15. The values of the filter components and specifications are
listed in Table 5.3. The measured value of the CM inductor is 14.8 mH. It is more
than the designed value of 12.4 mH. This is perhaps due to the large tolerance
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Fig. 5.13 Damped DM filter output impedance and PFC converter’s input impedance:
1) PFC’s input impedance 2) Measured DM output impedance of the damped filter 3)
Calculated DM output impedance of the damped filter
(±30%) of the AL of the used ferrite core.
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Fig. 5.14 Schematic of the designed passive EMI filter
Fig. 5.15 Filter hardware prototype
The performance of the designed EMI filter was verified by EMI noise mea-
surements and other related measurements.
Measured EMI noise:
The designed EMI filter was mounted at the input of the PFC converter. The
EMI noise attenuation performance of the filter measured with the PFC converter
being supplied with 230 V 50 Hz AC and delivering 240 W power to the resistive
load.
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Table 5.3 List of filter components
Symbol Description Value
Y capacitors
Cy Murata Y2 class Y-capacitors 10 nF
CM inductor
Lcm
CM inductor, Ferroxcube TX36-23-15-3E5
with 33 turns 14.8 mH
DM inductor
LDM
DM inductor, leakage inductance of the CM
inductor 62 µH
X-capacitors
Cx1 Epcos X2 class X-capacitor 1 µF
Cx2 Epcos X2 class X-capacitor 2.2 µF
Damping circuit
Rd1 Damping resistor 8.2 Ω
Ld1
Damping inductor, Ferroxcube TX13-7.9-
6.4-3E25 with 7 turns 185.7 µH
Cd1 Epcos damping X-capacitor 1 µF
Rd2 Damping resistor 15 Ω
Cd2 Epcos damping X-capacitor 1 µF
Fig. 5.16 shows the measured CM noise after the filter is installed. The CM
noise is attenuated below the required limit. There is not much attenuation above
10 MHz, however. The filter performance degrades at high frequencies due to
the parasitics of the filter components. Also, at these frequencies, the radiated
noise picked by the filter would pass to the power supply degrading the filter
performance [157].
The Fig. 5.17 shows the measured DM noise after the filter is installed. The
DM noise is attenuated well below the required limit throughout the 150 kHz to
30 MHz range. Though, the DM noise peak at the frequency around 180 kHz
exceeds the average limit it is not of much concern as it is still below the quasi-
peak limit. Also, the noise shown is measured using the peak detector. The filter
is also designed based on the estimated DM noise which is slightly lower than the
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Fig. 5.16 CM measured noise voltage
measured DM noise (refer to Sec. 3.4, Chapter 3).
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Fig. 5.17 DM measured noise voltage
Fig. 5.18 and Fig. 5.19 show the measured line noise voltages. Both the line
noise voltages are below the limits. Thus the filter meets the required EMI noise
attenuation requirements.
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Fig. 5.18 Line 1 measured noise voltage
Fig. 5.19 Line 2 measured noise voltage
Other performance measures of the filter:
Fig. 5.20 shows the measured waveforms of the input voltage and currents of
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the PFC converter. Trace 1 is the voltage at the input of the EMI filter; Trace 2
and Trace 3 are the currents at the input of the PFC converter and the EMI filter,
respectively. Trace 3 leads Trace 2 by a small angle. As explained in Sec. 5.2.2,
this is due to the currents through the X-capacitors. Since both the voltage
and currents do not have much distortion and are mainly composed of 50 Hz
components, the displacement angle can be approximately found by comparing
their zero crossing points. The displacement factor (DF ) is 0.98 which is within
the ADF of 0.95. Thus the designed EMI filter does not degrade the power factor
significantly.
Fig. 5.20 PFC input voltage and currents: 1) voltage at input of EMI filter 2) current
at the input of the PFC converter 3) current at the input of the EMI filter
Fig. 5.21 and Fig. 5.22 show respectively the measured PFC converter’s
input voltage, output voltage and input current waveforms before and after the
introduction of the EMI filter. The comparison of these two figures shows that
the introduction of the EMI filter at the input of the PFC has not affected its
performance. The output voltage is maintained to the same level as before. The
input current is also same as before. Also, there are no oscillations, both low and
high frequency, in these waveforms after the introduction of the EMI filter. Thus,
the overall system is stable.
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Fig. 5.21 Waveforms of the PFC converter without the EMI filter at its input (1) input
current (2) input voltage (3) output voltage
The 50 Hz leakage current was very small and could not be detected with
the available current probes.
The filter layout was drawn in such a way to have the least effect on filter
performance. The components were arranged to have a compact filter structure.
Circuit protection components like fuse, thermistor and surge arrestors were also
included in the filter (shown in Fig. 5.15). The overall boxed volume of the de-
signed filter is 145.6 cm3. The major space is occupied by the CM inductor and
the X-capacitors.
5.5.3 Filter design summary
The earlier section has discussed in detail the EMI filter design process.
Though, all the specifications have been met in one flow of the design, it may
not be the case often. One may have to make a few rounds of the design based
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Fig. 5.22 Waveforms of the PFC converter with the EMI filter at its input (1) input
current (2) input voltage (3) output voltage
on the filter performance and the required specifications. Fig. 5.23 summarizes
the suggested EMI filter design process. The low frequency attenuation of the
filter is determined by component size and the filter order. The high frequency
attenuation is more dependent on the parasitics of the filter components, the filter
layout and radiation coupling. Shielding may be required if radiation coupling is
the major concern [157].
5.6 EMI filter characteristics
In this section, the CM and DM characteristics of the EMI filter are dis-
cussed. The procedures to measure the filter characteristics are also outlined.
The ideal performance of the EMI filter can be easily predicted based on
the values of the used filter inductors and capacitors. However, there are many
parasitic effects in components and layouts which drastically affect the actual
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Fig. 5.23 EMI filter design flow chart
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performance of typical EMI filter. Due to these parasitic effects, the performance of
the filter would deviate from the expected. The analysis of the filter characteristics
gives the insight into the performance of the filter and suggests the places for
improvement if there is any issue.
Fig. 5.24 CM inductor model
To analyze the filter characteristics in the frequency range of interest, the
filter components including their parasitics have to be modeled. The CM inductor,
with leakage inductances, is modeled as shown in Fig. 5.24 [158]. In this model, the
parasitic capacitor Ccm is mostly contributed by the core characteristics, i.e. the
fall in permeability at higher frequencies as discussed in Sec. 5.1.1. The CM induc-
tor model parameters are determined by performing the open-circuit and short-
circuit tests (see Appendix C) on the CM inductor. The capacitors are modeled
as series circuits of capacitors, inductors (ESL) and resistors (ESR). The Agilent
4395A impedance analyzer is used for measuring filter components’ impedances.
The built-in curve fitting feature of the instrument is used for finding the model
parameters. The Table 5.4 lists the different filter components’ parameters.
Often the EMI filter characteristics are measured with a 50 Ω source and
50 Ω load [159]-[162]. However, such a measurement would not give the actual
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Table 5.4 EMI filter components’ parameters
Symbol Description Value
Y capacitors
Cy Y-capacitor 10 nF
Ry ESR of Y-capacitor 638 mΩ
Ly ESL of Y-capacitor 38 nH
CM inductor
Lcm CM inductance 14.8 mH
Ccm CM equivalent core capacitor 13.5 pF
Rcm CM equivalent core loss resistor 29.5 kΩ
DM inductor
LDM DM inductance 62 µH
X-capacitor 1uF
CX1 X-capacitor 0.9 µF
RX1 ESR of X-capacitor 27.5 mΩ
LX1 ESL of X-capacitor 19.1 nH
X-capacitor 2.2 µF
CX2 X-capacitor 1.97 µF
RX2 ESR of X-capacitor 19.3 mΩ
LX2 ESL of X-capacitor 20.7 nH
Damping circuit
Cd1 Damping capacitor 0.9 µF
Rd1 Damping resistor 8.2 Ω
Ld1 Damping inductor 185.7 µH
Cd2 Damping capacitor 0.9 µF
Rd2 Damping resistor 15 Ω
Ld2 ESL of Cd2 19.1 nH
characteristics of the filter as the load (LISN) and noise source (PFC converter)
impedances are not equal and of magnitude 50 Ω. For example, DM impedance
of the LISN is 100 Ω while the CM impedance is 25 Ω in the frequency range of
interest. To take into account the effects of the load and source impedances in the
filter characteristics measurement, the load and source impedances of magnitude
similar to those of the actual application have to be considered.
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5.6.1 CM filter characteristics
Fig. 5.25 shows the circuit schematic for measuring the CM filter charac-
teristics. For this measurement, the phase (P ) and neutral (N) lines are shorted
together. The Agilent 4395A equipment is used in the network analyzer mode
for this measurement. The source Vcm and resistance Rs are the internal signal
source and impedance of the 4395A. To terminate the source with 50 Ω a resistor
Rs1 of 50 Ω is used. The resistors Rs2 and Rcm are 560 Ω and 50 Ω respectively.
These magnitudes of the resistors are chosen so as to create impedance differ-
ence between the source and the load. The source impedance is much larger than
the load impedance as this would be the case for the CM noise source and load
impedances.
Fig. 5.25 Measurement of the CM filter characteristics
The filter is characterized by the amount of noise attenuation it provides.
This is termed as the insertion loss (IL) of the filter [11]. The CM IL, with
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Fig. 5.26 shows estimated as well as the measured CM filter IL characteris-
tics. Trace 1 shows the measured CM IL. Trace 2 shows the simulated insertion
loss. The two CM IL characteristics match well in the low frequency region (f1 to
f2). There is a large discrepancy in the insertion losses after frequency f3. The dif-
ference is probably due to additional further unaccounted parasitic including the
coupling between leakage inductors and capacitors. Components’ parasitic have
already been accounted for in finding the filter characteristics. Some attempts
have been made to include the layout parasitics. However, it was found that these
parasitics were not influencing the filter characteristics significantly. Coupling be-
tween the CM leakage inductors and capacitors have been known to affect the
filter characteristics significantly [163].Due to the difficulty in accurately modeling
the coupling effects, various coupling factors between the leakage inductors and
Y -capacitors were tried. With the estimated dot notations for the leakage and
Y -capacitor inductors, as shown in Fig. 5.25, and a coupling factor of 0.5, Trace
3 shows the CM IL characteristics of the filter. Trace 3 is close to the measured
CM IL Trace 1. These traces show that the filter parasitics have adverse effect
in the IL characteristics at higher frequencies. Thus, to improve high frequency
performance of the filter the parasitics have to be reduced.
5.6.2 DM filter characteristics
The circuit schematic for measuring the DM filter characteristics is shown in
Fig. 5.27. The characteristics are measured across the phase (P ) and neutral (N)
lines. The voltage source Vdm and resistance Rs are the internal signal source and
impedance of the 4395A measuring equipment. The values of resistors Rs2, Rs3
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Fig. 5.26 CM filter characteristics
and Rdm are 560 Ω, 12 Ω and 50 Ω, respectively. Resistor Rs2 is used so that the
signal source termination is close to 50 Ω. These magnitudes of the resistors Rs3
and Rdm are chosen so as to create an impedance difference between the source
and the load to mimic relative magnitudes of the DM source and load impedances.
The source impedance Rs3 is much smaller than the load impedance Rdm.
In a balanced impedance EMI filter, the equal valued DM inductors are
placed in each phase and neutral lines. Often, the DM inductors are the leakage
inductances of the CM inductor, as in the design presented in this chapter. The
measurement of the DM filter characteristics without isolating the filter input
and output neutral lines would short circuit the DM inductor on the neutral line.
From Fig. 5.27, in the absence of the isolation transformer, the grounds G1 and
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G2 would be at the same potential shorting the DM inductor on the neutral line.
In [159], to measure the DM characteristics it has been suggested to change the
CM inductor to DM configuration by connecting the two CM inductor windings
in series. Such a measurement method would require the filter connections to be
altered. Thus, to isolate the filter input and output neutral lines a high frequency
isolation transformer is used as shown in Fig. 5.27. The transformer TX1 is Murata
made 1600C 1:1 isolation transformer [164].
Fig. 5.27 Measurement of the DM filter characteristics





Fig. 5.28 shows the estimated as well as the measured DM filter IL charac-
teristics. Trace 1 and Trace 2 show the measured DM IL with and without the
damping, respectively. It can be noticed from these two traces that there is little
difference between their IL characteristics. Thus, the damping circuit added only
helps in damping the DM filter’s output impedance without significantly affect-
ing its insertion loss. Trace 3 shows the simulated insertion loss of the DM filter
with damping. Comparing Trace 1 and Trace 3, the two DM IL characteristics
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Fig. 5.28 DM filter characteristics
match well in the low frequency region (f1 to f2). The differences between the
two traces increase after the frequency f2. As in the case of the CM filter, the
difference is attributable to the coupling between the leakage inductances and the
Y and X-capacitors. With these couplings taken into consideration, Trace 4 shows
the DM IL characteristics of the filter. Here, coupling factors of 0.5 between the
leakage inductors and Y -capacitors and 0.2 between the leakage inductors and X-
capacitors have been assumed. Also, the dot notations for the leakage, Y -capacitor
and X-capacitor inductors are as shown in the Fig. 5.27. Trace 4 is a better match
for the measured DM IL Trace 1 than Trace 3. As in the CM case, these traces
show the filter parasitics have adverse effect in the IL characteristics at higher
frequencies. The differences between Trace 1 and Trace 4 at high frequencies after
f4 are likely due to layout and other unmodelled parasitics.
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It may be noted that the simulated and measured filter characteristics have
very similar shapes and tally over a range of frequencies. The CM and DM fil-
ter characteristics show that it is essential to have a good understanding of the
components used in the filters. The filter characteristics at higher frequencies are
influenced by the parasitics of the filter components. Besides the component par-
asitics, significant couplings may occur between filter components. Especially, the
leakage inductance of the CM inductor gives external fields which would couple
to other areas of the filter and may deteriorate the filter performance. A shield
may have to be used around the inductor to limit the coupling with other filter
components.
5.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, discussions on the filter components, different requirements
of the power line EMI filters, filter topology selection criteria, filter design proce-
dure and filter characteristics have presented. The reported literature have been
mostly focused just on meeting the EMI limits; detailed analysis and design pro-
cess of the EMI filter is found missing. This chapter has contributed to fill this
gap.
This chapter has discussed in detail the commonly used components (capac-
itor and inductor) for EMI filtering. The information on filter capacitors is very
important as only X or Y certified capacitors can be used on the AC lines. Also,
information about the magnetic cores is very essential to design effective filter
inductors.
This chapter has also discussed in detail the requirements of the EMI filter.
The earlier literature have focused mostly on one or two requirements only such
as attenuation and earth leakage current. The design process presented here has
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addressed all the important issues, viz., noise attenuation, system stability, safety
and displacement factor. Optimizing component values, size and cost have been
left out of the design process as these are generally done through trial and error
redesigns based on the design team’s experience. The complete EMI filter design
process has been summarized in a flow chart.
The measured EMI noise levels show that the designed EMI filter meets the
standards and does not affect the system stability and performance of the PFC
converter.
The insertion loss characteristics of the EMI filter are discussed. The mea-
sured and estimated insertion losses are very close. The effects of the filter com-
ponents’ parasitics on the insertion loss are also discussed.
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Chapter 6
A Feedback Type Active EMI Filter
6.0 Introduction
Passive EMI filters, discussed in Chapter 5, are currently the most popu-
lar conducted EMI noise reduction technique used in SMPS to meet the EMC
standards. However, such passive EMI filters tend to be bulky, often requiring
significant space on the power board. In recent years, active EMI filter (AEF)
approach using active noise cancelation/compensation techniques has received at-
tention as a possible alternative to the passive filter, with a view to reduce filter
size. Though, the basic active filter schemes have been identified in the literature,
issues relating to design and practical implementation are yet to be fully addressed.
There are several issues with AEFs which have to be addressed before they are
commercially viable. These issues include their modeling and design, stability, re-
liability and physical size optimization. Also, their performances, typically 10 dB
attenuation, have to be further improved from what has currently been reported
in the literature. This chapter aims to investigate the issues related to detailed
accurate modeling, design analysis of an AEF from stability point of view and
implementation of the feedback type AEF. Stability is an important issue in the
design of the feedback AEF scheme.
A detailed survey on AEFs has been presented in Chapter 2. A review of the
literature on feedback type of AEFs is presented here again to form the foundation
for this chapter.
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An early work on feedback AEF has been presented in [64] to cancel the DM
current ripple in a low voltage DC/DC converter. Different feedback structures for
AEFs have been presented in [62], [63] and [76]. Op-amp based implementations of
feedback AEF have been reported in [67], [68] and [165], while a pushpull amplifier
has been used to implement the same in [75]. Of these, the feedback AEFs reported
in [62], [63] are for filtering the DM noise while those presented in [67], [68], [75]
and [165] are for the CM noise.
AEFs using both the feedback and feedforward techniques are proposed in
[69]-[71] for filtering DM noise generated by dc/dc converters. In [73], the AEF
has been added to an integrated planar passive EMI filter to improve the CM
filtering performance.
Ref. [67] has discussed the stability of the op-amp based difference amplifier
only but has not addressed the stability of the complete AEF system. Though
refs. [69]-[71], [73] mention about stability issues of AEFs, the detailed stability
analysis is not presented. Refs. [62], [65] and [66] have presented the stability
analysis of the implemented feedback AEF scheme. However, these analyses are
based on idealized components in the feedback loop without considering the effects
of component parasitics, which often critically affect the filter’s performance and
hence cannot be ignored.
The reported literatures have not fully addressed stability analysis of the
feedback AEFs. Thus, there is a need for detailed modeling and analysis of feed-
back AEFs. The modeling and design presented in this chapter takes into consid-
eration the component parasitics. Based on a detailed model of the implemented
feedback AEF scheme, a thorough stability analysis of a feedback AEF scheme is
presented. The analysis brings out the tradeoff that exists between stability and
achievable noise attenuation and filter bandwidth.
In the case of an off-line SMPS switching at around 100 kHz, large attenu-
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ation is required in the lower EMI frequency range (150 kHz to 5 MHz) which
often determines the EMI filter size [15], [40]. Also, due to the component para-
sitics and resulting system complexity, it is difficult to design an active filter for
the complete EMI frequency range. As discussed in Chapter 3, the CM noise is
mostly due to small currents flowing through the parasitic capacitors while the
DM noise is due to the switching ripples in the normal current. The size of the
typical EMI filter is dominated by bulky CM inductors and DM capacitors. It
would be very challenging to compensate the large switching DM ripples com-
monly existing in the off-line converters through an active approach. However, it
is feasible to compensate/cancel the small CM currents through the use of active
technique. Due to these, the design goal for the filter presented in this chapter
has been limited to reducing the CM noise in the lower EMI frequency range.
Part of the work reported in this chapter has also been published in [166].
6.1 Feedback Active CM EMI filter schemes
The AEF reduces the conducted noise by detecting the injected noise and
compensating for the same. Fig. 6.1 shows the four possible basic feedback AEF
schemes [62], [63], [76]. Here, the power converter is represented by its equivalent
noise model (noise source INCM and its impedance ZNCM), which has been dis-
cussed in Chapter 3. Parameter ZL is the equivalent impedance of the LISN in
the frequency range of interest. The classification into the four basic topologies is
based on the sensed variable (noise current/voltage) and the type of noise injection
(current/voltage) into the compensation path.
Each of the above active filter topologies has its own merits and demerits.
The topologies in Fig. 6.1 (b), (c) and (d) use a coupling capacitor either for noise
sensing or for injecting the feedback signal or for both. Thus, these filters may
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Fig. 6.1 Feedback AEF schemes a) current-sense voltage-feedback b) voltage-sense
voltage-feedback c) current-sense current-feedback d) voltage-sense current-feedback
be expected to be more compact than that in Fig. 6.1(a), which uses transform-
ers for both sensing current and injecting voltage. However, due to the coupling
capacitor, the topologies in Fig. 6.1 (b), (c) and (d) will have larger power fre-
quency ground leakage current than that in Fig. 6.1(a). Protection to the amplifier
from line transients is required in filter schemes shown in Fig. 6.1(b), (c) and (d).
The current-sense voltage-feedback (CSVF) scheme in Fig. 6.1(a) does not require
protection against line voltage transients and hence this scheme has been selected
in the present work. In this scheme, the high frequency amplifier is galvanically
isolated from the ac supply circuit. Thus low voltage, high bandwidth, linear am-
plifiers available from several manufacturers can be used for implementing the AEF
without any surge protection. It is also possible to extend the analysis presented
in this chapter to other topologies and it is left as future task.
6.1.1 CSVF active CM EMI filter scheme
The principle of operation of the CSVF active CM EMI filter scheme (‘CSVF
scheme’ for short) can be explained using the simplified model in Fig. 6.2 and
the following simplified analysis. Here, the voltage across the receiver (LISN)
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impedance ZL is reduced by sensing the current flowing into the ZL and injecting
a voltage, which opposes the current flow, into the ac lines through a controlled
voltage source, Vd.
Fig. 6.2 Simplified model of CSVF active CM EMI filter scheme
With the feedback control, the noise current IL throughZL is
IL =
ZNCM
Z + ZL + ZNCM
INCM (6.1)
The magnitude of the noise current through the receiver depends on the
trans-resistance Z of the feedback system. If ILO is the noise current in the





Z + ZL + ZNCM
(6.2)
Thus, with high feedback gain, Z, the noise current can be attenuated.
6.2 Modeling, analysis and design of the CSVF
AEF scheme
In this section, the modeling, stability analysis and controller design of the
CSVF active CM EMI filter scheme are presented. The analysis presented here
takes into account the effects of the circuit components’ parasitics.
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6.2.1 Modeling of the CSVF AEF scheme
The modeling of the CSVF active CM EMI filter scheme is very essential
as it allows a designer to use appropriate design tools for system analysis and
controller design.
6.2.1.1 CSVF AEF system model
The power lines (phase and neutral) are at the same potential as far as the
CM noise is concerned; this results in the equivalent circuit of the implemented
CSVF filter scheme shown in Fig. 6.3. A small CM current transformer, CT,
together with a burden resistance RB is used for sensing the CM noise current. A
high frequency amplifier is used to implement the feedback controller to realize the
required attenuation. The voltage feeding transformer, VFT, is used for injecting
the CM compensation voltage into the power lines. It is to be noted that both the
transformers, CT and VFT, are actually three winding transformers. For example,
the primary winding of the CT actually consists of two windings placed in both
the phase and neutral wires so as to sense only the CM noise current.
Fig. 6.3 Equivalent circuit of CSVF scheme
In Fig. 6.3, INCM and ZNCM represent the power converter’s equivalent CM
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noise source and its impedance. ZNCM is often the result of a small parasitic
capacitor, as explained in Chapter 3, in the converter and its value can be quite
large. From (6.2) it can be noted that a low source impedance, ZNCM , is desirable
as this would result in a greater attenuation of the noise for a given feedback
loop gain, Z. The capacitor CY represents the two Y-capacitors in parallel which
have been included in the scheme. The impedance of these capacitors, ZY , will
usually be much smaller than ZNCM in the frequency range of interest. Thus, the
effect of the noise source impedance ZNCM can be generally ignored. Though it
is desired, a large value of the Y-capacitors cannot be used due to earth leakage
current requirements [14].
Fig. 6.4 Block diagram representation of the CSVF scheme
A block diagram representation of the CSVF scheme is shown in Fig. 6.4.
Here, the voltage at point ‘a’ of Fig. 6.3 is taken as the reference. The aim of the
active filter is to make the voltage at point ‘b’ equal to that of point ‘a’ through
feedback. This will happen only when the noise current IL reduces to zero. In
this approach, the noise source INCM is treated as a disturbance to the system.
Usually, the input impedance of the controller will be much higher than
the CT burden impedance. Due to this, it is assumed that CT is not loaded
by the controller. Likewise, due to the low output impedance of the controller
amplifier, it is assumed that the controller is not loaded by the VFT. However,
the VFT’s transfer function is affected by its loading from rest of the system;
hence this loading effect is included in VFT’s transfer function. A verification of
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these assumptions in modeling is carried out later in Sec. 6.2.3.
In order to design the controller, the block diagram of Fig. 6.4 is simplified to
that shown in Fig. 6.5 assuming that the disturbance INCM is zero. Here, Gct(s),
Gv(s), Gp(s) and Gc(s) are the transfer functions of the CT, VFT, the plant
(consisting of the Y-capacitors and the LISN) and the controller, respectively.
The open loop transfer function of the active filter is
TOL(s) = Gc(s)Gv(s)Gp(s)Gct(s) (6.3)
Fig. 6.5 Simplified block diagram of the CSVF scheme with noise source (disturbance),
INCM , set to zero
The control design involves designing Gc(s) so that the closed loop filter
is stable with a large bandwidth and high loop gain. Once the controller is de-
signed, then the amount of noise rejection by the filter (= IL(s)/INCM(s)) can be










where Gp1(s) = Zy/(Zy + ZL).
Thus, from (6.4), a large open loop gain TOL(s) in the EMI frequency range
(typically 150 kHz to 30 MHz) is required to achieve good filter performance.
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6.2.1.2 CSVF AEF components and their models
The CSVF CM active EMI filter was designed for a commercial boost-type
PFC converter: Vin = 85 265 V , 50 Hz, Vo = 380 V and rated output power
= 240 W . The cores selected for the CT and the VFT are of 3E25 material.
These transformers are wound with single layer windings to keep the winding
capacitance low. The complete filter circuit together with the main parasitics of
the components is shown in Fig. 6.6.
Fig. 6.6 Equivalent circuit of CSVF scheme with parasitics of the filter components
The CT and VFT model parameters were measured by measuring the trans-
former impedances over a 30MHz range by performing the open circuit and short
circuit tests on the primary and secondary windings (refer Appendix C). The curve
fitting feature of the impedance analyzer HP4194A has been used to determine
the component values as well the values of the component parasitics. These values
are listed in Table 6.1. In the CT and VFT models, Lctm and Lptm represent the
magnetizing inductances. The parasitic capacitors Cct and Cpt are mainly due to
the characteristics of the ferrite cores used. These capacitors model the fall in the
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Table 6.1 CSVF CM active EMI filter parameters
Symbol Description Value
Y capacitors
Cy Y-capacitors 20 nF
Ry ESR of Y-capacitor 319 mΩ
Ly ESL of Y-capacitor 19 nH
CT and burden
RB CT burden resistance 51 Ω
n CT turns ratio 6
Lctm CT magnetizing inductance 111 µH
Llcts CT secondary leakage inductance 0.7 µH
Llctp CT primary leakage inductance 0.02 µH
Cct CT equivalent core capacitor 6.2 pF
Rpt CT equivalent core loss resistor 586 Ω
Voltage feedback transformer (VFT)
Lptm VFT magnetizing inductance 113 µH
Llptp VFT primary leakage inductance 0.75 µH
Lpt
VFT secondary leakage induc-
tance 0.75 µH
Cpt VFT equivalent core capacitor 15.9 pF
Rpt VFT equivalent core loss resistor 559 Ω
Miscellaneous components
Rd DC offset minimizing resistance 5.1 Ω
ZL CM equivalent LISN resistance 25 Ω
permeabilities of the ferrite cores at higher frequencies. The resistances Rct and
Rpt model the core losses.
It is found that any DC offset voltage in the amplifier’s output eventually
saturates the VFT. Using a series capacitor to block the DC voltage would in-
crease the system order making the loop compensation more complicated. Thus,
a resistor Rd has been used to minimize the effect of the amplifier’s output DC
offset on the VFT. Its value has been determined experimentally through trial and
error. The value of Rd value has been chosen such that the VFT does not saturate
even after the CSVF CM active filter is in operation for a few hours.
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The transfer functions of the various blocks in Fig. 6.5 are given in (6.5), (6.6)
and (6.7). The resistor Rd is considered as a part of the VFT. As mentioned earlier,
the effect of loading on the VFT by the rest of the system is taken into account
in (6.7). Fig. 6.7 shows the VFT’s circuit model which has been used for deriving
Gv(s). In deriving Gv(s), inductances Llctp and Ly have been ignored as they are
normally much smaller than Llptp. Similarly, the resistor Ry is ignored as it is
very small compared to ZL, which is resistive (= 25 Ω) in the frequency range
of interest. ZCT represents the equivalent impedance of the CT and its load as
reflected on to the primary side. Since the CT primary has just a single turn, ZCT
is very small and thus ignored.
Fig. 6.7 VFT circuit model
Gp(s) =
sCy




b3s3 + b2s2 + b1s+ b0
(6.6)
where a1 = LctmRctRB/n, b3 = RctLlctsLctmCct, b2 = LlctsLctm+RBRctLctmCct, b1 =





q5s5 + q4s4 + q3s3 + q2s2 + q1s+ q0
(6.7)
where p3 = LptmRptLlptsCy, p2 = LptmRptRLCy,p1 = LptmRpt,
q5 = RptLptmLlptpLlptsCptCy, q4 = LptmLlptpCy (Llpts + CptRLRpt),
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q3 = RptLptmCy (Llptp + Llpts + CptRdRL) q2 = Lptm (Llptp + Cy (RL +Rd)Rpt),
q1 = Rpt (Lptm + CyRdRL), and q0 = RdRpt.
With the knowledge of the transfer functions of each block of Fig. 6.5, con-
troller Gc(s) can be designed.
6.2.2 Stability analysis and controller design
Using (6.5), (6.6) and (6.7) in (6.3), Gc(s) can be designed to achieve a
stable closed loop filter system. The open loop transfer function without Gc(s),
i.e. T ′OL(s)=Gp(s)Gv(s)Gct(s), is shown in Fig. 6.8. This loop transfer function
T
′
OL(s) is complex with a tenth order transfer function having three zeros at zero
frequency and two pairs of high frequency complex poles. The poles p1, p3, p5, p7
and p8 as well as the zeros z1 and z2 belong to Gv(s), while the poles p2, p9, p10
Fig. 6.8 Loop transfer function of the CSVF scheme with Gc(s) = 1
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to Gct(s) and poles p4, p6 to Gp(s). The complex poles (p7−10) are due to the
parasitics of CT, VFT and the Y-capacitors.
6.2.2.1 The filter stability and controller design
It may be noted, Fig. 6.8, that the loop transfer function is likely to cross
unity gain both when the loop gain is rising and also when it is falling. For such a
system, the stability must be analyzed in both the upper and lower roll off regions
[64].
In this section, first the stability criterion for system with multiple gain
crossovers is stated followed by the detailed design of the controller Gc(s).
Stability of a system with multiple gain crossovers:
For loop transfer functions that crosses the unity gain at multiple frequencies,
the closed loop system is stable if the open loop system is stable and the frequency
response of the open loop transfer function has an amplitude less than unity at
all frequencies at which the phase equals 180o − n × 360o, where n=0, 1, 2 . . .∞
[167].
Controller Gc(s) design:
For the complex tenth order transfer function T ′OL(s) considered here, it is
found necessary that the loop gain and also the bandwidth have to be sacrificed
somewhat to obtain a stable and practically realizable system. Table 6.2 sum-
marizes some Gc(s) design examples. The first three Gc(s) designs are aimed at
obtaining a high loop gain at around 150 kHz so as to attenuate significantly the
low frequency CM noise. Design (a) achieves this gain boost by introducing a zero
at 39.8 kHz, while the designs (b) and (c) use controllers with very high gain.
However, these controller designs result in unstable closed loop systems. Design
(d) is aimed at obtaining both high loop gain and wide bandwidth by compensat-
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ing the parasitic complex poles p7, p8, p9 and p10, which occur in the range 60-80
MHz, by introducing four zeros at 48.2 MHz. The compensation of the com-
plex pole pairs with four zeros of the controller makes it possible to increase the
bandwidth of the feedback system. The four poles of the controller are located at
3.18 GHz. Though it is possible to design the controller (d) analytically, it is very
difficult to realize it in practice. Operational amplifiers that can realize controller
(d) are not commonly available at present. Also, with such a high bandwidth,
other unmodeled parasitic effects are likely to affect the system and render it un-
stable. Thus, the controller Gc(s) has been designed (see (e) of Table 6.2) so as
to achieve moderate loop gain and bandwidth values while maintaining system
stability. Controller (e) can be realized with commonly available high-speed op-
erational amplifiers. This controller is seen as an inevitable compromise between
desired performance and practical constraints.
The designed controller Gc(s), is
Gc(s) = 100
1
1 + 1.6× 10−7s (6.8)
Fig. 6.9 shows the loop transfer function TOL(s) with the controller of (6.8),
which results in a stable system with a gain margin of 6.56 dB and a phase margin
of 15.4o. The stability margins were deliberately kept low in order to achieve as
high values of loop gain (26.7 dB) and bandwidth (8.93 MHz) as possible.
To summarize, the presence of the two pairs of complex poles in the 150
kHz - 30 MHz range has made the controller design challenging. Though, it is
possible analytically to compensate these poles by adding four zeros it does not
appear practically feasible to realize such a controller. Without the compensation
of these complex poles, the loop gain has to be brought below zero decibel at
a much lower frequency so as to ensure stability of the feedback system. The
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Fig. 6.9 Loop transfer function of the CSVF AEF scheme with controller in (6.8)
achievable performance is limited by the stability of the system, which is found
to be significantly influenced (and limited) by the component parasitics. Thus, it
is very important that the CT and VFT are designed with low parasitics so that
these complex poles would be pushed to higher frequencies.
6.2.3 Verification of control loop transfer function
In Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2, it was assumed that the loading of the CT by
the controller and of the controller by the VFT can be neglected in modeling the
system. Also, the effects of some circuit components were ignored while deriving
the transfer function for VFT, Gv(s). The validity of these assumptions is verified
by comparing the frequency response of the loop transfer function computed from
(6.3) with that obtained through simulation of the more accurate circuit model. In
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Fig. 6.10, the loop is opened at the output of the CT so that an ac source VS can be
applied at the input of the linear amplifier to determine the loop transfer function.
The CT is loaded with the equivalent input impedance of the linear amplifier. The
resistance represents the equivalent burden resistance which includes the effect of
the amplifier’s loading on the CT. With the loop opened as described and the noise
source nullified, the loop transfer function is computed through simulation as the
ratio Vab/VS. The linear amplifier in Fig. 6.10 is designed to have the transfer
function shown in (6.8). The computed loop transfer function from Fig. 6.10
is compared with the loop transfer function obtained by substituting (6.5)-(6.8)
in (6.3) (Fig. 6.11). The two loop transfer functions match well validating the
assumptions made in the derivation of the control system block diagram for CSVF
scheme.
Fig. 6.10 Determination of the loop transfer function of the CSVF AEF scheme
through simulation
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Fig. 6.11 Comparison of loop transfer functions of CSVF AEF scheme
6.2.4 Sensitivity to loop parameter variations
Due to component manufacturing/building processes, the actual values of
the resistors, capacitors, controller, CT and VFT parameters can be different
from the values marked or measured. The actual values of the components are
also likely to be different due to changes in their operating conditions. In this
section, the effects of such parameters variations, whatsoever may be the cause,
on the feedback loop are analyzed. It is essential to do sensitivity of the feedback
loop to make sure the stability of the filter system is maintained even under the
parameter variations.
The manufacturer specified tolerances for the Y-capacitors is ± 20%. Thus,
the actual value of a 20 nF capacitor can be anywhere in between 16 nF to 24
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nF . The tolerances for the resistors used for the CT burden and the controller
are ± 1%. The parameters of the CT and VFT are assumed to have a tolerance
of ± 10%. Also, the controller’s gain and pole locations are assumed to be within
± 10% of designed values.
The first analysis considers the variations on all the components of the AEF
except the load impedance ZL, which is assumed to be resistive 25 Ω. To simulate
the effects of the circuit parameter variations, values within the tolerance band
were assigned in a random fashion for each component and then the loop transfer
function was plotted. To cover the range of circuit parameter variations, Monte
Carlo simulations for the loop transfer functions were done. Hundred loop transfer
functions were plotted for using different values, within specified tolerances, for
the filter parameters. Fig. 6.12 shows the resulting variations on the loop transfer
function. The curve drawn in dark line represents the loop transfer function
computed with the nominal design values of the circuit components. The band of
curves in light color represents the loop transfer function variations when the
circuit components vary. From these loop transfer functions, it is noted (see
Table 6.3) that the minimum gain and phase are 4.8 dB and 10.5o at 20 kHz
and 10.7 MHz respectively. Though the gain and phase margins have reduced
as compared to those obtained with the nominal design values, the system is still
stable without much variation in its performance.
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Fig. 6.12 Loop transfer functions of CSVF AEF scheme with the variations in circuit
component values
With the use of the LISN, there is little variation in load impedance ZL.
However, in normal usage, the SMPS would be connected directly to the power
supply lines. In such cases, the load impedance ZL can vary over a wide range as
shown in [168]. The ZL is a varying complex impedance and its behavior changes
Fig. 6.13 Loop transfer functions of CSVF AEF scheme with variations in ZL
(RL + jXL)
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depending on the condition of the power lines. The imaginary part of the ZL
can be both positive and negative. To study the effects of the ZL variations,
two separate cases are considered. In the first case the imaginary part ofZL is
considered to be positive while in the second case it is considered to be negative.
The impedance is perturbed around the average value of the impedance presented
in [168]. The average value of real part of ZL (i.e.RL) is 48.8 Ω. The average
value of the inductor representing the positive complex part of ZL (i.e. LL) is 25.7
µH. The average value of the capacitor representing the negative complex part
of ZL (i.e. CL) is 0.108 µF . It is shown in [168] that the ZL varies over a wide
range. To take this wide range of variations into account, the range of variations
for RL, LL and CL have been fixed to ± 50% from its average value. As before,
loop transfer functions are simulated for the hundred different values of RL + jXL
and RL − jXC . Fig. 6.13 and Fig. 6.14 show the loop transfer functions for these
two cases. The curves drawn in dark line represent the loop transfer functions
computed with ZL=RL=25 Ω. The band of curves in light color represents the
loop transfer functions with ZL variations. From Fig. 6.13, it can be noticed that
the achievable bandwidth of the CSVF AEF is reduced when the complex part of
the ZL is inductive in nature. Though the loop bandwidth is reduced, the stability
of the system is still maintained. As shown in Fig. 6.14, the loop transfer function
does not vary much when complex part of the ZL is capacitive in nature. Table 6.3
lists the minimum gain and phase stability margins for the ZL variations.
Fig. 6.15 presents the loop transfer functions when both the circuit param-
eters and ZL vary over the ranges specified above. The loop transfer function has
varied a lot when the complex part of the ZL is inductive in nature. There is little
variation when ZL is capacitive. Even with variations in both circuit parameters
and ZL, the loop transfer functions are still stable and the minimum gain and
phase margins are listed in Table 6.3.
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Fig. 6.14 Loop transfer functions of CSVF AEF scheme with variations inZL
(RL − jXC)
Fig. 6.15 Loop transfer functions of CSVF AEF scheme : a) with nominal values of the
components andZL=RL=25 Ω; b) with variation in circuit component values and
variation in ZL (=RL + jXL); c) with variation in circuit component values and
variation in ZL (=RL − jXC)
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Table 6.3 Minimum gain and phase margins for variations in loop parameters
Parameter variations Minimum G.M. Minimum P.M.
Circuit components except ZL 4.8 dB @20 kHz 10.5o @10.7 MHz
Only ZL(RL + jXL) 6.9 dB @18.5 kHz 15.9o @27.41 kHz
Only ZL(RL − jXC) 6.9 dB @18.5 kHz 14.5o @9.61 MHz
Circuit components and ZL(RL+jXL) 6.7 dB @20.31 kHz 13.2o @24 kHz
Circuit components and ZL(RL−jXC) 5.7 dB @13.8 MHz 14.0o @10.43 MHz
G.M.= Gain Margin, P.M. = Phase Margin
The loop transfer function of the CSVF AEF is more sensitive to variations
in line impedance ZL than variations in component parameter values, particularly
when ZL is inductive in nature. However, the loop remains stable and the overall
performance is not compromised significantly even under such variations.
6.3 Practical implementation and experimental re-
sults
In this section, the hardware implementation and the measured experimental
results are presented.
6.3.1 CSVF AEF implementation
Fig. 6.16 shows the complete schematic of the AEF scheme. As discussed in
Chapter 3, the small parasitic capacitor Ch existing between the MOSFET drain
and the heatsink is the main source of the CM noise in the converter. Photographs
of the prototype of the CSVF active CM EMI filter are shown in Fig. 6.17. The
component values (including the values of the parasitics) are given in Table 6.1.
The cores selected for CT and VFT are Ferroxcube’s TN13/7.5/5 and TN23/14/7,
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Fig. 6.16 Complete schematic of the CSVF AEF
respectively, and are of 3E25 material. The CT has a single turn each for the two
primary windings, and six turns for the secondary. The primary windings have to
carry the current drawn by the converter and are thus wound with 1 mm diameter
copper wires. However, the current reflected on the secondary winding is only the
CM noise current and thus it is wound with 0.3 mm diameter wire. Each of
the three windings of the VFT has five turns. The wire sizes used for winding
VFT are same as that for the CT. The Murata made Y-capacitors are 10 nF , 250
V each. The controller Gc(s) is implemented with Texas Instruments’ THS4001
(270 MHz high speed amplifier). The amplifier is powered from an external DC
source of ±5 V . Using resistors for the impedances Z1 ∼ Z4 (Fig. 6.6) and with
R1=R2=2 kΩ and R3=R4=200 kΩ, the amplifier has a dc gain of 38.3 dB and a
pole at a frequency slightly above 1 MHz. The measured frequency response of
the THS4001 with the above resistors is shown in Fig. 6.18. The inherent gain roll
over of the differential amplifier is used in realizing the required controller Gc(s),
thus giving a very simple implementation. The PCB layout has been drawn so
as to achieve a compact realization of the AEF. But, as can be seen from the
photographs in Fig. 6.17, there is scope for further size reduction.
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Fig. 6.17 CSVF filter hardware prototype (a) topside (b) bottom side
Fig. 6.18 Measured frequency response of differential amplifier using THS4001 with
R1=R2=2 kΩ and R3=R4=200 kΩ
6.3.2 Experimental results
The filter prototype was connected on the input side of a commercial PFC
converter unit delivering rated output power of 240W at an output voltage of 380
V DC. The ac input voltage was kept at 230 V AC at 50 Hz.
Fig. 6.19 shows the measured CM noise of the PFC converter without any
filter installed at its input. It can be seen that at lower frequencies of the spectrum
(150 kHz-2 MHz), the noise is significantly above the CISPR limit. CM filter
with bulky CM inductors would be required to filter off this noise.
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Fig. 6.19 CM noise of the PFC unit without any filter
Fig. 6.20 CM noise of the PFC unit with only the passive components of the CSVF
(feedback loop open)
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Fig. 6.20 shows the measured CM noise of the PFC converter with CSVF
AEF installed at its input. In this case, the feedback loop was not closed. The
attenuation is provided only by the passive components used in the CSVF AEF.
Basically, the CM inductance of the VFT and Y-capacitors form a second order
filter with cut-off frequency approximately around 100 kHz. Since the component
values are small and cut-off frequency of the filter is close to the lower value of the
frequency range of the spectrum, not much attenuation is observed in the lower
frequency range.
Fig. 6.21 shows the measured CM noise of the PFC converter with the CSVF
AEF installed on the input side. Here, the feedback loop is closed. With the help of
the AEF, the CM spectrum is attenuated significantly till 1 MHz. A comparison
of the CM spectrum for the three cases, 1) without any filter, 2) with only passive
components of the CSVF AEF and 3) with the CSVF AEF, is shown in Fig. 6.22.
With the help of the active filter, the CM spectrum is attenuated significantly
(10 dB) till 1 MHz compared to the case when only the passive components
Fig. 6.21 CM noise with the CSVF (feedback loop closed)
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of the active filter are connected. The attenuation gradually reduces at higher
frequencies. The overall attenuation provided by the scheme (difference between
blue/top curve and the green/bottom curve) is about 14 dB V at 180 kHz and
increases to more than 25 dB V at around 1 MHz.
Fig. 6.22 Measured CM noise: 1) without any filter, 2) with only passive components of
the CSVF filter and 3) with the CSVF filter
The EMI metric proposed in Chapter 4 is now used to compare the various
spectra. Table 6.4 lists the cut-off frequencies based on the first and second order
EMI metrics for the CM spectra in Figs. 6.19 - 6.21. Both the metrics indicate
that the CM noise spectrum has been significantly attenuated with the CSVF
AEF scheme.
Fig. 6.23 presents the time domain CM currents measured with current
probes placed at locations 1© and 2© , shown in Fig. 6.16. Each current probe was
hooked on the phase and neutral lines so as to measure only the CM current. The
current magnitudes shown in these plots are twice the magnitude of the actual CM
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F1CM 1.1680 kHz 2.3879 kHz 6.1929 kHz
F2CM 14.570 kHz 20.855 kHz 33.479 kHz
currents, as the flux in the current probe is due to the CM current flowing in both
the phase line and the neutral line. Trace 1 corresponds to the CM current before
the filter (location 1© ) and Trace 2 to the CM current after the filter (location
1© ). Trace 2 is much smaller than Trace 1 showing the effectiveness of the AEF
scheme.
Fig. 6.23 Measured CM noise with current probes placed at points 1© and 2© as shown
in Fig. 6.12
Fig. 6.24 compares the experimental CM noise attenuation with the theoret-
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ically expected values. The expected attenuation (a) is obtained from the atten-
uation characteristics of the filter formed due to the CT, VFT and Y-capacitors
when the active feedback loop is not closed. The expected attenuation (c) is ob-
tained from (6.4). It is observed that the measured attenuation provided by the
CSVF filter is reasonably close to the theoretical attenuation; the differences are
likely due to PCB layout effects and radiation coupling. As compared with the
attenuation provided by the passive components of the filter alone, improvement
in the CM attenuation has been achieved by the feedback active CM filter up to
2 MHz.
Fig. 6.24 Comparison of the CM noise attenuation: (a) and (b) are expected and
measured CM attenuation with only passive components of the CSVF filter
respectively. (c) and (d) are expected and measured CM attenuation with the CSVF
filter
To assure that the CSVF AEF scheme is stable and effective in the absence of
the LISN, a time domain experiment result was captured when the PFC converter
was directly connected to the utility grid. Fig. 6.25 shows the currents measured
at locations 1© and 2© (Fig. 6.16, but without LISN). The measured CM currents,
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Traces 1 and 2, are similar to the ones shown in Fig. 6.23. This shows that the
designed CSVF AEF scheme is stable and as effective under actual line conditions
as under measurement conditions.
Fig. 6.25 Measured CM noise with current probes placed at points 1© and 2© as shown
in Fig. 6.12, but without LISN
It can be concluded that with a simple feedback type CSVF filter significant
improvement in the low frequency CM EMI spectrum is achieved.
6.4 AEF filter implementation issues
Though the attenuation achieved by the CSVF filter can, in principle, be
increased by raising the loop gain, the amount of achievable loop gain is limited
by the need to ensure stability of the system. Analysis presented in this chapter
shows, the parasitics of the filter components influence the stability of the active
filter significantly. The analysis presented is focused on accurate modeling of the
feedback active filter scheme including component parasitics with a view to inves-
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tigating the design and performance issues of the scheme. While AEF represents
a promising technology for conducted EMI noise mitigation, several issues still
remain to be resolved. The chief among them is the improvement of component
parasitics so as to increase achievable attenuation and bandwidth. This would
allow a smaller passive filter to be used.
Another important implementation issue is the requirement of power supplies
to power the linear amplifier. These can be conveniently realized from the power
converter itself (say through an additional winding in the power transformer, if
used) or from the power converter’s auxiliary power supply. A power supply design
example using additional winding on PFC inductor has been shown in Appendix D.
It is a critical requirement that the amplifier’s power supplies be noise free so that
they do not cause additional interference. In order to minimize the effect of the
power supply noise, an operational amplifier with high power supply rejection ratio
has to be selected. Though the operational amplifier’s power supply rejection ratio
decreases with frequency [169], it should be high enough to attenuate sufficiently
any noise present in its power supplies. Fig. 6.26 shows the power supply noise
Fig. 6.26 Amplifier power supply noise rejection
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rejection characteristics of the AEF designed in Sec. 6.2. This curve is obtained
by injecting a noise source Vn into the power supply of the THS4001 amplifier
and measuring the corresponding noise voltage at the load impedance ZL. As
power supply rejection ratio (PSRR) of the THS4001 is more than 80 dB at low
frequencies, at these frequencies the power supply noise is reduced by more than 60
dB. However, the PSRR of THS4001 starts to decrease at around 20 kHz and thus
the attenuation of the power supply noise decreases at higher frequencies. Around
9 MHz, the power supply noise reaching the load impedance ZL is amplified
by 10 dB due to parasitic resonance in the AEF loop. Thus to avoid unwanted
noise injection into the system, it is desirable to have a clean power supply to the
amplifier. This requirement of clean power supply can be expected to impose a
design trade-off between the size of the power supply and the introduced noise.
This aspect needs to be investigated further.
Further issues like reliability, physical size optimization are also to be ad-
dressed. As mentioned in the first paragraph of this section, with further improve-
ment in materials and components some of these challenges presently faced will
likely be overcome.
6.5 Conclusions
The design and implementation issues of a CSVF active CM EMI filter for
reducing the CM EMI noise in off-line power converters have been presented. The
modeling and stability analysis of the feedback loop of the selected CSVF active
CM EMI filter topology has been carried out. A simple feedback structure em-
ploying a high frequency linear amplifier and passive filter components satisfying
the stability requirements has been designed. The loop transfer function of the
feedback filter system, without the controller, is of tenth order, making the con-
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trol design quite difficult. Particular attention must be paid to keep the parasitics
of components low in order to achieve good stability margins. A prototype of
the CSVF filter has been built and tested. The analysis and experimental re-
sults demonstrate that the CSVF filter can achieve significant improvement in
the low frequency part of the CM spectrum but additional attenuation is still
required generally in order to meet the standards. The additional passive filter
has to designed/installed properly so that the stability of the feedback system is
maintained. This issue will be addressed in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 7
A Feedforward Type Active EMI
Filter
7.0 Introduction
Chapter 6 has presented the design and analysis of feedback type active CM
EMI filter. With the feedback scheme, issues related to the feedback loop stability
have to be addressed. As indicated in Chapter 6, the design of the feedback loop
is quite complex due to the effects of the parasitics of the circuit components. The
maximum achievable attenuation and bandwidth have to sacrificed to achieve a
stable feedback system.
In this Chapter, a CM EMI filter based on feedforward technique, which
has no stability issues, is proposed for filtering the CM noise. The challenge in
the feedforward AEF filter design lies in accurately injecting into the lines an out
of phase CM current with respect to the sensed CM noise. Thus, sensitivity to
system parameters becomes a critical issue.
No feedforward AEF for the PFC application was found in the literature.
References [69]-[71] have presented an feedforward AEF filter as part of a hybrid
filter (feedback+feedforward) for reducing the DM noise at the output of a small
DC-DC converter. In these, though, the designs of various sub-circuits of the filter
are discussed, the analysis and design of the compensator, the effects of component
variations and parasitics have not been addressed.
In this chapter, a detailed analysis on the design of a CM feedforward AEF
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and its implementation are presented. A sensitivity analysis is also presented to
identify the critical parameters whose variations would affect the expected filter
attenuation. The usefulness and limitations of such a feedforward AEF EMI filter
is illustrated through the experimental results. For similar reasons explained in
Sec. 6.0 of Chapter 6, the design goal for the filter presented in this chapter has
been limited to reducing the CM EMI noise.
7.1 Feedforward CM active EMI filter schemes
The classification of topologies for the feedforward AEF scheme is now pro-
posed. The four possible topologies proposed are as shown in Fig. 7.1. These
topologies are similar to those, which have been proposed in [62], [63] and [76] for
feedback AEF schemes, Here also, the classification is based on the sensed variable
(noise current/voltage) and the type of noise injection (current/voltage) into the
lines to cancel the load noise voltage/current.
Fig. 7.1 Feedforward AEF schemes a) current-sense voltage-feedforward b)
voltage-sense voltage-feedforward c) current-sense current-feedforward d) voltage-sense
current-feedforward
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In this chapter, analysis and design of the feedforward AEF scheme based on
the topology in Fig. 7.1 (c) is presented. The concepts presented for this topology
are extendable to other topologies as well. Topology (c) is likely to have smaller
volume as compared with topologies (a) and (b) which use a CM transformer to
feed the compensation voltage into the lines. Also, as shown in Chapter 6, the sys-
tem order would increase due to the parasitics of the voltage feeding transformer.
The volume of the topology (c) is expected to be similar to that of topology (d) as
the physical size of the CM current sense current transformer is quite small and is
on par with that of the sensing capacitors. Thus, to reduce the system order and
simplify the design a filter topology using a coupling capacitor to feed the noise
current has been selected. In the selected topology (c), the coupling capacitors
are used to inject the currents out of phase to the sensed current into the power
lines. There is possibility of amplifier being affected by the any voltage transients
on the lines. Thus, the output of the amplifier must be protected from any such
line voltage transients.
7.1.1 Principle of operation of feedforward AEF
The principle of feedforward CM AEF is explained through the simplified
equivalent CM model of the filter shown in Fig. 7.2. For CM noise, the power
lines (phase and neutral) are at the same potential and they can be considered to
be in parallel. Current source INCM and impedance ZNCM represent the power
converter’s equivalent CM noise source and its impedance. The aim of the feed-
forward AEF is to reduce the voltage observed across the receiver impedance ZL,
i.e. minimize the noise current flowing into the impedance ZL. The noise current
is sensed through a current transformer and a compensation current is injected
back into the power lines through a controlled current source, Iff , so as to make
current IL ideally zero.
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Fig. 7.2 Simplified model of the feedforward CM AEF scheme
The attenuation of the noise current is given by
IL
IN
= 1−Hf (s) (7.1)
Here, Hf (s) = Iff (s)/IN(s).WithHf (s) = 1∠0o, the feedforward AEF would drive
the noise current IL to zero. However, even a small error in the gain and phase
of Hf (s) can result in significant noise current IL in the receiver ZL. Thus, the
challenge in feedforward AEF design lies in accurately designing the compensator
Hf (s) so as to obtain almost unity gain with close to zero phase in the frequency
range of interest.
In the feedforward AEF filter shown in Fig. 7.2, the active current injection
circuit has to be decoupled from the power lines. This can be achieved by using
the decoupling capacitor Cf as shown in Fig. 7.3. The capacitor Cf provides a
low impedance path for the high frequency noise currents while presenting high
impedance for the power frequency, 50 Hz, current. Though Cf provides low
impedances at high frequencies, it cannot be assumed to be of zero impedance
and its effect has to be considered in the design of the feedforward AEF filter.
Let Vff be the voltage produced by the feedforward compensation circuit.
The current injected into the power lines by the feedforward AEF, Iff , is given by
Iff = sCf (VL − Vff ) (7.2)
With the feedforward AEF, the current flowing into the load ZL is
IL = IN − Iff (7.3)
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Fig. 7.3 Equivalent circuit of the feedforward CM AEF scheme
Substituting Iff from (7.2) into (7.3),
IL =
(IN + sCfVff )
(1 + sZLCf )
(7.4)










(1 + sZLCf )
(7.6)
From (7.6), the term (1 + sZLCf ) in denominator gives a pole based on values
of the load impedance (which is resistive in the frequency range of interest when
LISN is used) and the coupling capacitor. Here, Hf (s) = −sCfRfc(s) and to have
Hf (s) = 1∠0o the transfer function Rfc(s) should be an integrator with a gain of
−1/Cf in the frequency range of interest to completely reduce IL to zero. The
detailed design of Rfc(s) will be explained in the next section.
7.2 Analysis and design of the feedforward AEF
In this section, the analysis and design of the feedforward compensation
active EMI filter schemes are presented. The analysis presented here also shows
how the concept of the final feedforward AEF filter scheme was developed. The
feedforward AEF filter scheme design based on operational amplifier has been
proposed because of it versatility and the ease of implementation.
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7.2.1 Design of the feedforward AEF scheme
Various possible feedforward compensation schemes are analyzed in this sec-
tion. The filter scheme giving the best noise attenuation characteristics is consid-
ered for the experimental development and results. In analyzing the various com-
pensation schemes, the values of coupling capacitors, Cf , CM current transformer
(CT)’s parameters (magnetizing inductance, turns ratio) are kept unchanged. The
value of Cf is 20 nF . This value was chosen such that the resulting earth leak-
age currents are within the permissible limits. The design of the CT is similar
to the one presented in Chapter 6. Its specifications are as follows: magnetizing
inductance of 75.8 µH, number of turns on primary is 1 and number of turns on
secondary is 5.
Fig. 7.4 Feedforward CM AEF compensation
The CM equivalent circuit of the feedforward CM AEF scheme is shown in
Fig. 7.4. In this scheme, a small CM CT is used for sensing the CM noise current.
A high frequency operational amplifier is used for generating the voltage Vff of
the required magnitude and phase so as to inject the appropriate compensation
current Iff to reduce IL. As mentioned in Chapter 6, the CM CT is actually a
three winding transformer with the primary winding of the CT actually consisting
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of two windings which are placed in the phase and neutral wires. The capacitor
Cf represents two Y-capacitors in parallel, one connected to the phase and ground
while the other connected to the neutral line and ground. The values of the Cf
capacitors used should be such that the resulting earth leakage currents are within
the permissible limits.
Fig. 7.5 Feedforward CM AEF compensation with CT and amplifier models
Fig. 7.5 includes the models of the CT and the operational amplifier of the
filter scheme shown in Fig. 7.4. Here, the parasitics of the components (other
than the magnetizing inductance of the CT) are not considered. Their effects
will be analytically evaluated later. The inductor Lctm represents the magnetizing
inductance of the CM CT. The operational amplifier is represented by its simplified
model having an input resistance Ri and a gain A. Assuming that the amplifier
has a very high input resistance Ri and a high wideband gain A,









where Zb = Rb// (sLctm). The voltage Vff is
Vff = −AVi = −AZ2Zb
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Substituting the expression for Vff in (7.4), the attenuation of CM current IN by




n {(Z1 + Zb) (1 + A) + Z2} − sCfZ2ZbA
n (1 + sRLCf ) {(Z1 + Zb) (1 + A) + Z2} (7.10)
Equation (7.10) shows that there is a pole in the attenuation characteristics of
the feedforward AEF due to RL and Cf . Other parameters Zb, Z1 and Z2 can be
designed to get the required filter characteristics.
We have seen earlier from (7.6) that the aim of the compensator is to generate
the voltage Vff that is the integral of the current IN and that the integration gain
should be−1/Cf . A simple approach to achieving this design would be to integrate
the CT current sensor’s output voltage, Vb (see Fig. 7.5). Let the integrator be
designed with Z1 = R1 and Z2 = 1/sC2. The feedforward AEF based on such
a compensator design is named as ‘AFF filter-1’.With R1  Rb, it is possible to
decouple the design of the CM CT and the integrator. Substituting the values of




s2{ALctmRb (nC2 − Cf ) + n.LctmC2AR1}+ s.n. (Lctm +R1RbC2) + n.Rb
n (1 + sRLCf ) {s2 (ALctmRbC2 + LctmC2AR1) + s. (Lctm +R1RbC2) +Rb}
(7.11)
The actual measured value of magnetizing inductor Lctm of a designed CT
is used in this analysis. The CT magnetizing inductor Lctm, and the capacitor
C2 gives two poles p1 and p2 at a low frequencies. The attenuation characteristic
of AFF filter-1 is shown in Fig. 7.6. The zeros z1 and z2 are then located away
from poles p1 and p2 by the selection of R1, Rb and also by making nC2 = Cf . If
nC2 6= Cf the zeros z1 and z2 move close to poles p1 and p2 reducing the achievable
attenuation. The high frequency pole p3 is due to the term (1 + sRLCf ) in the
denominator, which increases the attenuation at higher frequencies and improves
overall performance.
From Fig. 7.6, it can be seen that AFF filter-1 has at least -55 dB CM
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Fig. 7.6 Attenuation characteristics of AFF filter-1
attenuation in the frequency range of interest. However, this filter scheme has a
very high DC gain. The output of the operational amplifier can saturate due to
the small input offset currents and voltages. The DC gain of the amplifier can be
limited by placing resistor R2 in parallel with C2. Thus, Z2 is R2//(1/sC2). With
Z1 = R1 and Z2 = R2//(1/sC2) the attenuation of feedforward AEF (named as




s2{a (nC2 − Cf ) + n.b}+ s.n.c+ n.d
n (1 + sRLCf ) {s2 (aC2 + b) + s.c+ d} (7.12)
where a = ALctmR2Rb, b = LctmR2C2(AR1 + Rb), c = LctmR2 + R1RbR2C2 +
ALctm(R1 +Rb) and d = R2Rb +R1RbA.
The attenuation characteristic of AFF filter-2 is shown in Fig. 7.7. R2 is
selected to keep the DC gain of the amplifier to 40 dB. With the introduction of
R2 the attenuation of feedforward AEF has reduced and it is not sufficient at the
low EMI frequency range. The parameters in the denominator term s2 (aC2 + b)+
s.c+d of (7.12) are selected to set the two filter poles at relatively low frequencies.
However, the desired attenuation at low frequency cannot be achieved as two
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zeros will be introduced by the numerator in the vicinity of the poles, as shown
in Fig. 7.7. Thus, a feedforward AEF design based on a CT, with a small burden
resistor, followed by an integrator, and with a limited DC gain, would not have
much attenuation in the frequency range of interest.
Fig. 7.7 Attenuation characteristics of AFF filter-2
A slight modification the compensator in the AFF filter-2 design would help
to push one of the zeros away from the poles to higher frequencies. If R1 = 0
and Rb = ∞, the filter scheme simplifies to that shown in Fig. 7.8, named as
‘AFF filter-3’. Here the secondary side current of the CT feeds directly into the
operational amplifier compensator instead of being converted into a voltage signal
first. Here, the amplifier circuit’s input impedance acts as the CT burden. The




s2LmR2C2 {A (nC2 − Cf ) + n}+ snALm + nR2
n (1 + sRLCf ) (s2ALmC2R2 + sALm +R2)
(7.13)
The attenuation characteristic of AFF filter-3 is shown in Fig. 7.9. With
this design, one of the zeros, z2, is pushed to higher frequency. Thus, AFF filter-3
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Fig. 7.8 Feedforward AEF compensation scheme with Rb= and R1=0 (AFF filter-3)
has more attenuation as compared to AFF filter-2. The AFF filter 3 has more
than -30 dB CM attenuation in the EMI frequency range. As mentioned earlier,
the analysis ignores the parasitics of the components. With the effects parasitics
included, the achievable attenuation will be lower than that shown in Fig. 7.9.
Fig. 7.9 Attenuation characteristics of the AFF filter-3
More than 30 dB CM attenuation (refer to Section 5.5) is required to bring
the CM noise to the required level for the PFC under investigation. A further
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modification to the filter circuit is proposed to increase the attenuation of AFF
filter-3 further. The improved feedforward AEF scheme (AFF filter-4) is shown in
Fig. 7.10.
Fig. 7.10 The final adopted feedforward AEF scheme (AFF filter-4)




s3 {a1 (nC2 − Cf ) + n.b1}+ s2 {c1 (nC2 − Cf ) + nd1}+ s.n.e1 + n.f1
n (1 + sRLCf ) {s3 (a1C2 + b1) + s2 (c1C2 + d1) + s.e1 + f1}
(7.14)
where a1 = ALctmC3R2R3, b1 = LctmR2R3C2C3, c1 = ALctm(R2 + R3), d1 =






2d1 + s.e1 + f1
(1 + sRLCf ) {s3 (a1C2 + b1) + s2 (c1C2 + d1) + s.e1 + f1} (7.15)
From (7.15), the circuit parameters can be selected so as to keep the filter
zeros at higher frequencies. The parameters Lctm and C2 are the main parameters
which determine the location of the poles p2 and p3. Better attenuation can
be achieved with the use of larger Lctm and C2. However, larger Lctm implies
increase in CT size and larger C2 would give higher earth leakage current. The
parameters R2, R3 and C3 are the main parameters which determines the zeros
locations. Fig. 7.11 shows the CM attenuation characteristics of AFF filter-4.
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Here, the values R2, R3 and C3 are selected to keep the zeros at 300 kHz. The
filter parameters are shown in the figure. With this filter scheme, more than -50
dB attenuation is possible in the EMI frequency range.
Fig. 7.11 Attenuation characteristics of AFF filter-4
The attenuation of the AFF filter-4 shown in Fig. 7.11 is under the assump-
tion that the filter components are ideal. The attenuation can be lower when
the effects of the parasitics of the components are considered. This issue will be
analyzed in the next section.
Henceforth, the study focuses only on AFF filter-4 implementation and it is
simply referred to as feedforward AEF.
7.2.2 Effects of parasitics on the filter performance
The analyses in Sec. 7.2.1 have all assumed that the circuit components
behave ideally as expected. However, in the frequency range of interest, the circuit
component parasitics come into the picture. Thus, to predict the performance of
the feedforward AEF, these effects have to be taken into consideration.
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Fig. 7.12 shows the feedforward AEF scheme with the circuit models of the
components included. The measured values of the components and their parasitic
are also shown in the figure. The values of the parameters in the component models
are determined through measurement using Agilent 4395A impedance analyzer.
The measurement procedure of the components models has been explained in
earlier chapters (Chapter 6 , Sec. 6.2.1.2 and Appendix C).
Fig. 7.12 Feedforward AEF filter with the parasitics of circuit components
Fig. 7.13 shows the attenuation characteristics of the feedforward AEF with
the effect of the component parasitics. The attenuation of the filter has reduced
after 100 kHz. The attenuation is at least -30 dB till 6MHz. It reduces to -17 dB
at 30 MHz. The amplifier’s gain roll-off at high frequencies, parasitic resonance
of the CT and also the parasitics of Cf are the major contributors for reduction
of attenuation at high frequency.
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Fig. 7.13 Feedforward AEF CM EMI filter characteristics including the effects of the
components’ parasitics
7.2.3 Sensitivity of feedforward AEF to component varia-
tions
Being a feedforward scheme, the exact cancellation of the noise current be-
comes a critical issue in its successful operation. The feedforward AEF perfor-
mance will change due to the drift in the component values. Thus, it is very
important to do sensitivity analysis on the feedforward AEF performance under
conditions of varying circuit parameters.
A sensitivity analysis was carried out on the attenuation characteristics of
the feedforward AEF using either the manufacturer specified tolerances or rea-
sonable assumed tolerances. Monte Carlo simulations were used to compute one
hundred filter attenuation characteristics for different random values of the com-
ponents varying within the specified tolerances. The assumed tolerances for the
components and the effects on filter attenuation due to their variations are sum-
marized in the Table 7.1. The filter performance is evaluated by finding the least
attenuation at six different frequencies in the conducted EMI range. Case S.No.1
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in the table represents the filter attenuation values corresponding to the nomi-
nal design values, shown in Fig. 7.12, which serves as the reference attenuation
characteristics to evaluate the effects of parameter variations.
Firstly, the effects of variations in each individual component are evaluated
one at a time and are summarized in S.No.2 to S.No. 20. This allows determining
the most sensitive components whose variations would affect the filter performance
most. This was then followed by the Monte Carlo simulations where all the com-
ponents are varied within their tolerance levels. This allows judging the range
of the filter performance variations that can be expected when filter components
vary simultaneously.
From Table 7.1, it can be noted that there is not much effect due to com-
ponent variations above 1 MHz. Below 1 MHz, the variations in n, C2 and Cf
affect the performance more and thus are more critical. As explained in Sec. 7.2.1,
the design of the feedforward AEF scheme is based on making nC2=Cf (refer to
equation (7.13)) to keep the filter zeros at higher frequencies. With variations in
these parameters, nC2 will no longer be equal to Cf and thus the zeros are pushed
back to lower frequencies reducing the filter attenuation. It can also be noticed
from the table that other components of the feedforward AEF scheme have little
or no effect on the attenuation when varied within their specified tolerances. Thus,
the parameters n, C2 and Cf are more critical in ensuring good filter performance;
it should be ensured that their variations are minimal through proper choice of
accurate components and proper control during the production process.
Case S.No.21 in the Table 7.1 shows the least attenuations at the six frequen-
cies when all the components vary within their specified tolerances. The minimum
attenuation (which occurs at 150 kHz) is -26.4 dB. The attenuation characteris-
tics of the feedforward AEF when all the components vary within their specified
tolerances are shown in Fig. 7.14. Here, the dark curve represents the feedfor-
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ward AEF attenuation with the nominal values of components, while the band of
curves in light color represents the range of filter attenuation variations when the
components drift from their nominal values. At around 150 kHz frequency, the
maximum reduction in attenuation is about 15 dB (≈ 41.5 dB - 26.4 dB). As
mentioned before, there is not much effect of component variations on the filter
attenuation above 1 MHz. Even with the parameter variations, the AEF filter
scheme is able to provide at least 26.4 dB attenuation in the low EMI frequency
range. This attenuation is more than that achievable with the feedback AEF.
With better component tolerances, much better performance can be anticipated.
Fig. 7.14 Feedforward AEF CM EMI filter under circuit parameter variations (case
S-21 in Table 7.1)
7.3 Practical implementation and experimental re-
sults
In this section, the hardware implementation and the measured experimental
results of the feedforward AEF are presented.
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7.3.1 Feedforward AEF implementation
In SMPS, the magnitudes of the CM currents can be upto a few hundred
milli-amperes, as shown in Fig. 6.23. Typical high bandwidth operational ampli-
fier can supply only few tens of milli-amperes of current. The CM compensation
currents of a few hundred milliamperes cannot be supplied by an operational am-
plifier. The current driving capability of the operational amplifier is enhanced here
by placing a class AB amplifier at the output of the amplifier. Class AB amplifier
has been selected to have minimum power loss in the filter. The operational am-
plifier’s current driving capability issue did not arise in feedback AEF because of
the voltage feedback topology used. The operational amplifier should have very a
high slew rate so as to be able to inject the compensation CM currents through
the coupling capacitors Cf . With the assumption that the peak CM current is 400
mA, the minimum output voltage slew rate of the amplifier that is able to output









20× 10−9 = 20× 10
6 V/s (7.16)
Thus, the amplifier used in feedforward AEF should have slew rate more
than 20 V/µs. Another requirement of the operational amplifier is a high gain
bandwidth product. The gain roll-off of the operational amplifier will introduce
additional zeros in filter attenuation transfer function. Thus, an amplifier that
has gain roll-off at high frequency has to be selected.
The filter schematic of the feedforward AEF is presented in Fig. 7.15. Pho-
tographs of the prototype of the feedforward AEF scheme are shown in Fig. 7.16.
The details of the filter components are listed in Table 7.2. The closest available
component values were used. No tuning of the filter components was done to
improve the filter performance.
The design of the CT is similar to the one used in feedback AEF filter in
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Chapter 6 . The CM CT is wound with single layer windings to keep the winding
capacitance low. The CT has a single turn each for the two primary windings, and
five turns for the secondary. The primary windings are wound with 1mm diameter
copper wires. The secondary winding carries only the CM noise current and thus
it is wound with 0.3 mm diameter wire. The values of the decoupling Y-capacitors
selected are 10 nF each. With the CT turns ratio of 5 and Y-capacitors of 10 nF ,
4 nF capacitor has to be used for C2. The nearest standard capacitor to 4 nF
is 3.9 nF and it has been used for C2. The amplifier is implemented with Texas
Instruments’ THS4001 linear amplifier. The selected operational amplifier has a
unity gain bandwidth of 270 MHz and a high slew rate of 400 V/µs. Though the
gain bandwidth of the amplifier is 270 MHz, its open loop gain starts to roll-off
at 6 kHz [169]. This roll-off in the amplifier gain will reduce the filter attenuation
at higher frequencies, above 1 MHz. The slew rate of the amplifier is enough for
this application.
In Fig. 7.15, back to back connected zener diodes Dz1 and Dz2 are used to
protect the output of the amplifier circuit from the transients on the lines. Voltage
transients, due to switching ON and OFF of electrical equipments, of up to 800 V
peak and of duration 500 µs are common on single phase systems [145]. With the
Cf used, transient currents of magnitude upto 16 mA may be expected to flow
through the zener diodes, which clamp the voltage at the output of the amplifier
to 16 V . The zener diodes are rated for 500 mW and are capable of withstanding
31.2 mA. Similar protection scheme is needed in the case of feedback AEF, if the
schemes (b), (c), (d) in Fig. 6.1, which use a capacitor to sense or couple the CM
currents, are selected.
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Fig. 7.15 Feedforward AEF CM EMI filter schematic
Fig. 7.16 Feedforward AEF hardware prototype (a) topside (b) bottom side
7.3.2 Experimental results
First, the feedforward AEF prototype’s CM attenuation characteristic is
measured following the method described in Sec. 5.6.1. The measured character-
istic (Trace 1 in Fig. 7.17) is compared with the estimated characteristic (Trace
2) of the filter. Though, there are differences between the two traces, their trends
are quite similar. The two curves are very close to each other at low frequen-
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Table 7.2 Feedforward AEF parameters
Symbol Description Value
Y capacitors
Cf Y-capacitor 20 nF
Rf ESR of Y-capacitor 319 mΩ
Lf ESL of Y-capacitor 19 nH
Current Transformer
CT core, 3E25 Ferroxcube TN 13/7.5/5
Lctm CT magnetizing inductance 75.8 µH
n CT turns ratio 5
Llcts CT secondary leakage inductance 1.08 µH
Llctp CT primary leakage inductance 43.1 nH
Cct CT equivalent core capacitor 13 pF
Rct CT equivalent core loss resistor 444 Ω
Amplifier : THS4001
fT Unity gain bandwidth 270 MHz
Io Output current 100 mA
Slew rate 400 V/µs
Class AB amplifier
Q1 NPN transistor 2N2222A
Q2 PNP transistor 2N2907A
Rb Bias resistor 1.2 kΩ
Db Diode CRH01
Other components
R2 Resistance 1 kΩ
R3 Resistance 10 kΩ
C2 Capacitor 3.9 nF
Lc2 ESL of capacitor C2 12.6 nH
Rc2 ESR of capacitor C2 313 mΩ
C3 Capacitor 0.96 µF
Lc3 ESL of capacitor C3 22.3 nH
Rc3 ESR of capacitor C3 32.6 mΩ
Dz1, Dz2 16 V Zener diodes MMSZ16
Vcc Amplifier supply voltage 15 V
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cies. The differences are large at high frequencies. This may be due to additional
unaccounted parasitics, including PCB traces and component leads. In addition,
the zener diodes which have been introduced for surge protection have also not
been modeled for their high frequency performance. Furthermore, in predicting
the attenuation, the models as presented in the datasheet have been used for the
THS4001 amplifier and the transistors, which may be different from the parame-
ters in the actual component used.
Fig. 7.17 Feedforward AEF characteristics, Trace 1 Measured CM insertion loss. Trace
2: Estimated CM insertion loss
The feedforward AEF prototype is connected on the input side of a PFC
converter unit delivering rated output power of 240W at an output voltage of 380
V DC. The input voltage was kept at 230 V AC at 50 Hz. A DM filter, designed
as presented in Chapter 5, was installed at the input of the power converter to
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reduce the DM noise and its effect on the performance of feedforward AEF.
Fig. 7.18 shows the measured CM noise of the PFC converter without any
CM filter installed at its input. The noise is significantly above the CISPR limit
in the lower frequencies of the spectrum (150 kHz - 2 MHz).
Fig. 7.18 CM noise spectrum of the PFC unit with DM filter installed
Fig. 7.19 shows the measured CM noise of the PFC converter with the feed-
forward AEF installed at its input. Significant CM noise attenuation is achieved
with the feedforward AEF in the low frequency region. The attenuation is close to
30 dB at low frequencies. The CM noise is not attenuated after 10 MHz. This is
due to the reduction of filter attenuation at high frequencies as shown in Fig. 7.17
and it may also be due to the radiation coupling on the filter and the input power
lines.
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Fig. 7.19 CM noise spectrum of the PFC unit with feedforward AEF installed
Fig. 7.20 Comparison of CM noise spectra before and after the installation of
feedforward AEF
Fig. 7.20 shows the comparison of the CM noise spectra before and after the
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installation of the feedforward AEF scheme. The comparison shows the significant
noise attenuation up to 9 MHz. As expected, the attenuation has gradually
reduced at higher frequencies.
Fig. 7.21 shows line 1 noise with the feedforward AEF and DM filter installed.
The line noise is about 10 dB more below 700 kHz. A small additional CM filter
would be required to bring the CM and line 1 noise below the standards.
Fig. 7.21 L1 noise with feedforward AEF
The EMI metric is now used to compare the CM spectra with and without
the feedforward AEF. Table 7.3 lists the cut-off frequencies based on the first and
second order EMI metrics for the CM spectra shown in Fig. 7.18 and Fig. 7.19.
The metrics show that the CM noise spectrum has been significantly attenuated
with the feedforward AEF scheme. The comparison of this table with Table 6.4
(Chapter 6) shows that the CM noise attenuation with feedforward AEF scheme
is much larger than that with the feedback AEF scheme.
Fig. 7.22 presents the time domain CM currents measured with current
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Table 7.3 Comparison of the CM spectra based on EMI metric
Metric No Filter With feedfor-ward AEF
F1CM 1.18 kHz 23.3 kHz
F2CM 14.6 kHz 65.1 kHz
probes placed at locations 1© and 2© , shown in Fig. 7.15. As explained in Chap-
ter 6, Sec. 6.3.2, the current magnitudes shown in these plots are twice the magni-
tude of the actual CM currents. Trace 1 corresponds to the CM current before the
filter (location 1© ) and Trace 2 to the CM current after the filter (location 2© ).
Trace 2 is much smaller than Trace 1 showing the effective CM noise attenuation
of the feedforward AEF scheme.
Fig. 7.22 Measured CM noise with current probes placed at points 1© and 2© as shown
in Fig. 7.13
From the above presented experimental results, it is observed that the feed-
forward AEF scheme gives significant attenuation in the CM EMI spectrum.
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7.3.3 Experimental evaluation of parameter variations
Even with the extreme care in the selection of the filter components, there
may still be variations in the values of the components. A thorough experimental
evaluation of the effects of parameter variations on filter performance is beyond
the scope of the present research. However, to evaluate such effects experimentally,
five different prototypes of the feedforward AEF were built using same types of
components and their characteristics were compared. No effort was made to match
the performances of the filters. Fig. 7.23 shows the attenuation characteristics of
the five different feedforward active filters. There is not much difference in the
filter attenuations at low and high frequencies. There are some differences in the
filter attenuations in the frequency range of 30 kHz to 700 kHz. The maximum
difference is, however, less than 20 dB. The measured variations in the attenuation
are similar to the ones predicted in Sec. 7.2.2.
The measured attenuations show that the filter design is able to achieve
repeatable performance within an acceptable range of performance.
As discussed earlier, the feedforward AEF is sensitive to drifts in values of
the circuit parameters, especially in the values of n, C2 and Cf . The effects of
C2 and Cf may be reduced by selecting components with tight tolerances. It is
difficult to make the CT’s turns ratio n exactly to the value needed. If the n varies
a lot from the desired value, its effect can be compensated in the selection of the
capacitors. The value of n has to be measured accurately and it can be used, if
needed, in the selection of the capacitors so as to fulfil nC2 = Cf . This will, of
course, increase the production and/or maintenance efforts with regards to this
filter.
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Fig. 7.23 Measured feedforward AEF insertion loss characteristics of five different
prototypes
7.4 Feedforward AEF filter implementation issues
The analysis presented in Sec. 7.2 and experimental results in Sec. 7.3 show
that filter attenuation in the low frequency EMI range may vary due to variations
in the components. To limit these variations, as indicated earlier, components
(especially C2 and Cf ) with low tolerances have to be used. Components with low
tolerances will increase the cost of the filter.
It has also been noticed that the parasitics of the filter components reduce
the filter attenuation at high frequencies. The pole in the amplifier’s loop gain,
the parasitic capacitor of the CT and the parasitics of the Y-capacitors are of
main concern. The high frequency performance of the feedforward AEF can be
improved if the parasitics of these components can be reduced.
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As in the case of the feedback AEF, the requirement of power supplies to
power the linear amplifier is another important implementation issue for feedfor-
ward AEF. This issue has been discussed in Sec. 6.4. The effects at the load
due to the noise in the amplifier’s power supplies have been evaluated and the
power supply noise rejection characteristics of the feedforward AEF is as shown in
Fig. 7.24. As discussed for the AEF filter in Sec. 6.4, this curve is also obtained
through circuit simulation by injecting a noise source Vn into the power supply
of the THS4001 amplifier and measuring the corresponding noise voltage at the
load impedance ZL. In the conducted EMI frequency range, the power supply
noise is sufficiently attenuated. The power supply noise attenuation is more than
-50 dB below 1 MHz and it reduces to -18 dB at 30 MHz. The feedforward
AEF’s power supply noise attenuation is much better than that of the feedback
AEF scheme. This is due to the fact that the compensation current is coupled
to the lines through a capacitor unlike in the case of feedback AEF, where the
output of the amplifier is directly coupled to the lines through the voltage feeding
transformer.
Fig. 7.24 Feedforward AEF’s amplifier power supply noise rejection
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As in the case of the feedback AEF filter, further evaluation of the feedfor-
ward AEF scheme with regards to the issues of reliability, optimization of physical
optimization must be done.
7.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, the design and implementation of a feedforward CM AEF for
reducing the CM EMI noise in off-line power converters has been presented. The
analysis and experimental results show that though the feedforward CM AEF does
not completely reduce the CM noise to the required level it attenuates the CM
noise significantly and to a greater extent than the previously examined feedback
type filter. The attenuation at low EMI frequency is close to 30 dB and the
CM noise up to 9 MHz are attenuated. The effects of the component parasitics
on the filter attenuation have also been discussed. The component parasitics
reduce the filter attenuation at high frequencies. A sensitivity analysis has been
done to identify critical filter components whose variations would affect the filter
performance adversely. Smaller tolerances in the values of capacitors C2 and Cf
and turns ratio n would help to reduce the variation in the filter performance.
It has also been verified that the filter performances are repeatable and close to
each other when different prototypes are made. Also, even if the filter parameters
drift due to changes in temperature, ageing etc., the filter performance would not
degrade much, as shown by the sensitivity analysis.
The designed and experimentally measured attenuation are close to each
other. The measured CM EMI spectrum demonstrates that the feedforward CM
AEF can achieve a significant attenuation in the CM spectrum. However, an
additional small CM filter would still be required to further attenuate the CM noise
to the required level. This will be addressed in the hybrid EMI filter presented in
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Chapter 8.
The performance of the feedforward AEF is better than that of the feed-
back AEF. At low frequency the attenuation of the feedback AEF is 15 dB, the
maximum achievable attenuation is about 28 dB. The noise is attenuated up to
2 MHz only. While with the feedforward AEF, the low frequency attenuation is
close to 30 dB, the maximum achievable attenuation is about 40 dB. Significantly,
the noise is attenuated up to 9 MHz.
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In Chapters 6 and 7, active CM EMI filters based on the feedback and
feedforward techniques were presented. Though, these active filters reduce the
CM noise, additional attenuation of CM noise is still required to meet the limits
specified by the standards. This chapter focuses on improving the EMI filtering
performances obtained with the active filters presented in Chapters 6 and 7 either
by combining the two schemes or by adding an additional passive EMI filter.
There has not been much reported literature on hybrid EMI filters (HEF),
in particular to reduce CM noise. In [73], an active CM EMI filter using the
feedback technique has been combined with a passive integrated EMI filter for
filtering CM EMI noise of a PFC converter. Though the filter scheme is using a
feedback technique, this paper has not discussed the stability issues of the filter
system. The filter’s cut-off frequency is close to 200 kHz and thus the filter may
not provide sufficient noise attenuation at the low end of the EMI frequency range.
HEF topologies combining the feedback and feedforward have been presented in
[69]-[71] to reduce DM noise at the output of a small DC-DC converter. In [69], the
hybrid filter has been shown to achieve high attenuation in the low EMI frequency
region, however, the noise is amplified above 5 MHz. In [70], an additional
passive filter is used along with the active hybrid EMI filter of the type described
in [69] to further reduce the noise to the required level. An improvement of 10
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dB in attenuation has been shown in [71] with the HEF. The analysis on the
filter stability, filter arrangement and techniques for further improvement in noise
attenuation are not presented in these papers. Also, these publications deal with
DM noise reduction while our focus has been on CM noise reduction.
In this chapter, discussions on the analysis and design of CM HEFs are
presented; these address important issues, such as filter stability, topology and
performance, not presented in the earlier hybrid EMI filter literature. Three hybrid
CM EMI filter topologies which have been investigated are: a) feedback AEF +
passive EMI filter (HEF -1), b) feedforward AEF + passive EMI filter (HEF -2),
and c) feedback AEF + feedforward AEF (HEF -3). Analytical and experimental
results are presented and discussed to show the effective performances of the hybrid
EMI filters and to evaluate their relative performances.
Please note that the CM and DM noise limits used for evaluating filter
performance have not been separately specified by CISPR 22 standard. Section 4.2
of Chapter 4 has described how these noise limits have been arrived at from the
specified line (L1 and L2) noise limits in the standard.
8.1 Hybrid EMI Filter-1
In this section, the analysis and experimental results of HEF -1, consisting
of a combination of the feedback AEF developed in Chapter 6 and together with
an additional passive EMI filter, are presented.
8.1.1 Analysis and design of HEF -1
The experimental results presented in Chapter 6, Sec. 6.3.2, show the CM
attenuation of the feedback type AEF at the low EMI frequency range to be
about 14 dB, increasing to 30 dB around 1 MHz. The attenuation provided by
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the feedback AEF is thus not sufficient to meet the EMI standards, suggesting the
use of an additional CM filter.
The second order metric presented in Chapter 6, Sec. 6.3.2, for the CM
EMI spectra with the feedback AEF shows the cut-off frequency of the additional
second order passive CM EMI filter, F2CM , to be 33.5 kHz. While calculating
the size of the additional filter, it has been assumed that the total attenuation of
the hybrid filter is the product of the individual filter attenuations. To design the
additional passive CM filter, the passive EMI filter design procedure presented in
Chapter 5 has been followed.
A Y-capacitor of value 1.5 nF has been selected. With this Y-capacitor, the
total Y-capacitance from a line to earth of the hybrid EMI filter would be 11.5
nF . This is within the acceptable limit of 13.7 nF for the Y-capacitor (refer to
Chapter 5, Sec. 5.5.1). From (5.15), with a 1.5 nF Y-capacitor, an inductor of 7.5
mH would be required to realize the filter cut-off at 33.5 kHz . With these LC
values, the additional passive EMI filter as shown in Fig. 8.1 has been designed.
The parameters of the filter are listed in the Table 8.1.
Fig. 8.1 Additional passive EMI filter
The leakage inductance of the CM inductor is 30.7 µH. Following the same
DM filter design as the one presented in Chapter 5, an additional DM inductor is
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Cy1 Y-capacitor 1.28 nF
Ry1 ESR of Y-capacitor 808 mΩ
Ly1 ESL of Y-capacitor 22.3 nH
CM inductor
JW MILLER made CM inductor, Part no.
8112
Lcm1 CM inductance 7.6 mH
Ccm1 Equivalent core capacitor of CM inductor 4.3 pF
Rcm1 Equivalent core loss resistor of CM inductor 5.2 kΩ
Ll1 Total leakage inductance of CM inductor 26.7 µH
Additional DM inductor
Ld1 DM inductor 43.2 µH
required. Thus, a small DM inductor of 49.5 µH is added to the filter. Other DM
mode filter parameters are the same as those presented in Chapter 5.
Fig. 8.2 EMI filter connection
Fig. 8.2 shows circuit connection of an active EMI filter. As shown in this
figure, the additional passive CM filter can be introduced either at position 1©
or 2©. Stability and the performance of the filter system must be verified before
selecting the position where the additional passive CM filter will be inserted. The
loop transfer functions based on circuit simulations of HEF -1 schemes with the
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Fig. 8.3 Loop transfer functions of HEF -1 schemes
additional passive EMI filter at positions 1© and 2© are shown and compared in
Fig. 8.3. Table 8.2 summarizes the parameters of these two loop transfer functions.
With the additional passive EMI filter at 1©, HEF -1 scheme is still stable though
with a slight reduction in the gain and phase margins. However with the passive
EMI filter at 2©, HEF -1 scheme has negative gain and phase margins resulting
in an unstable system. With the addition of the passive filter at either of the
locations, the plant transfer function Gp(s) and the VFT transfer function Gv(s)
(refer to Chapter 6, Sec. 6.2.1.1) is changed. Fig. 8.4 shows the plots of the Gv(s)
and Gp(s) without and with the additional passive filter. It can be noticed that
the Gv(s) and Gp(s) does not change much when the additional filter is placed at
1©. Both Gv(s) and Gp(s) change a lot when the passive filter is placed at 2©.
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In position 1©, the load side termination remains unchanged (25 Ω) where as in
position 2©) it is changes to a LC filter followed by 25 Ω. Thus, there is negligible
change in the loop transfer function when the passive filter is installed at 1©.
Fig. 8.4 Gv(s) and Gp(s) without and with the additional passive filter
The change in Gp(s) has resulted in mutiple unity gain cross overs around
10-20 kHz (Fig. 8.3). A pair of complex poles is introduced in Gv(s) at 2.6 MHz
followed by a pair of complex zeros at 3.7MHz. The increase in the loop gain due
to the lightly damped complex poles at 2.6MHz makes the feedback loop transfer
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Chapter 8 Hybrid EMI Filters
function unstable. Thus, the additional passive filter stage has to be inserted at
position 1© (towards the power converter) for the overall system to remain stable.
8.1.2 HEF -1 Experimental results
The additional passive EMI filter shown in Fig. 8.1 was built and cascasded
with the feedback type AEF, which has been presented in Chapter 6. The addi-
tional passive EMI filter was placed at position 1©, shown in Fig. 8.2, towards to
the power converter.
Fig. 8.5 Measured CM attenuation characteristics of HEF -1
The CM insertion loss characteristic of HEF -1 was measured as explained in
Sec. 5.6.1 and it is shown in Fig. 8.5. The CM noise attenuation is more than 40 dB
in 150 kHz to 2MHz. At higher frequencies (above 1MHz) the CM attenuation
is reduced due to the effects of additional parasitics of the circuit components.
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As the CM noise also reduces at high frequencies, the CM attenuation shown
in Fig. 8.5 is sufficient to reduce the CM noise below the level specified by the
standards.
The DM insertion loss characteristic of HEF -1 is similar to the one shown
in Fig. 5.28 and thus it is not shown here.
HEF -1 prototype was connected on the input side of a commercial PFC
converter supplied with 230 V AC at 50 Hz and delivering the rated output
power of 240 W .
Fig. 8.6 CM noise of the PFC unit with HEF -1
Fig. 8.6 shows the measured CM noise of the PFC converter with HEF -1
installed at its input. The hybrid EMI filter has significantly attenuated the CM
nosie. The noise is below the CISPR 22 average limits, except in the 10 - 20MHz
region. At higher EMI frequencies, the filter performance may be limited due to
the additional unaccounted parasitics of the filter components. Also, as the HEF -
1 scheme is implemented on two different PCB boards, there is ample space for
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the radiated noise to be coupled back into the power lines. Further improvement
can be expected to be achieved in 10 - 20 MHz with an improved, integrated
implementation of the hybrid EMI filter.
Fig. 8.7 shows the comparison of the CM spectra for the three cases: 1)
without any filter 2) with feedback AEF and 3) with HEF -1. This comparison
shows the usefulness of HEF -1 in reducing the CM noise to the level below the
standard specified value.
Fig. 8.7 CM spectra of the PFC unit (1: without any filter, 2: with feedback AEF and
3: with HEF -1)
Fig. 8.8 shows the measured DM noise with HEF -1. The DM noise is
attenuated below the required limit throughout the 150 kHz to 30 MHz range.
Figs. 8.9 and 8.10 show the measured L1 and L2 noise spectra with HEF -1.
The line noise voltages are attenuated below the required CISPR 22 limit except
in the 10 - 20 MHz region. The filter performance may be improved by using
filter components with lower parasitics, by integrating the passive and active filter
components in one PCB and by shielding the entire filter.
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Fig. 8.8 DM spectrum of the PFC unit with HEF -1
Fig. 8.9 L1 spectrum of the PFC unit with HEF -1
As explained in Sec. 6.3.2 of Chapter 6, there is a need to ensure that the
EMI filter performs properly in actual conditions when LISN is not being used.
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Fig. 8.10 L2 spectrum of the PFC unit with HEF -1
In particular, the filter operation must still remain stable. To verify this, the
CM noise currents with HEF -1, with and without LISN, were measured in time
domain as explained in Sec. 6.3.2 of Chapter 6.
Fig. 8.11 shows the CM currents measured with the LISN included. Trace -1
is at the input of the PFC unit and Trace -2 is at the LISN output (Trace -2).
Trace -2 is very much smaller than Trace -1 showing the effectiveness of the hybrid
EMI filter scheme. Fig. 8.12 shows the CM currents measured without the LISN.
Trace -1 is at the input of the PFC unit and Trace -2 is at the input power lines.
In these two conditions, the measured CM currents (after the filter) are similar,
which verifies that the designed HEF -1 scheme is stable and that it is effective
under actual line conditions.
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Fig. 8.11 Measured CM noise (with LISN) with current probes placed before and after
HEF -1 (Trace-1: measured at the input of the PFC unit, Trace-2: measured at the
output of the LISN)
Fig. 8.12 Measured CM noise (without LISN) with current probes placed before and
after HEF -1 (Trace-1: measured at the input of the PFC unit, Trace-2: measured at
the input power lines)
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It can be concluded that, with the addition of a small passive filter, the
performance of the feedback type AEF can be improved significantly. Such a
hybrid filter scheme would provide a complete EMI filtering solution.
8.2 Hybrid EMI Filter-2
This section focuses on the analysis and experimental results of hybrid EMI
filter HEF -2 consisting of the feedforward AEF, designed in Chapter 7, and an
additional passive EMI filter.
8.2.1 Analysis and design of HEF -2
It has been shown in Chapter 7 that, with the feedforward AEF, attenuation
close to 30 dB at 150 kHz is possible. An additional CM filter is required to
further attenuate the CM noise to bring it below the EMI standards. From the
Table 7.3, the cut-off frequency of the additional second order passive CM EMI
filter (F2CM) required is 65.1 kHz. The passive EMI filter design procedure
presented in Chapter 5 is followed to design the additional passive EMI filter.
Note: The high F2CM value of 65.1 kHz in the feedforward AEF case
may be compared with the value of 33.5 kHz in the case of the feedback AEF
design. This indicates the greater effectiveness of the feedforward AEF and the
consequent smaller additional passive filter needed.
For the additional CM filter, a Y-capacitor of 1nF has been selected. Thus,
the total Y-capacitance from a line to earth of HEF -2 would be 11 nF , which is
within the acceptable limit of 13.7 nF (refer to Chapter 5, Sec. 5.5.1). From the
expression (5.15) a CM inductor of 3.3 mH would be required. The structure of
the additional passive EMI filter is same as that in Fig. 8.1. The parameters of
this additional passive filter are listed in the Table 8.3.
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Table 8.3 Additional passive filter parameters for HEF -2
Symbol Description Value
Y capacitors
Cy2 Y-capacitor 0.89 nF
Ry2 ESR of Y-capacitor 1.15 Ω
Ly2 ESL of Y-capacitor 24.1 nH
CM inductor
Wurth Electronic made CM inductor, Part
no. 744824433
Lcm2 CM inductance 3.38 mH
Ccm2 Equivalent core capacitor of CM inductor 10.8 pF
Rcm2 Equivalent core loss resistor of CM inductor 6.5 kΩ
Ll2 Total leakage inductance of CM inductor 16.5 µH
Additional DM inductor
Ld2 DM inductor 54.8µH
As in the case of HEF -1, the additional passive EMI filter can be inserted
either at positions 1© or 2© (Fig. 8.2). Unlike in the case of HEF -1, there are no
stability issues to be considered here. Hence the choice of the passive filter location
depends on how the performance of the hybrid filter is affected. Fig. 8.13 (a) shows
the circuit diagram for HEF -2 with the passive EMI filter inserted at location 1©.
The filter and the noise source have been represented by their Norton equivalents
as shown in Fig. 8.13 (b). From this figure, the attenuation characteristics of the
filter can be derived.
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Fig. 8.13 (a) HEF -2 with passive EMI filter on the power converter side (position 1©)
(b) HEF -2 with passive EMI filter and noise source represented by Norton equivalent
source and impedance







where ZAFF is the equivalent impedance across the input terminals of the feedfor-
ward active filter as shown in Fig. 8.13 (b). Fig. 8.14 shows the magnitude of the
impedances ZNT and ZAFF obtained through simulation. This figure shows that





Substituting for IN from (8.4) in (7.15), the attenuation characteristics of






2d1 + s.e1 + f1






(1 + sRLCf )
.
Fig. 8.15 (a) shows the circuit diagram for HEF -2 with the passive EMI filter
inserted at location 2©, i.e. towards LISN. The filter and the load impedance have
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Fig. 8.14 Magnitude of impedances ZNT and ZAFF
been represented by the Thevenin equivalent impedance as shown in Fig. 8.15 (b).





















2d1 + s.e1 + f1
(1 + sZTHCf ) {s3 (a1C2 + b1) + s2 (c1C2 + d1) + s.e1 + f1} (8.8)
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Substituting for ZTH and from (8.6) and (8.7) in (8.8), the attenuation character-






2d1 + s.e1 + f1




(1 + 2sRLCy2 + 2s2Lcm2Cy2)
and
H5(s) =
1 + 2sRLCy2 + 2s
2Lcm2Cy2
1 + sRL (2Cy2 + Cf ) + s2Lcm2 (2Cy2 + Cf )
.
From (8.5) and (8.9), the attenuations of HEF -2 with additional passive filter
at two different locations can be compared. The termH1(s) is common to both the
expressions. The term H2(s) and H4(s) have the two poles at the same frequencies
and thus they can be considered to be similar characteristics. The only difference
is H4(s) has damped poles while H2(s) poles are undamped. The difference in two
attenuations arises due to differences in H3(s) and H5(s).H3(s) has a single pole
at high frequency and H5(s) has two poles at low frequencies followed by two zeros
at slightly higher frequencies. Thus, due to the characteristics of H5(s) the low
frequency attenuation of HEF -2 with additional passive EMI filter at position 2©)
is better than that with the additional passive EMI filter at position 1©. Fig. 8.16
shows the comparison of the attenuation characteristics of HEF -2 obtained from
(8.5) and (8.9). These attenuation characteristics do not include the effects of the
parasitics of the circuit components. The attenuation characteristics of HEF -2
with the additional passive EMI filter at position 2©) has higher attenuation at
low EMI frequencies as compared to filter topology with the additional passive
EMI filter at position 1©. Thus, it is preferred to place the additional passive filter
at position 2©), i.e. at the LISN side.
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Fig. 8.16 Comparison of HEF -2 attenuation characteristics
8.2.2 HEF -2 Experimental results
The additional passive filter was built and its parameters are as listed in
Table 8.3. This additional passive EMI filter was cascasded with the feedforward
type AEF, which has been presented in Chapter 7.
The CM insertion loss characteristics of HEF -2 were measured as explained
in Sec. 5.6.1, Chapter 5 and they are shown in Fig. 8.17. The comparison of CM
noise attenuations of HEF -2 shows that with passive filter at position 2©) ap-
proximately 30 dB more attenuation (150 kHz - 3MHz) is achieved as compared
with the additional filter at position 1©.
HEF -2 prototype was connected on the input side of a commercial PFC
converter supplied with 230 V AC at 50 Hz and delivering the rated output
power of 240 W .
As stated in Sec. 8.1.2 the DM insertion loss characteristic of HEF -2 is also
similar to the one shown in Fig. 5.28 and thus it is not repeated here.
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Fig. 8.17 Measured CM attenuation characteristics of HEF -2 schemes (Trace-1:
additional passive filter at position 1©, Trace-2: additional passive filter at position 2©))
Fig. 8.18 shows the measured CM noise of the PFC converter with HEF -2
with additional passive EMI filter at location 1©. Though the CM noise is reduced
significantly it is not completely below the average limit specified by the standard.
As the CM noise attenuation with this topology is not enough, the experimental
results based on only HEF -2 with additional passive EMI filter at location 2© are
discussed in the later part of this section.
Fig. 8.19 shows the measured CM noise of the PFC converter with HEF -2
with additional passive EMI filter at location 2©. This filter topology has signifi-
cantly attenuated the CM nosie below the CISPR 22 average limits. The atten-
uation is more than 60 dB in low EMI frequencies. As the CM noise is reduced
to a level much lower than the standards, it is possible to reduce the size of the
additional passive filter while still meeting the standard.
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Fig. 8.18 Measured CM spectra of the PFC unit (1: without any filter, 2: with HEF -2
with additional passive filter at position 1©)
Fig. 8.19 Measured CM noise spectrum of the PFC unit with HEF -2 with additional
passive filter at position 2©)
To further illustrate the efficacy of HEF -2 with the additional filter at loca-
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tion 2© a comparison of EMI spectra is shown in Fig. 8.20. The figure compares
three CM spectra: 1) without any filter 2) with feedforward AEF and 3) with
HEF -2 with passive filter at location 2©. This comparison shows HEF -2 attenu-
ates the CM noise to a very small value.
Fig. 8.20 Measured CM spectra of the PFC unit (1: without any filter, 2: with active
feedforward EMI filter and 3: with HEF -2 with additional passive filter at position 2©))
Fig. 8.21 shows the measured DM noise with HEF -2 with the passive filter
at position 2©). The DM noise is attenuated below the required limit throughout
the 150 kHz to 30 MHz range.
Fig. 8.22 and Fig. 8.23 show the measured L1 and L2 noise spectra with
HEF -2 with the passive filter at position 2©).The line noise voltages are well
attenuated below the required limit.
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Fig. 8.21 DM spectrum of the PFC unit with HEF -2 with additional passive filter at
position 2©)
Fig. 8.22 L1 spectrum of the PFC unit with HEF -2 with additional passive filter at
position 2©)
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Fig. 8.23 L2 spectrum of the PFC unit with HEF -2 with additional passive filter at
position 2©)
Fig. 8.24 Measured CM noise with current probes placed before and after HEF -2 with
additional passive filter at position 2©) (Trace-1: measured at the input of the PFC
unit, Trace-2: measured at the output of the LISN)
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Fig. 8.24 presents the time domain CM currents measured with the current
probes placed at the input of the PFC unit (Trace-1) and at the LISN outputs
(Trace-2). The CM currents were measured as explained in Sec. 6.3.2 of Chap-
ter 6.Trace-2 is much smaller than Trace-1 showing the effectiveness of HEF -2
scheme.
From the above presented experimental results, it is observed that HEF -2
scheme attenuates CM EMI noise to a level much lower than the standard specified
limits. It is also possible to further reduce the size of the additional passive EMI
filter.
8.3 Hybrid EMI Filter-3
A discussion on hybrid EMI filter obtained by cascading the feedback and
feedforward AEFs designed in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, respectively, is presented
in this section. This class of hybrid EMI filter is named as HEF -3.
8.3.1 Analysis and design of HEF -3
The feedback AEF has an attenuation of 14 dB at 180 kHz (refer Chapter 6,
Sec. 6.3.2). At this frequency, the feedforward type AEF has attenuation close to
30 dB. Neither of the feedback or feedforward type of AEF provides enough
attenuation to sufficiently filter the CM noise. A hybrid filter can be formed by
cascading these two AEFs with the aim of achieving the required CM attenuation.
Assuming that the AEF shown in Fig. 8.2 is the feedback type of AEF, it
is possible to insert the feedforward AEF either at position 1© or 2©. Stability
and the performance of the filter system in both positions must be verified before
selecting appropriate cascading structure of the active filters. The loop transfer
functions from circuit simulations of HEF -3 schemes with the feedforward AEF
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at position 1© and 2© are shown and compared in Fig. 8.25. Table 8.4 summarizes
the parameters of these two loop transfer functions. With the feedforward AEF
at either location 1© or 2©, HEF -3 scheme is still stable. Comparing the two
stability margins, the stability margin with feedforward AEF at location 2© is
very negligible and the filter system may go into instability with filter parameter
variations. Thus, HEF -3 with feedforward AEF at the location 1© is preferred.
Fig. 8.25 Loop transfer functions of HEF -3 schemes
8.3.2 HEF -3 Experimental results
HEF -3 is built by cascading the feedforward AEF with the feedback AEF
designed in Chapters 7 and 6 respectively. An additional DM filter is installed at
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Chapter 8 Hybrid EMI Filters
the input of the PFC converter. The parameters of this DM filter have been listed
in Sec. 7.3.2 of Chapter 7. The feedforward AEF is inserted at position 2©), i.e.
towards the power converter.
Fig. 8.26 shows the CM insertion loss characteristic of HEF -3, which was
measured as explained in Sec. 5.6.1, Chapter 5. The CM noise attenuation is
more than 40 dB in 150 kHz to 1 MHz. Due to the effects of parasitics at higher
frequencies (above 1 MHz) the CM attenuation is reduced. However, the CM
attenuation shown in Fig. 8.26 is sufficient to reduce the CM noise below the level
specified by the standards.
Fig. 8.26 Measured CM attenuation characteristics of HEF -3 scheme
HEF -3 prototype was connected to the commercial PFC converter with the
ratings stated in earlier Sections 8.1.2 and 8.2.2.
In Fig. 8.27 the measured CM noise of the PFC converter with HEF -3 is
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shown. HEF -3 has attenuated the 180 kHz component of the CM nosie by 45
dB. The CM noise is above the limits in 5-20 MHz. At these high frequencies,
radiation coupling is perhaps the cause for the deterioration in filter performance.
HEF -3 scheme comprises of two active filters implemented on two different PCB
boards and an additional DM filter on another PCB. This segregated implemen-
tation of the filter provides sufficient area for radiated noise to be coupled back
into the power lines. A further improvement can be achieved in the performance
at these frequencies with integrated implementation of the hybrid EMI filter.
Fig. 8.27 Measured CM noise spectrum of the PFC unit with HEF -3
Fig. 8.28 shows the comparison of the CM spectra: 1) without any filter and
2) with HEF -3. This comparison shows HEF -3 reduces the CM noise significantly
below 5 MHz and as explained above further improvement in implementation is
required to reduce the noise above this frequency.
Fig. 8.29 shows the measured DM noise with HEF -3. The DM noise is
attenuated below the required limit in the low frequency region. However, DM
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Fig. 8.28 Measured CM spectra of the PFC unit (1: without any filter and 2: with
HEF -3)
noise has picked up around 4 MHz. The DM noise attenuation at this frequency
can also be improved by integrating the DM, feedforward and feedback AEFs into
one PCB.
Figs. 8.30 and 8.31 show the measured L1 and L2 noise spectra with HEF -
3. The line noise voltages are attenuated below the required in the low frequency
region. The line noise voltages are above the limits due to the radiation coupled
DM noise at 4 MHz and CM noise in 5-20 MHz.
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Fig. 8.29 Measured DM spectrum of the PFC unit with hybrid EMI filter 3
Fig. 8.30 L1 spectrum of the PFC unit with hybrid EMI filter 3
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Fig. 8.31 L2 spectrum of the PFC unit with hybrid EMI filter 3
The CM noise currents with and without LISN are measured in time domain
are measured to verify the stability of the filter system. The measurements of the
CM currents were done as explained in Sec. 6.3.2 of Chapter 6. Fig. 8.32 shows
the CM currents measured at the input of the PFC unit (Trace-1) and at the
LISN outputs (Trace 2). Trace 2 is very much smaller than Trace 1 showing the
effectiveness of HEF -3 scheme. The measured CM currents without the LISN at
the input of the PFC unit are shown in Fig. 8.33. Trace-1 shows the CM current
measured at the input of the PFC unit while Trace-2 shows the CM at input power
lines. From these two figures (Figs. 8.32 and 8.33) the measured CM currents
are similar to the one another verifying that the designed HEF -3 scheme is stable
even in absence of LISN.
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Fig. 8.32 Measured CM noise (with LISN) with current probes placed before and after
HEF -3 (Trace -1: measured at the input of the PFC unit, Trace-2: measured at the
output of the LISN)
It can be concluded that with the cascading of the CM feedforward and feed-
back AEFs the required CM attenuation can be achieved.A further improvement
in implementation is required to reduce the effects of the radiation coupling, which
may be achieved by integrating the DM filter, feedback and feedforwards AEFs
into one PCB.An electromagnetic shielding of the filter may be required to further
improve the attenuation performance.
It has to be noted that the total Y-capacitor from a line to earth in HEF -3 is
20 nF .This value is more than the acceptable limit of 13.7 nF for the Y-capacitor
(refer to Chapter 5, Section 5.5.1) in order to limit the maximum earth leakage
current to 3.5 mA.With 20 nF , from (5.10) the maximum earth leakage current
would be 4.1 mA.HEF -3 discussed above can be used if the application allows this
level of earth leakage current.If this level of leakage current is not permissible, a
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Fig. 8.33 Measured CM noise (without LISN) with current probes placed before and
after HEF -3 (Trace-1: measured at the input of the PFC unit, Trace-2: measured at
the input power lines)
slight modification to the feedforward AEF can be done to bring the earth leakage
current within 3.5 mA.For the feedforward design presented in Chapter 7, if Cf is
selected as 1.5 nF the leakage current would be with 3.5 mA. This modification
in feedforward requires only capacitor C2 to be changed to 600 pF .All the other
parameters of the feedforward filter remain unchanged. This modification and
further testing are left as part of the future work to be carried out.
8.4 A discussion on hybrid EMI filter schemes
In this section, a short discussion on hybrid EMI filter schemes based on the
results reported in Sections 8.1∼ 8.3 is presented.
The analysis and experimental results presented have shown that all the
three hybrid EMI filters have the potential to provide the complete EMI solution
for a PFC. Implementations of some of these schemes have to be improved to
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achieve the EMI noise attenuation throughout 150 kHz to 30 MHz range.
In HEF -1, as the feedback AEF’s attenuation is limited, a bigger additional
passive filter is required, when compared to HEF -2 and HEF -3. The stability
of the filter system required that the additional passive filter be placed towards
the power converter side. This placement of the passive filter would also result in
smaller EMI current loops thus producing less radiated interference.
In the case of HEF -2, it has been observed that with the additional filter on
the LISN side a large attenuation is possible. The experimental results have shown
that it is possible to obtain excellent attenuation upto 60 dB. The additional
passive filter for HEF -2 was also smaller that used in HEF -1. The size of the
passive filter for HEF -2 can be further reduced if it is just to meet the standards.
No additional passive CM filter is required in the case of HEF -3. However,
an additional passive DM filter is still required. In the experimental results shown
in Sec. 8.3.2, the performance of HEF -3 above 5 MHz was limited due to the
radiation noise coupled with the filter. As the filter scheme was implemented in
three different PCB boards, there was ample space for radiated noise to be picked
by the filter. With an integrated implementation of the filter the high frequency
performance can be improved.
The size of the filter varies depending on the components used and their
layout arrangements. For the similar type of components and filter layout, HEF -
1 will result in a bigger filter as compared to HEF -2 and HEF -3. In case of
HEF -3, there is no requirement for additional passive CM filter. A small passive
CM filter is required for HEF -2. For both HEF -2 and HEF -3 additional passive
DM filter is required. However, in the case of HEF -2, the leakage inductance
of additional CM inductor can be used to implement the DM filter. Thus, the
overall volume of the HEF -2 can be expected to be smaller than that of HEF -3.
Both the schemes are promising EMI filtering solutions and further investigations
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in terms of their size will be required.
In conclusion, HEF -1 filter, in general, is inferior to HEF -2 filter both in
size and performance. Hence, either HEF -2 or HEF -3 filter may be preferred for
this application. Further investigations are needed to give a definitive answer at
this stage as to which hybrid filter approach, HEF -2 or HEF -3, is preferable.
8.5 Conclusions
Analysis, design and experimental results for three different hybrid EMI
filter topologies have been presented. In the case of the hybrid scheme using the
feedback AEF, the filter has been designed so as to ensure that the stability of the
system is maintained. In both the hybrid filters using the feedback AEF, HEF -1
and HEF -3, the additional filter should be placed on the power converter side from
the stability point of view. The stability and performance of these hybrid schemes
have been verified by frequency domain as well as time domain measurement of
the CM noise current. It has been shown that a large attenuation is possible with
HEF -2 using a feedforward AEF and additional passive filter on the LISN side.
The size of the passive filter for HEF -2 can be further reduced form that used
so as to just meet the standards. Among the three hybrid EMI filters, HEF -2 is
expected to result in a filter with the least volume. In the hybrid filter schemes,
the high frequency performance of the filter can be improved by integrating the
implementation of the sub-filter so as to minimize the coupling of electromagnetic
noise. Discrete components were used to implement the active EMI filters. The
reduction in size and improve in performance are likely if the active part of the
hybrid filters are implemented in an integrated circuit chip.
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Conclusions and Future Work
9.0 Introduction
Most power supplies in recent years have been built with SMPS technology.
This is due to their higher efficiencies and compact sizes as compared to the tra-
ditional linear power supplies. In an SMPS unit, high di/dt’s and dv/dt’s occur
inside due to the switching of the power devices. The high frequency currents as-
sociated with these high di/dt loops and dv/dt nodes travel along the conducting
paths and can get coupled with nearby electric systems affecting their perfor-
mance. Thus, a major drawback of an SMPS is the generation of EMI noise as an
operational by-product. To ensure the proper functioning of electrical/electronic
systems in the vicinity of an SMPS, EMC regulating authorities have imposed
limits on an SMPS’s electromagnetic emissions.
The transfer of electromagnetic energy takes place either through conducting
media or radiation. Conducted EMI noise currents travel through the conductors
and eventually gets coupled to the nearby operating electrical systems. This thesis
has focused only on the analysis and mitigation of conducted EMI noise.
The conducted EMI analysis and mitigation covers a wide range of topics,
such as 1) models for EMI spectra prediction 2) filter design 3) influences of the
parasitics of the filter components and their minimization 4) analysis on EMI
filter reliability and 5) EMI filter cost and size optimization. However, to limit
the scope of the research, the objectives of the research presented in this thesis
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were confined to investigation and development of 1) simple analytical models to
predict the EMI spectra and 2) EMI filtering techniques. A commercial boost
power factor correction converter (PFC) was taken as the noise for modeling and
testing purposes. However, the concepts, analyses and designs developed and
presented in this thesis for the boost PFC converter are extendable for several
other kinds of SMPS as well.
As a foundation of this research, a comprehensive review and classification
of reported literature on conducted EMI models and mitigation techniques were
carried out and presented (Chapter 2). Appropriate classification criteria for EMI
mitigation techniques were used so as to accommodate all the past and the possible
future developments in this area within a general framework. This review had
helped to identify the areas for further research; the review also establishes clearly
the relationship of this thesis’s contributions to those reported earlier.
The problems identified and the key solutions proposed in this thesis are
summarised as follows:
• The earlier reported EMI prediction techniques are complex and tedious to
apply. Simple CM and DM EMI prediction models based on understanding
of the noise generation mechanisms and the paths through which the noise
travels have been proposed. Comparisons of the predicted noise spectra
with the experimentally measured spectra have shown that the proposed
analytical models can be used to reasonably predict the noise generated by
the PFC converter.
• A simple tool to compare and characterize the conducted EMI spectra is
lacking in the existing literature. A simple metric, based upon the size of
an external passive EMI filter required to meet a given EMI standard, has
been proposed to characterize the EMI spectrum of SMPS. This metric will
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be useful to an EMC designer in choosing a more effective EMI reduction
technique.
• A complete passive EMI filter design methodology, which has been lacking
in literature, has been presented. Different issues related to the filter design
have been brought out and discussed; ways to address them have also been
presented.
• Though active EMI filters (AEF) have been investigated earlier, the reported
literature lacked information on accurate modeling and stability analysis of
the feedback type AEF. Also, there was no explanation for the limited per-
formance of such feedback AEFs. These issues have been addressed in Chap-
ter 6. The analysis presented shows that the attenuation and bandwidth of
the feedback type AEF have to be sacrificed in order to stabilize the feed-
back system. The performance was shown to be very much limited by the
parasitics of filter components. Performance comparable to those reported
elsewhere was achieved in this part of the work.
• To overcome the limited attenuation of the feedback AEF, a feedforward
AEF scheme has been proposed. Being a feedforward type, this active filter
does not suffer from stability issues. Analytical and experimental results
showed that a high CM noise attenuation close 30 dB is achievable with this
filter scheme. It was also shown through a Monte-Carlo analysis that the
sensitivity of the scheme to parameter variations will not be excessive.
• Hybrid EMI filters were then proposed and investigated so as to provide
a complete conducted EMI mitigation solution. Three hybrid EMI filter
schemes have been proposed combining a) passive EMI filter b) feedback
AEF and c) feedforward AEF. Design analyses were carried out and verified
with the experimental results. All of the schemes have given good results
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with the hybrid filter consisting of feedforward AEF and passive filter achiev-
ing a very high attenuation close to 60 dB. These hybrid filters have the
potential to achieve reduction in size in conducted EMI filters.
The following sections provide a detailed summary and conclusions based on the
research presented in this thesis.
9.1 Analytical models to predict conducted EMI
spectra
The knowledge of the expected EMI spectra of a power converter in the
design phase would be very useful to take the appropriate mitigation steps, thus,
reducing the product development time. For power electronic converters, the noise
attenuation required in the lower EMI frequency range (150 kHz to 5 MHz) is
more dominant and hence a method to predict the conducted EMI noise level in
this frequency range is useful in estimating the filter required.
Simplified models have been proposed and presented in Chapter 4 for quick
and approximate prediction of the conducted EMI noise, both CM and DM, gen-
erated by the PFC converter. Two modeling techniques were presented. Of these,
the models based on analytical expressions predict the expected asymptotical spec-
tra, while the simplified circuit models predict the detailed expected spectra. Both
the modeling techniques are based on the dominant noise generation mechanism
and the main noise coupling paths. The models do not require the measurement
of high frequency characteristics of all of the circuit components, but, instead only
those of the components involved in the noise paths. The proposed models were
verified by comparing the predicted DM and CM noise spectra with the experi-
mentally measured noise spectra. The proposed models are useful in the design
of the EMI filters, and enable their size and cost to be estimated even before the
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building and testing of the power converter.
The predicted EMI spectra from the analytical models were used in the
passive EMI filter design presented in Chapter 5.
9.2 A metric to characterize the EMI spectra
The EMI noise is measured over a wide frequency spectrum and, hence, often
it is not obvious which particular technique causes a greater reduction overall in
EMI noise than another, while evaluating different EMI mitigation techniques. A
simple metric to evaluate and compare the EMI spectra of switched mode power
converters have been proposed in Chapter 4. The proposed metric is based on the
order and cut-off frequency of the external passive EMI filter required to meet the
standards. The usage of the metric had been shown by evaluating EMI perfor-
mance of two different switching schemes applied to the same power converter. The
examples given has illustrated how the metric can be helpful in deciding between
alternative EMI mitigation approaches. The proposed metric would be useful for
power converter designers if a feature to indicate the metric can be incorporated
in the spectrum analyzer itself.
The EMI standards specify the limits only for line noise voltages and not
separately for CM and DM spectra. Therefore, the limits for the CM and DM
noise have been defined to be set at 6 dBµV below the net line noise voltage limits.
These limits for the CM and DM noise were used throughout this thesis.
9.3 Passive EMI filter design
External passive EMI filters are used almost in every SMPS in present days.
Though, there is much literature available on passive EMI filters, research publica-
tions addressing critical design issues and complete design methodology of passive
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EMI filters are not available.
In Chapter 5, first a discussion on the filter components, requirements of the
power line EMI filters and filter topology selection criteria is presented. Following
this, a complete passive EMI filter design procedure, considering various aspects
like input power factor, earth leakage current, system stability and the required
noise attenuation, is proposed. Experimental results have validated the suggested
EMI design procedure. The measured EMI spectra have shown that the designed
EMI filter meets the standards and does not affect the system stability and per-
formance of the PFC converter. The complete EMI filter design process has also
been summarized in a flow chart for easy reference and use by a designer.
The insertion loss characteristics of the EMI filter were discussed. The filter’s
insertion loss characteristics would help to identify the right component to be
analyzed to improve the filter performance if there is a need of. The effects of the
parasitics of the filter components on the insertion loss were also discussed. The
measured and estimated insertion losses are very close.
9.4 Active EMI filters
Passive EMI filters tend to be bulky, often occupying significant space on
the power board. Use of AEF (Active EMI Filter) techniques has the potential to
reduce the filter sizes. AEFs are of two types: 1) feedback AEF and 2) feedforward
AEF. As part of this research work both schemes have been investigated. In
Chapters 6 & 7 of this thesis, AEF schemes to reduce the size of the bulky CM
filter have been analyzed and their effectiveness in reducing CM noise have been
explored through experimental results.
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A. Feedback AEF Scheme
Though, previous work in this area have identified the basic schemes for the
feedback type AEFs, issues related to modeling, design and practical implemen-
tation were not fully addressed. Stability is an important issue in the design of
the feedback AEF scheme which requires to be tackled. An analysis of the scheme
based on detailed accurate modeling of components has been carried out in Chap-
ter 6. Based on analysis, the design of an AEF from stability point of view has
been presented. The modeling and design presented took into consideration the
component parasitics, which are found to affect the filter performance due to the
high frequencies involved. The loop transfer function of the feedback AEF system,
without the controller, was found to be of tenth order, making the control design
to achieve good performance quite difficult. Particular attention must be paid to
keep the parasitics of components low in order to achieve good stability margins
and bandwidth. The controller design analysis presented has brought out the
tradeoff that exists between stability and achievable noise attenuation and filter
bandwidth. The analysis and design have been verified with experimental results,
which have generally not been done in previous EMI related work. A maximum
attenuation of about 25 dB was achieved with the feedback AEF, which is much
larger than 10 dB normally reported in literatures for feedback AEF schemes.
B. Feedforward AEF Scheme
To overcome the limitations of the feedback type of AEF, a CM AEF based
on feedforward technique has been proposed in Chapter 7. Being of feedforward
type, the proposed AEF scheme has no stability issues. However, the challenge in
the feedforward AEF filter design lies in accurately injecting into the lines an out
of phase CM current with respect to the sensed CM noise. Thus, sensitivity to
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system parameters becomes a critical issue. A sensitivity analysis has also been
presented to identify the critical parameters that would affect the expected filter
attenuation. Analysis shows that even if the filter parameters drift due to changes
in temperature, ageing etc. the filter performance would not degrade much. Very
good CM attenuation close to 30 dB up to 9 MHz frequency was achieved with
this scheme.
The performance of the feedforward AEF is better than that of the feedback
AEF. The forward AEF has 30 dB attenuation at low EMI frequency and noise
is attenuated up to 9 MHz.
9.5 Hybrid EMI filters
The analysis and experimental results presented in Chapters 6 & 7 have
shown the effectiveness of the CM AEF filters, in particular that of the feedforward
type. However, both types of filters did not completely reduce the CM noise
by the required attenuation. An additional small CM filter has to be added to
further attenuate the CM noise to the required level. Thus, hybrid EMI filtering
approaches which combine two types of EMI filters to achieve greater attenuation
have been proposed to meet the standards.
Three hybrid CM EMI filter topologies were investigated. These hybrid EMI
filter topologies are: a) feedback AEF + passive EMI filter (HEF-1), b) feedfor-
ward AEF + passive EMI filter (HEF-2), and c) feedback AEF + feedforward
AEF (HEF-3). Analysis, design and experimental results for the three different
hybrid EMI filter schemes have been presented. It has been shown that a large
attenuation, 60 dB, is possible with HEF-2 using a feedforward AEF and addi-
tional passive filter on the LISN side. Among the three hybrid EMI filters, HEF-2
is expected to result in a filter with the least volume.
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HEF-1 and HEF-3 hybrid filter schemes showed increased noise at high fre-
quencies (> 5 MHz). This was attributed to coupling of the radiated noise into
the filter system. Hence, there is a need to improve the high frequency performance
of all of the hybrid filters. This can be achieved by integrating the implementation
of the sub-filters into one PCB so as to minimize the coupling of electromagnetic
noise. Also, discrete components were used to implement the active EMI filters.
Reduction in size and improvement in performance are likely if the active part
of the hybrid filters are implemented in an integrated circuit chip. This task has
been left for future work.
In all, the research objectives as stated in Chapter 1 of this thesis have been
achieved. Some of the findings of this research work have been published in IEEE
international technical conferences and journals for the benefit of the practicing
EMC engineers and future researchers. A list of publications from this research
work is included in this thesis. Work related to feedforward AEF and hybrid filters
are yet to be published and this will be done in future.
9.6 Future work
As a follow up of the present research, the following topics are suggested for
further research.
1. The analytical models for predicting the conducted EMI presented in Chap-
ter 3 were derived under the assumption that the PFC is operating in the
continuous conduction mode. Analytical models to predict the conducted
EMI for PFC operating in discontinuous and both in continuous and discon-
tinous modes of operations are left for future investigation.
2. As shown in Chapter 6, the parasitics of the filter components influence the
stability of the feedback AEF significantly and limit its achievable attenua-
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tion. The chapter has been focussed on accurate modeling of the feedback
active filter scheme including component parasitics with a view to investigat-
ing the design and performance issues of the scheme. While AEF represents
a promising technology for conducted EMI noise mitigation, several issues
still remain to be resolved. The chief among them is the improvement of
components so as to reduce critical parasitics in order to increase achievable
attenuation and bandwidth. This would allow a smaller passive filter to be
used. Other issues like reliability, physical size optimization are yet to be
addressed and are may be considered for future investigations.
3. The experimental results reported in Chapters 7 and 8 have shown that the
high frequency attenuation of the filter is limited, probably due to radiation
coupling. This issue may be addressed by proper packaging of the filter. The
active EMI filters in the present work were built with discrete components.
If the filter is implemented as a system on chip, then reduction in noise
coupling and filter size optimization can be achieved. This implementation
issue will be an important consideration in transferring the technology to
the industry.
4. Only CM noise AEF has been investigated in this work. If this is combined
with DM noise AEF, then the need for a passive filter part in the overall
conducted EMI filter can be fully avoided. Thus, there is a need to extend
the present work to encompass active DM noise filtering also.
5. The hardware building and integration of the auxiliary power supplies re-
quired for the amplifier used in AEF scheme have been considered for future
work.
6. In Chapter 6 and 7, analyses and designs on one of the four possible AEF
topologies were presented. Study into other topologies is left for future work.
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EMI Measurement Setup Data
In this appendix, the measured characteristics of the 0o and 180o signal
combiners and the AFJ made LISN LS16 after modifications are presented. The
measured spectrum of a power converter obtained from a certified measurement
setup is also presented to validate the laboratory measurement set up.
A.0 Signal Combiner Characteristics
Agilent 4395A in network analyzer mode is used for measuring the character-
istics of the signal combiners. These signal combiners were used for obtaining the
CM and DM components from line noise voltages. Fig. A.1 shows the schematics
for measuring the characteristics of the signal combiners. The inbuilt frequency
sweeping signal source of 4395A has been made use of. Only one signal source has
been used. If both the inputs of the signal combiners are given the same signal
Vx, the expected outputs of 180o and 0o combiners would be (Vx-Vx) and 2Vx,
respectively. The expected output of 180o combiner is ideally zero and thus its
measurement would have poor signal to noise ratio. Thus, for 180o combiner the
measurement setup as shown in Fig. A.1 (a) has been used. The transformer TX
(Murata made 1600C 1:1 transformer) is used for changing the phase of the input
signal by 180o. With this measurement setup, the expected output of 180ocombiner
would be Vx-(-Vx ).
Figures A.2 and A.3 show the measured transfer function characteristics of
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Fig. A.1 Measurement of signal combiner characteristics
the ZSCJ-2-2B (180o combiner) and ZFSC-2-6B (0o combiner), respectively. Table
A.1 also lists the magnitudes of the transfer functions of the signal combiners.
ZSCJ-2-2B’s output is approximately 2.3 dB more as compared to the input signal
magnitude. The output of ZFSC-2-6B is approximately 3 dB more as compared
to the input signal.
Fig. A.2 ZSCJ-2-2B 1800 signal combiner characteristics
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Fig. A.3 ZFSC-2-6B 00 signal combiner characteristics
Thus, it is concluded, that to use ZSCJ-2-2B (180o combiner) and ZFSC-
2-6B (0o combiner) for obtaining the DM and CM noise spectra from measured
line spectra, a compensation has to be added for their characteristics. Since, the
output of the signal combiners are approximately 3 dB more, a compensation of
-3 dB has to be added to the DM and CM spectra.
A.1 Modified LISN impedance characteristics
The original LS16 LISN manufactured by AFJ, Italy, had option to mea-
sure only one line noise voltage at a time. However, to separate the DM and CM
components, it is necessary to have both the line noise voltages (VL1 and VL2) si-
multaneously. With support from its manufacturer, a modification has been made
to the original LS16 LISN so that both VL1 and VL2 signals are simultaneously
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Table A.1 Signal combiner characteristics
S.No. Frequency (kHz) ZSCJ-2-2Boutput(dB)
ZFSC-2-6B
output(dB)
1 100 2.3 3.4
2 300 2.3 3.4
3 500 2.3 3.4
4 700 2.3 3.4
5 900 2.3 3.3
6 1000 2.3 3.3
7 3000 2.3 3.2
8 5000 2.2 3.1
9 7000 2.2 3.1
10 9000 2.2 3.0
11 10000 2.3 2.9
12 20000 3.2 2.6
13 30000 3.3 2.4
available. In the modification process a high pass filter, which used to be switched
between the lines depending on which line noise signal is being measured, has
been removed to make the noise paths of both the lines similar. After the modi-
fication, the line impedances of LISN were measured in the laboratory. Fig. A.4
and Fig. A.5 shows the impedance characteristics of the LISN lines L1 and L2
respectively. The measured LISN line impedances are also listed in Table A.2.
Table A.2 lists also the impedance specified by the CISPR 16 standards.
The measured data show that the impedances of the LISNs are within the CISPR
16 specified limits throughout the conducted EMI frequency spectrum.
L1 spectra of the boost PFC converter measured before and after the LISN
modifications are shown in Figs. A.6 and A.7. The two spectra are very much
matching. This verifies that there is no error introduced in EMI measurement due
to the modification of the LISN.
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Fig. A.4 LISN L1 impedance








1 150 33±20% 33.4 33.5
2 300 44±20% 44.0 44.1
3 500 45±20% 48.0 48.1
4 800 49±20% 49.6 49.7
5 1000 50±20% 50.0 50.1
6 2000 50±20% 50.7 50.8
7 3000 50±20% 50.8 50.9
8 8000 50±20% 51.5 51.5
9 15000 50±20% 51.5 51.5
10 20000 50±20% 51.5 51.6
11 30000 50±20% 50.4 50.3
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Fig. A.5 LISN L2 impedance
Fig. A.6 L1 spectrum of boost PFC measured with original LISN
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Fig. A.7 L1 spectrum of boost PFC measured with modified LISN
A.2 Verification of laboratory measurement setup
The laboratory measurement setup is validated by comparing the measure-
ment results obtained from it with the certified conducted EMI measurement set
up. The commercial certified conducted EMI measurement set up at LabOne Sin-
gapore Pte. Ltd has been used. The measurements were conducted on 10/08/2007.
Fig. A.8 shows the L1 spectrum of the boost PFC converter measured with certi-
fied measurement setup. The spectrum shown in Figs. A.7 are very close to the
one shown in Fig. A.8. The two spectra are very close to each other throughout
150 kHz to 30 MHz frequency range. This verification has assured us that the
measurement results obtained from the laboratory setup are accurate.
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Fig. A.8 L1 spectrum of boost PFC measured with certified measurement set up
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Appendix B
Fourier Analysis of Switch Voltage
In this appendix, the derivations for the Fourier analyses of the switch volt-
ages, which are used in Chapter 3, are presented.
B.0 Ideal Switch Voltage
The ideal switch voltage is shown in Fig. B.1. The switch voltage is periodic
at a frequency determined by switching frequency. The Fourier analysis is thus
done over one switching period.
Fig. B.1 Ideal switch voltage

























































where n varies from 1 to infinity.
B.1 Switch Voltage with rise and fall times in-
cluded
The switch voltage with turn “ON” and “OFF” fall intervals included is shown
in Fig. B.2. This switch voltage is also periodic at the switching frequency.
Fig. B.2 Switch voltage with rise and fall times
Fourier coefficients for the fundamental and harmonics for the waveform
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B.2 Switch Voltage with finite slew rates and mod-
ulated duty cycles
The “ON” time of the switch of the boost PFC is modulated in such a way
to make the current follow the sinusoidal input voltage. With the assumption that
the PFC is operating in continuous conduction mode, the variation of the switch
“ON” time is given by the expression (B.3). The switch voltage with different
pulse width is shown in Fig. B.3. It is also assumed that the switching frequency
is integral multiple of the line frequency and they are synchronized.
Fig. B.3 Switch voltage with pulse width modulation
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where ma = Vm/Vo, Vi = Vm sin(2piFLt) and Fs = 2mFL.
There are m pulses of frequency Fs in half the AC line period. These pulses
are of different pulse widths. In steady state, the sequence of the pulses repeats


































There are m integrals. The kth switching interval is shown in Fig. B.4.
Fig. B.4 kth switching interval of the waveform shown in Fig. B.3
From Fig. B.4, with the assumption tr = tf the solution to the kth integral
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= I1 + I2 + I3 (B.11)
=
(1− e−jnωotr)(e−jnωo(dk+k)Ts − e−jnωo(1+k)Ts)Vo
j2n2ω2otr
(B.12)














(1− e−j npitrmTs )(e−j npi(dk+k)m − e−j n(1+k)pim )Vom2T 2s
j2n2pi2tr
(B.14)
































Fourier coefficients derived here for the switch voltages have been used to
predict the EMI spectra in Chapter 3.
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Appendix C
Measurement of CM Inductor /
Current Transformer Model
Parameters
In this Appendix, the procedure used to find the parameters of the CM
inductor/CM current transformer is outlined.
C.0 CM Inductor/Current Transformer Model Pa-
rameters
Figure C.1 shows the model for the CM inductor. Here, Lcm and Rcm broadly
represent the magnetizing inductance and core loss, Lp1 and Ls1 represent the
primary and secondary leakage inductances and n the realized turns ratio. Ccm
represents the equivalent capacitor due to the high frequency property of the
ferrite (see sec.5.1.2). Inter-turn and inter-winding capacitances were not found
to be significant due to the geometry of the winding. This model is also valid for
the CM current transformer. In the case of CM inductor, ideally, the turns ratio
n = 1.
The values of these parameters are measured by performing the open circuit
and short circuit tests on the primary (port 1, 2) and secondary windings (port 3,
4).
Let Zo12 be the impedance measured at the primary with the secondary left
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Fig. C.1 CM inductor/CT model
open. Then Zo12 is given by
Zo12 = ZLpl + Zcm (C.1)
As ZLp1  Zcm
Zo12 ≈ Zcm (C.2)
Firstly, the frequency variation of Zo12 is measured. The next step is to find
the values of Lp1, Rcm and Ccm so as to achieve the best fit to the impedance
frequency response curve. This step was conveniently done by using the curve
fitting feature of the impedance analyzer HP4194A.
Let Zo34 be the impedance measured at the secondary with the primary left
open. Then Zo34 is given by
Zo34 = ZLsl + n
2Zcm (C.3)
As ZLs1  n2Zcm
Zo34 ≈ n2Zcm (C.4)
The values of Lcm, Rcm and Ccm reflected on secondary side can be estimated
so as to achieve the best fit to the measured frequency characteristics of Zo34. This
is again conveniently done using the curve fitting feature of HP4194A. The value
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where is the equivalent value of Lcm reflected on the secondary side.
Let Zs12 be the impedance measured at the primary with the secondary short
circuited. Similarly, Zs34 be the impedance measured at the secondary with the
primary short circuited. From these short circuit tests, the following expressions
are derived.
Zs12 ≈ ZLpl + ZLsl/n2 (C.6)
Zs34 ≈ ZLsl + n2ZLpl (C.7)
As ZLpl and ZLsl are largely inductive in the frequency range of interest (up
to 30 MHz), the expressions (C.6) and (C.7) are simplified as
Ls12 ≈ Lpl + Lsl/n2 (C.8)
Ls34 ≈ Lsl + n2Lpl (C.9)
The values of the leakage inductances Lpl and Lsl are obtained by solving
the two simultaneous equations (C.8) and (C.9).
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Appendix D
Auxiliary Power Supply for Active
EMI Filter
Power supplies are required for the amplifier used in active EMI filter topolo-
gies. One of the possible topologies to implement the auxiliary power supply is
presented in this appendix.
D.0 Auxiliary Power Supply Circuit
Fig. D.1 shows the suggested circuit for the auxiliary power supplies. This
figure also shows the boost PFC converter. The auxiliary power supplies are
realized by placing an additional winding La on the boost PFC inductor LB.
The principle behind this power circuit topology is briefly explained here.
Let the turns ratio between the inductors LB and La be n:1. When the switch
Q is “ON”, the voltage Vab = V i/n. The diode Da1 will be forward biased and
capacitor Ca1 charges to Vi/n. When the switch Q turns “OFF”, the voltage
Vab = (Vi − Vo)/n. In this case Vab is negative and diode Da1 is reverse biased.
The diode Da2 is forward biased and the capacitor Ca2 charges to -(Vi − Vo)/n.











The value of the turns ratio n is to be selected to get the required volt-
age The voltage Vcd is dependent only on PFC converter’s output voltage and is
independent of 50 Hz variations of the input voltage.
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The capacitors Cp and Cn are used for realizing a dual polarity power supply.
The power consumed by the amplifier is very small and thus the currents
flowing in auxiliary power circuit is relatively smaller. Thus, the auxiliary power
circuit winding are made with thin wire. The maximum voltage across the diodes
used in the auxiliary power circuit is Vo/n. Thus, the current and voltage ratings
of power devices are small.
Fig. D.1 Auxiliary power supply for AEFs
The values of the capacitors Cp and Cn are decided by the permissible ripples
on the Vcc and -Vcc. The amplifier’s quiescent currents are small and thus their
effects on the voltage ripple are ignored. Let Ic be the current of duration Tc
seconds drawn by the amplifier in order to compensate the CM currents. Then,





Using (D.2), the values of capacitors Cp and Cn are calculated for a defined
ripple in the output voltages.
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D.1 Simulation Results
A Pspice circuit model of the boost PFC studied in this thesis has been
simulated to show the performance of the auxiliary power circuit design.
The output voltage of the boost PFC converter is Vo = 380 V . To design





= 12.7 ≈ 13 (D.3)
Capacitors of 10 µF are selected for Ca1 and Ca2. The capacitors Cp and Cn
are 270 µF each. Assuming the compensation current the amplifier draws is 300
mA for duration of 10 µs, the ripple in Vcc will be
Vˆcc =
0.3× 10× 10−6
270× 10−6 = 0.011V (D.4)
A bigger capacitor value may be selected for Ca1 and Ca2 if further reduction in
ripple is required.
Fig. D.2 shows the simulation results for the auxiliary power supply design.
The waveforms on the top show the current and voltage waveforms related to the
operation of the PFC. Vi, Ii and Vo are the input voltage, input current and output
voltage waveforms respectively.
The waveforms on the bottom show Vp (Vcc) and Vn (-Vcc). The values of
Vp and Vn are close to designed value of +15 V . The small 100 Hz ripple in the
voltage is due to the ripple in the Vo.
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Appendix E
Derivation for Feedforward Active
EMI Filter
In this appendix, the derivation for the insertion loss (attenuation character-
istics) for feedforward active EMI filter (AFF filter -4) is presented. This derivation
has been used in Chapter 7.
E.0 Feedforward active EMI filter (AFF filter -4)
Figure E.1 shows the circuit diagram of the feedforward active EMI filter
(AFF filter -4). The output and input terminals of the amplifier have been labeled
as A and B. To simplify the analysis, the part of the filter circuit between A, B
and E are considered separately as shown in Fig. E.2, where Z2 and Z3 are the
impedances of capacitors C2 and C3 respectively.
Fig. E.1 Feedforward active EMI filter-4
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− sLctm (Iz2 + IR2) (E.7)
Substituting for IZ2 and IR2 from (E.1) and (E.6) in (E.7) respectively and sim-
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plifying
Vi =
sLctmZ2 (Z3R3 +R2Z3 +R2R3)
Z2 (Z3R3 +R2Z3 +R2R3) + sLctm
{
(1 + A) (Z3R3 +R2Z3 +R2R3)




Let , then from (E.8)
Vi =
sLctmZ2k





Vff = −AVi = −sALctmZ2k






(1 + sRLCf )
(E.11)
Substituting for Vff from (E.10) in (E.11), the insertion loss or the filter attenua-




nZ2k + snLctm {(1 + A) k + (A+ 1)Z2Z3 + Z2R3} − s2ALctmCfZ2k
n (1 + sRLCf ) [Z2k + sLctm {(1 + A) k + (A+ 1)Z2Z3 + Z2R3}]
(E.12)




s3 {a1 (nC2 − Cf ) + n.b1}+ s2 {c1 (nC2 − Cf ) + nd1}+ s.n.e1 + n.f1
n (1 + sRLCf ) {s3 (a1C2 + b1) + s2 (c1C2 + d1) + s.e1 + f1}
(E.13)
where a1 = ALctmC3R2R3, b1 = LctmR2R3C2C3, c1 = ALctm(R2 + R3), d1 =
LctmC2(R2 +R3), e1 = R2R3C3 + ALctm and f1 = R2 +R3.
The expression (E.13) has been used in Chapter 7, Section 7.2.1.
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